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ELECTRONIC DEVICES & CIRCUITS SYLLABUS 

PREREQUISITE: Basic Electronics 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The course should enable the students to: 

1.Understand the Diode operation and switching characteristics. 

2.Understand the Operation of BJT, FET, MOSFET, rectifiers, amplifiers and oscillators. 

3.Study the characteristics of special type semiconductor diodes. 

UNIT I SEMICONDUCTORS & DIODES (9 Hours) 

Semiconductor fundamentals –Energy Band diagram – Intrinsic and Extrinsic Semiconductors 

Working and description of a PN diode– Varactor Diode –Avalanche and Zener Breakdown – 

Zener diode –Photo diode – Photo voltaic cell – Light emitting diode – Liquid crystal display 

– Light dependant resistor. 

UNIT II TRANSISTORS (9 Hours) 

Principle of transistor action – Cut off, Active and saturation regions of a transistor –  

CE,CB,CC Configurations – Transistor as a switch – Use of a heat sink – Constructional 

features of a field effect transistor –theory of operation–MOSFET –Working and V-I 

Characteristics – Depletion and enhancement types –Working and V-I characteristics of UJT 

– SCR 

UNIT III AMPLIFIERS (9 Hours) 

Classification of amplifiers– Distortion in amplifiers– frequency response of an amplifier– 

operation and of class A Power amplifier– push-pull amplifier–Class B amplifier, class C 

amplifiers –single tuned and double tuned amplifier - stagger tuned amplifier 

UNIT IV OSCILLATORS & MULTI VIBRATORS (9 Hours) 

Classification of oscillators – Barkhausen criterion operation and analysis of RC phase shift – 

Hartley and colpitts oscillators – Multivibrators – Astable, Monostable and Bistable  

multivibrators 

UNIT V RECTIFIERS & POWER SUPPLIES (9 Hours) 

Single – phase, half-wave and full-wave rectifiers – Bridge rectifiers – Ripple factor, 

rectification efficiency, Transformer utilization factor and regulation – Performance 

characteristics of rectifiers with filters – Regulated power supply– switched mode power 

supplies. 

COURSE OUTCOME 

At the end of the course the student should be able to: 



CO1. Identify the device for appropriate application. 

CO2. Learn different transistor configurations 

CO3. Design amplifier circuits using BJT or FET. 

CO4. Design oscillator circuits using BJT or FET. 

CO5. Demonstrate the knowledge to build projects in multidisciplinary environments. 

TEXT BOOKS 

1. Millman and Halkias, “Electronic devices and Circuits”, Tata McGraw Hill International, 

2nd Edition 2008. 

2. G.K.Mithal, “Electronic Devices and Circuits”, Khanna Publishers, 1999. 
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UNIT I 

AIM & OBJECTIVES 

To study  the functionality of PN junction diode in forward & REVERSE bias , Volt-ampere 

characteristics of P-N diode , cut off voltage for P-N junction diode, static and dynamic 

resistance in forward biased conditions. & to study the other diodes like varactor , zener & photo 

diodes & to study the characteristics of LCD, LED & LDR. 

PRE MCQ 

Q1. A crystal diode has ……… 

one pn junction 

two pn junctions 

three pn junctions 

none of the above 

Answer : 1 

  

Q2. A crystal diode has forward resistance of the order of …………… 

kΩ 

Ω 

MΩ 

none of the above 

Answer : 2 

 

Q3. If the arrow of crystal diode symbol is positive w.r.t. bar, then diode is ………….. biased. 
forward 

reverse 

either forward or reverse 

none of the above 

Answer : 1 

 

Q4. The reverse current in a diode is of the order of ………………. 
kA 

mA 

μA 

A 

Answer : 3 

 

Q5. The forward voltage drop across a silicon diode is about ………………… 

2.5 V 

3 V 

10 V 

0.7 V 

Answer : 4 



THEORY 

SEMICONDUCTORS & DIODES 

Semiconductors materials such as silicon (Si), germanium (Ge) and gallium arsenide 
(GaAs), have electrical properties somewhere in the middle, between those of a 

“conductor” and an “insulator”. They are not good conductors nor good insulators 

(hence their name “semi”-conductors). They have very few “free electrons” because 
their atoms are closely grouped together in a crystalline pattern called a “crystal 

lattice” but electrons are still able to flow, but only under special conditions. 

The ability of semiconductors to conduct electricity can be greatly improved by 

replacing or adding certain donor or acceptor atoms to this crystalline structure 
thereby, producing more free electrons than holes or vice versa. That is by adding a 

small percentage of another element to the base material, either silicon or germanium. 

On their own Silicon and Germanium are classed as intrinsic semiconductors, that is 
they are chemically pure, containing nothing but semi-conductive material. But by 

controlling the amount of impurities added to this intrinsic semiconductor material it 

is possible to control its conductivity. Various impurities called donors or acceptors 
can be added to this intrinsic material to produce free electrons or holes respectively. 

This process of adding donor or acceptor atoms to semiconductor atoms (the order of 

1 impurity atom per 10 million (or more) atoms of the semiconductor) is 

called Doping. The as the doped silicon is no longer pure, these donor and acceptor 
atoms are collectively referred to as “impurities”, and by doping these silicon material 

with a sufficient number of impurities, we can turn it into an N-type or P-type semi-

conductor material. 

The most commonly used semiconductor basics material by far is silicon. Silicon has 

four valence electrons in its outermost shell which it shares with its neighbouring 

silicon atoms to form full orbital’s of eight electrons. The structure of the bond 
between the two silicon atoms is such that each atom shares one electron with its 

neighbour making the bond very stable. 

As there are very few free electrons available to move around the silicon crystal, 

crystals of pure silicon (or germanium) are therefore good insulators, or at the very 
least very high value resistors. 

Silicon atoms are arranged in a definite symmetrical pattern making them a crystalline 

solid structure. A crystal of pure silica (silicon dioxide or glass) is generally said to be 
an intrinsic crystal (it has no impurities) and therefore has no free electrons. 

But simply connecting a silicon crystal to a battery supply is not enough to extract an 

electric current from it. To do that we need to create a “positive” and a “negative” 



pole within the silicon allowing electrons and therefore electric current to flow out of 

the silicon. These poles are created by doping the silicon with certain impurities. 

A Silicon Atom Structure 

 

The diagram above shows the structure and lattice of a ‘normal’ pure crystal of 

Silicon. 

N-type Semiconductor Basics 

In order for our silicon crystal to conduct electricity, we need to introduce an impurity 
atom such as Arsenic, Antimony or Phosphorus into the crystalline structure making it 

extrinsic (impurities are added). These atoms have five outer electrons in their 

outermost orbital to share with neighbouring atoms and are commonly called 

“Pentavalent” impurities. 

This allows four out of the five orbital electrons to bond with its neighbouring silicon 

atoms leaving one “free electron” to become mobile when an electrical voltage is 

applied (electron flow). As each impurity atom “donates” one electron, pentavalent 
atoms are generally known as “donors”. 

Antimony (symbol Sb) as well as Phosphorus (symbol P), are frequently used as a 

pentavalent additive to silicon. Antimony has 51 electrons arranged in five shells 
around its nucleus with the outermost orbital having five electrons. The resulting 

semiconductor basics material has an excess of current-carrying electrons, each with a 

negative charge, and is therefore referred to as an N-type material with the electrons 

called “Majority Carriers” while the resulting holes are called “Minority Carriers”. 



When stimulated by an external power source, the electrons freed from the silicon 

atoms by this stimulation are quickly replaced by the free electrons available from the 
doped Antimony atoms. But this action still leaves an extra electron (the freed 

electron) floating around the doped crystal making it negatively charged. 

Then a semiconductor material is classed as N-type when its donor density is greater 
than its acceptor density, in other words, it has more electrons than holes thereby 

creating a negative pole as shown. 

Antimony Atom and Doping 

 

The diagram above shows the structure and lattice of the donor impurity atom 

Antimony. 

P-Type Semiconductor Basics 

If we go the other way, and introduce a “Trivalent” (3-electron) impurity into the 

crystalline structure, such as Aluminium, Boron or Indium, which have only three 

valence electrons available in their outermost orbital, the fourth closed bond cannot be 
formed. Therefore, a complete connection is not possible, giving the semiconductor 

material an abundance of positively charged carriers known as holes in the structure 

of the crystal where electrons are effectively missing. 

As there is now a hole in the silicon crystal, a neighbouring electron is attracted to it 

and will try to move into the hole to fill it. However, the electron filling the hole 

leaves another hole behind it as it moves. This in turn attracts another electron which 

in turn creates another hole behind it, and so forth giving the appearance that the holes 
are moving as a positive charge through the crystal structure (conventional current 

flow). 



This movement of holes results in a shortage of electrons in the silicon turning the 

entire doped crystal into a positive pole. As each impurity atom generates a hole, 
trivalent impurities are generally known as “Acceptors” as they are continually 

“accepting” extra or free electrons. 

Boron (symbol B) is commonly used as a trivalent additive as it has only five 
electrons arranged in three shells around its nucleus with the outermost orbital having 

only three electrons. The doping of Boron atoms causes conduction to consist mainly 

of positive charge carriers resulting in a P-type material with the positive holes being 

called “Majority Carriers” while the free electrons are called “Minority Carriers”. 

Then a semiconductor basics material is classed as P-type when its acceptor density is 

greater than its donor density. Therefore, a P-type semiconductor has more holes than 

electrons. 

Boron Atom and Doping 

 

The diagram above shows the structure and lattice of the acceptor impurity atom 

Boron. 

Semiconductor Basics Summary 

N-type (e.g. doped with Antimony) 

These are materials which have Pentavalent impurity atoms (Donors) added and 
conduct by “electron” movement and are therefore called, N-type Semiconductors. 

In N-type semiconductors there are: 



 1. The Donors are positively charged. 

 2. There are a large number of free electrons. 

 3. A small number of holes in relation to the number of free electrons. 

 4. Doping gives: 

o  positively charged donors. 

o  negatively charged free electrons. 

 5. Supply of energy gives: 

o  negatively charged free electrons. 

o  positively charged holes. 

P-type (e.g. doped with Boron) 

These are materials which have Trivalent impurity atoms (Acceptors) added and 
conduct by “hole” movement and are therefore called, P-type Semiconductors. 

In these types of materials are: 

 1. The Acceptors are negatively charged. 

 2. There are a large number of holes. 

 3. A small number of free electrons in relation to the number of holes. 

 4. Doping gives: 

o  negatively charged acceptors. 

o  positively charged holes. 

 5. Supply of energy gives: 

o  positively charged holes. 

o  negatively charged free electrons. 

and both P and N-types as a whole, are electrically neutral on their own. 

Antimony (Sb) and Boron (B) are two of the most commonly used doping agents as 

they are more feely available compared to other types of materials. They are also 
classed as “metalloids”. However, the periodic table groups together a number of 

other different chemical elements all with either three, or five electrons in their 

outermost orbital shell making them suitable as a doping material. 

These other chemical elements can also be used as doping agents to a base material of 

either Silicon (Si) or Germanium (Ge) to produce different types of basic 

semiconductor materials for use in electronic semiconductor components, 

microprocessor and solar cell applications.  



Energy Band Diagram 

In gaseous substances, the arrangement of molecules is not close. In liquids, the molecular 

arrangement is moderate. But, in solids, the molecules are so closely arranged, that the electrons 
in the atoms of molecules tend to move into the orbitals of neighboring atoms. Hence the 
electron orbitals overlap when the atoms come together. 

Due to the intermixing of atoms in solids, instead of single energy levels, there will be bands of 

energy levels formed. These set of energy levels, which are closely packed are called as Energy 
bands. 

Valance Band 

The electrons move in the atoms in certain energy levels but the energy of the electrons in the 
innermost shell is higher than the outermost shell electrons. The electrons that are present in the 
outermost shell are called as Valance Electrons. 

These valance electrons, containing a series of energy levels, form an energy band which is 
called as Valence Band. The valence band is the band having the highest occupied energy. 

Conduction Band 

The valence electrons are so loosely attached to the nucleus that even at room temperature, few 

of the valence electrons leave the band to be free. These are called as free electrons as they 
tend to move towards the neighboring atoms. 

These free electrons are the ones which conduct the current in a conductor and hence called 

as Conduction Electrons. The band which contains conduction electrons is called 
as Conduction Band. The conduction band is the band having the lowest occupied energy. 

Forbidden gap 

The gap between valence band and conduction band is called as forbidden energy gap. As the 
name implies, this band is the forbidden one without energy. Hence no electron stays in this 
band. The valence electrons, while going to the conduction band, pass through this. 

The forbidden energy gap if greater, means that the valence band electrons are tightly bound to 

the nucleus. Now, in order to push the electrons out of the valence band, some external energy 
is required, which would be equal to the forbidden energy gap. 

The following figure shows the valance band, conduction band, and the forbidden gap. 



 

Depending upon the size of the forbidden gap, the Insulators, the Semiconductors and the 
Conductors are formed. 

Insulators 

Insulators are such materials in which the conduction cannot take place, due to the large 
forbidden gap. Examples: Wood, Rubber. The structure of energy bands in Insulators is as 
shown in the following figure. 

 

Characteristics 

The following are the characteristics of Insulators. 

 The Forbidden energy gap is very large. 

 Valance band electrons are bound tightly to atoms. 

 The value of forbidden energy gap for an insulator will be of 10eV. 

 For some insulators, as the temperature increases, they might show some conduction. 

 The resistivity of an insulator will be in the order of 107 ohm-meter. 

Semiconductors 



Semiconductors are such materials in which the forbidden energy gap is small and the 
conduction takes place if some external energy is applied. Examples: Silicon, Germanium. The 
following figure shows the structure of energy bands in semiconductors. 

 

Characteristics 

The following are the characteristics of Semiconductors. 

 The Forbidden energy gap is very small. 

 The forbidden gap for Ge is 0.7eV whereas for Si is 1.1eV. 

 A Semiconductor actually is neither an insulator, nor a good conductor. 

 As the temperature increases, the conductivity of a semiconductor increases. 

 The conductivity of a semiconductor will be in the order of 102 mho-meter. 

Conductors 

Conductors are such materials in which the forbidden energy gap disappears as the valence band 

and conduction band become very close that they overlap. Examples: Copper, Aluminum. The 
following figure shows the structure of energy bands in conductors. 



 

Characteristics 

The following are the characteristics of Conductors. 

 There exists no forbidden gap in a conductor. 

 The valance band and the conduction band gets overlapped. 

 The free electrons available for conduction are plenty. 

 A slight increase in voltage, increases the conduction. 

 There is no concept of hole formation, as a continuous flow of electrons contribute the 
current. 

 

What is Intrinsic Semiconductor and Extrinsic Semiconductor? 

The electrical property of a material that lies between insulator as well as conductor is 
known as a semiconductor material. The best examples of semiconductors are Si and 

Ge. Semiconductors are classified into two type’s namely intrinsic semiconductor and 

extrinsic semiconductor (P-type and N-type). The intrinsic type is pure kind of 
semiconductor whereas an extensive type includes impurities to make conductive. At 

room temperature, the conductivity of intrinsic will become zero whereas extrinsic 

will become little conductive. This article discusses an overview of 
intrinsic semiconductors and extrinsic semiconductors with doping and energy band 

diagrams. 

 

 

https://www.elprocus.com/suspension-insulator-in-process/
https://www.elprocus.com/electrical-conductor-types-and-its-properties/
https://www.elprocus.com/why-do-we-use-semiconductors-instead-of-conductors-in-electronic-circuit-design/


What is Intrinsic Semiconductor? 

Intrinsic semiconductor definition is, a semiconductor that is extremely pure is an 
intrinsic type. On the energy band concept, the conductivity of this semiconductor will 

become zero at room temperature which is shown in the following figure. The 

intrinsic semiconductor examples are Si & Ge. 
 

Intrinsic 

Semiconductor 

In the above energy band diagram, the conduction band is empty whereas the valence 

band is filled totally. Once the temperature is increased, some heat energy can be 

supplied to it. So the electrons from the valence band are supplied toward the 
conduction band by leaving the valence band. 

Energy Band 

https://www.elprocus.com/semiconductor-devices-types-and-applications/
https://www.elprocus.com/energy-band-definition-and-its-classification/


The flow of electrons while reaching from valence to the conduction band will be 

random. The holes formed within the crystal can also flow anywhere freely. So, the 
behavior of this semiconductor will show a negative TCR (temperature coefficient of 

resistance). The TCR means, when the temperature increases, the material’s resistivity 

will be decreased & the conductivity will be increased. 

Energy Band Diagram 

What is Extrinsic Semiconductor? 

To make a semiconductor like conductive, then some impurities are added which is 
called extrinsic semiconductor. At room temperature, this kind of semiconductor will 

conduct a small current; however, it is not helpful in making a variety of electronic 

devices. Therefore, to make the semiconductor conductive, a little quantity of 
appropriate impurity can be added to the material through the doping process. 

Extrinsic Semiconductor 

 

https://www.elprocus.com/temperature-coefficient-of-resistance/
https://www.elprocus.com/temperature-coefficient-of-resistance/
https://www.elprocus.com/optoelectronics-devices-with-their-applications/
https://www.elprocus.com/optoelectronics-devices-with-their-applications/


 

Doping 

The process of adding impurity to a semiconductor is known as doping. The amount 
of impurity which is added to the material has to control in the extrinsic 

semiconductor preparation. In general, one impurity atom can be added to 108 atoms 

of a semiconductor. 

By adding the impurity, the no. of holes or electrons can be increased to make it 

conductive. For instance, if a Pentavalent impurity includes 5 valence electrons that 

are added to a pure semiconductor then the no. of electrons will exist. Based on the 
kind of impurity added, the extrinsic semiconductor can be classified into two types 

like N-type semiconductor & P-type semiconductor. 

Carrier Concentration in Intrinsic Semiconductor 

In this type of semiconductor, once the valence electrons damage the covalent bond & 

move into the conduction band than two kinds of charge carriers will be generated like 

holes & free electrons. 
The no. of electrons for each unit volume within the conduction bands otherwise the 

no. of holes for each unit volume within the valence band is known as carrier 

concentration in an intrinsic semiconductor. Similarly, electron carrier concentration 
can be defined as the no. of electrons for each unit volume within the conduction band 

whereas the no. of holes for each unit volume within the valence band is known as 

hole-carrier concentration. 

In intrinsic type, the electrons which are generated within the conduction band can be 

equivalent to the no. of holes which are generated within the valence band. Therefore 

the concentration of electron carriers is equivalent to the concentration of hole-carrier. 

So it can be given as 

ni = n = p 

Where ‘n’ is the concentration of electron carrier, ‘P’ is the concentration of the 

carrier of the hole & ‘ni’ is the concentration of intrinsic carrier 

In the valence band, the concentration of the hole can be written as 

P = Nv e -(EF-EV)/KBT 

In the conduction band, the concentration of electron can be written as 



N = P = Nc e -(EC-EF)/KBT 

In the above equation, ‘KB’ is the Boltzmann constant 

‘T’ is the total temperature of intrinsic type semiconductor 

‘Nc’ is the efficient density of states within the conduction band. 

‘Nv’ is the efficient density of states within the valence band. 

The Conductivity of Intrinsic Semiconductor 

The behavior of this semiconductor is like a perfect insulator at zero degrees 
temperature. Because at this temperature, the conduction band is empty, the valence 

band is full and for conduction, there are no charge carriers. However, at room 

temperature, the thermal energy can be enough to make a huge no. of electron-hole 

pairs. Whenever an electric field is applied to a semiconductor, and then electrons 
flow will be there because of the movement of electrons within one direction & holes 

within reverse direction 

For a metal, the current density will be J = nqEµ 
The current density within a pure semiconductor because of the flow of holes & 

electrons can be given as 

Jn = nqEµn 
Jp = pqEµp 

In the above equations, ‘n’ is the concentration of electrons and ‘q’ is the charge on 

hole/electron, ‘p’ is the concentration of holes, ‘E’ is the applied electric field, ‘µ’n is 

the electron mobility and ‘µ’p is the holes mobility. 
The density of the whole current is 

J = Jn + Jp 

= nqEµn + pqEµp 
I= qE (nµn + pµp) 

Where J = σE, then the equation will be 

σE = = qE (nµn + pµp) 
σ = q(nµn + pµp) 

Here ‘σ’ is the conductivity of semiconductor 

The no. of electrons are equal to the no. of holes in the pure semiconductor so n=p=ni 

https://www.elprocus.com/high-electron-mobility-transistor-hemt-construction-applications/


‘ni’ is the carrier concentration of intrinsic material, so 

J = q(niµn + niµp) 
The pure semiconductor conductivity will be 

σ = q(niµn + niµp) 

σ = qni(µn + µp) 
So the conductivity of pure semiconductor mainly depends on intrinsic semiconductor 

& electrons & holes mobility. 

WORKING & DESCRIPTION OF PN JUNCTION DIODE 

A P-N Junction Diode is formed by doping one side of a piece of silicon with a P-type 
dopant (Boran) and the other side with a N-type dopant (phosphorus).Ge can be used 

instead of Silicon. The P-N junction diode is a two-terminal device. This is the basic 

construction of the P-N junction diode. It is one of the simplest semiconductor devices 
as it allows current to flow in only one direction.The diode does not behave linearly 

with respect to the applied voltage, and it has an exponential V-I relationship. 

What is a P-N junction Diode? 

A P-N junction diode is a piece of silicon that has two terminals. One of the terminals 

is doped with P-type material and the other with N-type material. The P-N junction is 

the basic element for semiconductor diodes. A Semiconductor diode facilitates the 
flow of electrons completely in one direction only – which is the main function of 

semiconductor diode. It can also be used as a Rectifier. 

 

P-N Junction 

https://www.elprocus.com/vi-characteristics-of-pn-junction-diode/


PN Junction Diode Theory 

There are two operating regions: P-type and N-type. And based on the applied 

voltage, there are three possible “biasing” conditions for the P-N Junction Diode, 

which are as follows: 

Zero Bias – No external voltage is applied to the PN junction diode. 

Forward Bias– The voltage potential is connected positively to the P-type terminal 

and negatively to the N-type terminal of the Diode. 
Reverse Bias– The voltage potential is connected negatively to the P-type terminal 

and positively to the N-type terminal of the Diode. 

Zero Biased Condition 

In this case, no external voltage is applied to the P-N junction diode; and therefore, 
the electrons diffuse to the P-side and simultaneously holes diffuse towards the N-side 

through the junction, and then combine with each other. Due to this an electric field is 

generated by these charge carriers. The electric field opposes further diffusion of 
charged carriers so that there is no movement in the middle region. This region is 

known as depletion width or space charge. 

Unbiased Condition 

Forward Bias 

In the forward bias condition, the negative terminal of the battery is connected to the 
N-type material and the positive terminal of the battery is connected to the P-Type 

material. This connection is also called as giving positive voltage. Electrons from the 

N-region cross the junction and enters the P-region. Due to the attractive force that is 

generated in the P-region the electrons are attracted and move towards the positive 
terminal. Simultaneously the holes are attracted to the negative terminal of the battery. 

By the movement of electrons and holes current flows. In this condition, the width of 

the depletion region decreases due to the reduction in the number of positive and 
negative ions. 

https://www.elprocus.com/paper-battery-construction-and-working/


Forward Bias 

Condition 

V-I Characteristics 

By supplying positive voltage, the electrons get enough energy to overcome the 

potential barrier (depletion layer) and cross the junction and the same thing happens 
with the holes as well. The amount of energy required by the electrons and holes for 

crossing the junction is equal to the barrier potential 0.3 V for Ge and 0.7 V for Si, 

1.2V for GaAs. This is also known as Voltage drop. The voltage drop across the diode 
occurs due to internal resistance. This can be observed in the below graph. 

Forward bias V-I Characteristics 

Reverse Bias 

In the forward bias condition, the negative terminal of the battery is connected to the 
N-type material and the positive terminal of the battery is connected to the P-type 

material. This connection is also known as giving positive voltage. Hence, the electric 



field due to both the voltage and depletion layer is in the same direction. This makes 

the electric field stronger than before. Due to this strong electric field, electrons and 
holes want more energy to cross the junction so they cannot diffuse to the opposite 

region. Hence, there is no current flow due to the lack of movement of electrons and 

holes. 

Depletion layer in 

Reverse Biased condition 

The electrons from the N-type semiconductor are attracted towards the positive 

terminal and the holes from the P-type semiconductor are attracted to the negative 
terminal. This leads to the reduction of the number of electrons in N-type and holes in 

P-type. In addition, positive ions are created in the N-type region and negative ions 

are created in the P-type region. 

Circuit diagram for 

Reverse bias 

Therefore, the depletion layer width is increased due to the increasing number of 
positive and negative ions. 

V-I Characteristics 

Due to thermal energy in crystal minority carriers are produced. Minority carriers 

mean a hole in N-type material and electrons in P-type material. These minority 
carriers are the electrons and holes pushed towards P-N junction by the negative 



terminal and positive terminal, respectively. Due to the movement of minority 

carriers, a very little current flows, which is in nano Ampere range (for silicon). This 
current is called as reverse saturation current. Saturation means, after reaching its 

maximum value, a steady state is reached wherein the current value remains same 

with increasing voltage. 

The magnitude of reverse current is of the order of nano-amperes for silicon devices. 

When the reverse voltage is increased beyond the limit, then the reverse current 

increases drastically. This particular voltage that causes the drastic change in reverse 

current is called reverse breakdown voltage. Diode breakdown occurs by two 
mechanisms: Avalanche breakdown and Zener breakdown. 

 
 

I = IS[exp ( qV/kT )-1] 

K – Boltzmann Constant 
T – Junction temperature (K) 

(kT/q) Room temperature = 0.026V 

Usually IS is a very small current approximately in 10-17 …… 10-13A 

Therefore, it can be written as 

I=IS[exp(V/0.026)-1] 

V-I Characteristics Graph for 

Reverse Bias 

Applications of PN junction Diode 

The P-N junction diode has many applications. 



 P-N junction diode in the reverse-biased configuration is sensitive to light from a 

range between 400nm to 1000nm, which includes VISIBLE light. Therefore, it can 
be used as a photodiode. 

 It can also be used as a solar cell. 

 P-N junction forward bias condition is used in all LED lighting applications. 
 The voltage across the P-N junction biased is used to create Temperature Sensors, and 

Reference voltages. 

 It is used in many circuits’ rectifiers, varactors for voltage-controlled oscillators. 

 

V-I Characteristics of P-N junction Diode 

V-I Characteristics of P-N junction 

Diode 

The graph will be changed for different semiconductor materials used in the construction 

of a P-N junction diode. The below diagram depicts the changes. 

https://www.elprocus.com/digital-electronics-led-projects-circuits/
https://www.elprocus.com/temperature-sensors-types-working-operation/
https://www.elprocus.com/bridge-rectifier-circuit-theory-with-working-operation/
https://www.elprocus.com/voltage-controlled-oscillator-working-application/
https://www.elprocus.com/what-are-the-reasons-behind-silicon-uses-in-electronics/


Comparison with Silicon, 

Germanium, and Gallium Arsenide 

This is all about the P-N Junction diode’s theory, working principle and its applications 

 

Varactor Diode 
 

A Varactor Diode (also known with the names Varicap Diode, Varactor Diode, 

Tuning Diode) is a p-n junction diode which acts as a variable capacitor under varying 

reverse bias voltage across its terminals. 

In other words, it is a specially designed semiconductor diode whose capacitance at 

the p-n semiconductor junction changes with the change in voltage applied across its 

terminals. And because it is a diode that can behave as a variable capacitor, it is 
named as a Varactor Diode in short. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P%E2%80%93n_junction


It is mainly used to replace variable capacitors that need to be operated mechanically 

for changing the value of capacitance. One advantage is that the capacitance of a 
varactor diode can be changed just by changing the voltage across its terminals. We 

will learn more about its operation in the following sections. 

Symbolic Representation 

A number of schematic symbols are used to represent a Varactor Diode in circuit 

diagrams. Of them, the three most popular representations are shown below: 

 

Among these three symbols of a Varactor Diode, the second symbol is more 

frequently used. It is a combination of symbol of a p-n junction diode and a capacitor. 

In the symbol, the triangle indicates the presence of a diode component, and the two 
lines at the tip of triangle indicate parallel plates of a capacitor. 

Construction 

A Varactor Diode consists of p-type and n-type semiconductor layers sandwiched 
together, with the n-type layer attached to a mesa (table-shaped) structure. A gold 

plated molybdenum stud is connected to n-type layer via the mesa structure and it acts 

as cathode terminal. 

The p-type layer is connected to another gold plated molybdenum stud (which acts as 

anode) via a gold wire. Except for some portion of the molybdenum studs, the entire 

arrangement is enclosed in a ceramic layer.  



  

The p-type and n-type layers of the varactor diode are made up of silicon or gallium 

arsenide depending on the type of application for which it is used. For low frequency 
applications, silicon is used, and for high-frequency applications gallium arsenide is 

used. 

For conventional diodes, the p-type and n-type semiconductor layers are uniformly 
doped with impurities to improve conductivity. But in the case of varactor diodes, the 

concentration of impurities near the pn junction is very less and it gradually increases 

as we move towards the layer’s other surface. 

Working 

To learn how a varactor diode works, you need to first understand the working 

principle of a variable capacitor: 

A capacitor consists of two conducting surfaces separated by a non-conducting 

dielectric medium (see figure below). When one of surfaces is connected to a positive 

voltage and the other to negative voltage, because of attraction between positive and 



negative carriers, positive charge accumulates on one surface and negative charge on 

the other. 

The amount of charge that accumulates is termed as capacitance. If we reduce the gap 

between the two surfaces, the force of attraction between positive and negative charge 

carriers increases and so more charge accumulates on the surface i.e. the capacitance 
increases. 

The opposite happens when the surfaces are moved away from each other i.e. the 

capacitance decreases. A variable capacitor has a mechanical arrangement which 

allows us to change the gap between surfaces, which effectively changes the 
capacitance. 

Let 

us now come back to working of a p-n junction diode. The p-type layer of the diode is 
filled with positive charge carriers and the n-type layer with negative charge carriers. 

Near the surface of contact between the two layers, positive and negative charges 

diffuse and neutralize each other. This region is known as depletion region. 

No further diffusion of charge carriers through the depletion layer is possible unless 

an external voltage is applied. So effectively the depletion layer acts as an insulator. 



  

The width of depletion layer depends on the voltage applied across the p and n-type 

layers. If a forward bias voltage is applied, i.e. positive voltage is applied to the p-type 

layer and negative voltage is applied to the n-type layer, the width of depletion 

decreases, and above a certain voltage it completely disappears. 

If a reverse bias is applied, i.e., positive voltage to n-type layer and negative voltage 

to p-type layer, the width of depletion layer increases. The below diagram illustrates 

the two scenarios: 



  



Simply put, the width of the depletion region can be changed to a required value just 

by adjusting the voltage across the p & n-type semiconductor layers. So, by now you 
must have observed the similarities between capacitor, and the diode in reverse bias. 

The depletion layer in the diode is akin to the dielectric medium in a capacitor, which 

acts as an insulator and prevents the flow of charge carriers from one side to the other. 

So, when reverse bias voltage is applied across the diode, respective charge carriers 

accumulate on either side of the depletion layer. This makes the diode acquire some 

capacitance and it is termed as junction capacitance. 

A Varactor Diode is specially designed to enhance this ability to store charge carriers 
when reverse bias is applied, thus allowing it to act as a capacitor.  

 



The junction capacitance is inversely proportional to the width of depletion layer i.e. 

if the width of depletion layer is less, the capacitance will be more, and vice versa. So 
if we need to increase the capacitance of a varactor diode, the reverse bias voltage 

should be decreased. It causes the width of depletion layer to decrease, resulting in 

higher capacitance. Similarly increasing the reverse bias voltage should decrease the 
capacitance. 

This ability to get different values of capacitances just by changing the voltage 

applied is the biggest advantage of a varactor diode when compared with a normal 

variable capacitor. 

Characteristics 

The below graph illustrates the relation between the magnitude of reverse bias voltage 

p-type & n-type layers of a varactor diode, and the magnitude of junction capacitance. 

 

You can observe that the junction capacitance of a varactor diode is inversely 

proportional to reverse bias voltage. Also because of difference in the way impurities 

are added to the p-type and n-type layers, the capacitance of a varactor diode is always 
higher than that of a conventional diode. 

The exact magnitude of junction capacitance of a varactor diode is calculated with 

respect to the capacitance at zero-bias condition (CJ), forward bias voltage (Voltage 



required to remove depletion layer completely, VB) and the actual reverse bias voltage 

(VR) applied across the junction. It is given by the formula: 

CJ = C0(1 + VR/VB)-n 

‘n’ is a constant and varies depending on the way p and n-type layers are doped. Its 

value lies between (0.5 – 0.33). The value of reverse bias voltage (VR) should be 
below the breakdown voltage, above which the value of capacitance CJ equals zero 

because of breakdown of depletion region and the free flow of holes and electrons. 

Equivalent Circuit 

For designing circuits that use the properties of a varactor diode, we first need to 

break down its electrical properties and visualize an equivalent circuit with basic 

components like resistors, capacitors and inductors. The below image shows such 

approximate equivalent circuit of a varactor diode when operated under reverse bias 
condition.  

 

RR  is the reverse bias resistance and RG is the geometric resistance of the varactor 

diode. CJ is the junction capacitance which is dependent on the reverse bias voltage. 

LF is the effective inductance and it depends on the frequency limits under which a 
varactor diode should be operated. 

 



 

Applications 

Owing to the special property of varying capacitance with varying voltage, varactor 

diodes are mostly used in frequency modulation or tuning circuits where the value of 

capacitance determines the output modulation frequency. Some of the other 
applications include: 

 Automatic Frequency Controllers (AFCs) 

 Ultra High Frequency Television sets 
 High frequency Radios 

 Frequency Multipliers 

 Band Pass Filters 
 Harmonic Generators 

 

Zener Breakdown and Avalanche Breakdown 

 

The Avalanche Breakdown and Zener Breakdown are two different mechanisms by 
which a PN junction breaks. The Zener and Avalanche breakdown both occur in diode 

under reverse bias.  

The avalanche breakdown occurs because of the ionisation of electrons and hole pairs 
whereas the Zener breakdown occurs because of heavy doping. These are explained 

below in details. 

 
Avalanche Breakdown 

 

The mechanism of avalanche breakdown occurs because of the reverse saturation 

current. The P-type and N-type material together forms the PN-junction. The 
depletion region develops at the junction where the P and N-type material contact. 

 

The P and N-type materials of the PN junction are not perfect, and they have some 
impurities in it, i.e., the p-type material has some electrons, and the N-type material 

has some hole in it. The width of the depletion region varies. Their width depends on 

the bias applied to the terminal of the P and N region. 
 

The reverse bias increases the electrical field across the depletion region. When the 

high electric field exists across the depletion, the velocity of minority charge carrier 

crossing the depletion region increases. These carriers collide with the atoms of the 



crystal. Because of the violent collision, the charge carrier takes out the electrons from 

the atom. 
 

The collision increases the electron-hole pair. As the electron-hole induces in the high 

electric field, they are quickly separated and collide with the other atoms of the 
crystals. The process is continuous, and the electric field becomes so much higher 

then the reverse current starts flowing in the PN junction. The process is known as the 

Avalanche breakdown. After the breakdown, the junction cannot regain its original 

position because the diode is completely burnt off. 
 

Zener Breakdown 

 
The PN junction is formed by the combination of the p-type and the n-type 

semiconductor material. The combination of the P-type and N-type regions creates the 

depletion region. 
 

The width of the depletion region depends on the doping of the P and N-type 

semiconductor material. If the material is heavily doped, the width of the depletion 

region becomes very thin. 
  

The phenomenon of the Zener breakdown occurs in the very thin depletion region. 

The thin depletion region has more numbers of free electrons. The reverse bias applies 
across the PN junction develops the electric field intensity across the depletion region. 

The strength of the electric field intensity becomes very high. 

 
The electric field intensity increases the kinetic energy of the free charge carriers. 

Thereby the carriers start jumping from one region to another. These energetic charge 

carriers collide with the atoms of the p-type and n-type material and produce the 

electron-hole pairs. 
 

The reverse current starts flowing in the junction because of which depletion region 

entirely vanishes. This process is known as the Zener breakdown. 
 



 
In Zener breakdown, the junction is not completely damaged. The depletion region 

regians its original position after the removal of the reverse voltage. 
 

Equivalent Circuit of an Ideal Zener Diode and Actual Zener Diode 

Ideal Zener Diode 
 

The breakdown region of the ideal Zener diode in the VI curve is considered to be 

vertical. The graph shows that the voltage remains constant even after the variation of 

the current. 
 

Thus, the resistance of the Zener diode is neglected. The Zener diode in the 

breakdown region ideally behaves like a battery. 
 

 

 
The equivalent circuit diagram is shown below: 

 



  
In a circuit, an ideal Zener diode can be replaced by a voltage source Vz, when the 

Zener diode is operating in the breakdown region. 
 

Actual Zener Diode 

 
The breakdown region graph of the actual Zener diode is not accurately vertical. The 

graph shows that the Zener diode has some resistance. 

 

The figure below shows that the Zener diode has some resistance Rz connected in 
series with the battery of voltage Vz. 

 

  
The voltage across the Zener diode will be: 
 

 



 

This is all about Zener Breakdown and Avalanche Breakdown 
 

ZENER DIODE 

 
A Zener diode not only allows current to flow from anode to cathode but also, in the reverse 

direction on reaching the Zener voltage. Due to this functionality, Zener diodes are the most 
commonly used semiconductor diodes. In this article, let us learn the function of Zener diodes 

along with its construction, operation and more. 

Zener Diode Explanation 

A Zener Diode, also known as a breakdown diode, is a heavily doped semiconductor device that 

is designed to operate in the reverse direction. When the voltage across the terminals of a Zener 
diode is reversed and the potential reaches the Zener Voltage (knee voltage), the junction breaks 

down and the current flows in the reverse direction. This effect is known as the Zener Effect. 

Zener Diode Definition 

A Zener diode is a heavily doped semiconductor device that is designed to operate in the reverse 

direction. 
Zener diodes are manufactured with a great variety of Zener voltages (Vz) and some are even 

made variable. 

How does a Zener Diode work in reverse bias? 

A Zener diode operates just like a normal diode when it is forward-biased. However, when 

connected in reverse biased mode, a small leakage current flows through the diode. As the 
reverse voltage increases to the predetermined breakdown voltage (Vz), current starts flowing 

through the diode. The current increases to a maximum, which is determined by the series 
resistor, after which it stabilizes and remains constant over a wide range of applied voltage. 

 

Circuit Symbol of Zener Diode 

There are many ways in which a Zener diode is packaged. Some are used for high levels of 

power dissipation and the others are contained with surface mount formats. The most common 
type of Zener diode is contained within a small glass encapsulation. It has a band around one end 
marking the cathode side of the diode. 



 

Zener diode symbol and package outlines 
From the diagram, we can see that the band around the package corresponds to the line on the 
diode circuit symbol and this can be an easy way of remembering which end is for which. 

The Zener diode circuit symbol places two tags at the end of the bar – one in the upward 
direction and the other in the lower direction as shown in the figure. This helps in distinguishing 

Zener diodes from other forms of diodes within the circuit. 

V-I Characteristics of Zener Diode 

The diagram given below shows the V-I characteristics of the Zener diode. 

 

When reverse-biased voltage is applied to a Zener diode, it allows only a small amount of 
leakage current until the voltage is less than Zener voltage. 

https://byjus.com/physics/vi-characteristics/


The V-I characteristics of a Zener diode can be divided into two parts as follows: 
(i) Forward Characteristics 

(ii) Reverse Characteristics 

Forward Characteristics of Zener Diode 

The first quadrant in the graph represents the forward characteristics of a Zener diode. From the 
graph, we understand that it is almost identical to the forward characteristics of any other P-N 
junction diode. 

Reverse Characteristics of Zener Diode 

When a reverse voltage is applied to a Zener voltage, initially a small reverse saturation current 

Io flows across the diode. This current is due to thermally generated minority carriers. As the 
reverse voltage is increased, at a certain value of reverse voltage, the reverse current increases 
drastically and sharply. This is an indication that the breakdown has occurred. We call this 

voltage breakdown voltage or Zener voltage and it is denoted by Vz. 

Zener Diode Specifications 

Some commonly used specifications for Zener diodes are as follows: 

 Zener/Breakdown Voltage  – The Zener or the reverse breakdown voltage ranges from 
2.4 V to 200 V, sometimes it can go up to 1 kV while the maximum for the surface-
mounted device is 47 V. 

 Current Iz (max) – It is the maximum current at the rated Zener Voltage (Vz – 200μA to 
200 A) 

 Current Iz (min) – It is the minimum value of current required for the diode to 
breakdown. 

 Power Rating – It denotes the maximum power the Zener diode can dissipate. It is given 

by the product of the voltage of the diode and the current flowing through it. 

 Temperature Stability – Diodes around 5 V have the best stability 

 Voltage Tolerance – It is typically ±5% 

 Zener Resistance (Rz) – It is the resistance to the Zener diode exhibits. 

Application of  Zener Diode 

Following are the applications of Zener diode: 

Zener diode as a voltage regulator: 

Zener diode is used as a Shunt voltage regulator for regulating voltage across small loads. The 
breakdown voltage of Zener diodes will be constant for a wide range of current. Zener diode is 
connected parallel to the load to make it reverse bias and once the Zener diode exceeds knee 

voltage, the voltage across the load will become constant. 

Zener diode in over-voltage protection: 



When the input voltage is higher than the Zener breakage voltage, the voltage across the resistor 
drops resulting in a short circuit. This can be avoided by using the Zener diode. 

Zener diode in clipping circuits: 

Zener diode is used for modifying AC waveform clipping circuits by limiting the parts of either 

one or both the half cycles of an AC waveform. 

 

 

PHOTO DIODE 

It is a form of light-weight sensor that converts light energy into electrical voltage or 

current. Photodiode is a type of semi conducting device with PN junction. Between 
the p (positive) and n (negative) layers, an intrinsic layer is present. The photo diode 

accepts light energy as input to generate electric current. 

It is also called as Photodetector, photo sensor or light detector. Photo diode operates 
in reverse bias condition i.e. the p – side of the photodiode is connected with negative 

terminal of battery (or the power supply) and n – side to the positive terminal of 

battery. 

Typical photodiode materials are Silicon, Germanium, Indium Gallium Arsenide 

Phosphide and Indium gallium arsenide. 

Internally, a photodiode has optical filters, built in lens and a surface area. When 

surface area of photodiode increases, it results in more response time. Few photo 
diodes will look like Light Emitting Diode (LED). It has two terminals as shown 

below. The smaller terminal acts as cathode and longer terminal acts as anode. 



 

The symbol of the photodiode is similar to that of an LED but the arrows point 

inwards as opposed to outwards in the LED. The following image shows the symbol 
of a photodiode. 

 

Working of a Photodiode 

Generally, when a light is made to illuminate the PN junction, covalent bonds are 
ionized. This generates hole and electron pairs. Photocurrents are produced due to 

generation of electron-hole pairs. Electron hole pairs are formed when photons of 

energy more than 1.1eV hits the diode. When the photon enters the depletion region of 
diode, it hits the atom with high energy. This results in release of electron from atom 

structure. After the electron release, free electrons and hole are produced. 



 

In general, an electron will have a negative charge and holes will have a positive 
charge. The depletion energy will have built in an electric field. Due to that electric 

field, electron-hole pairs move away from the junction. Hence, holes move to anode 

and electrons move to the cathode to produce photocurrent.   The photon absorption 

intensity and photon energy are directly proportional to each other. When energy of 
photos is less, the absorption will be more. This entire process is known as Inner 

Photoelectric Effect. 

Intrinsic Excitations and Extrinsic Excitations are the two methods via which the 
photon excitation happens. The process of intrinsic excitation happens, when an 

electron in the valence band is excited by photon to conduction band. 

Also read “Different Types of Sensors“ 

Modes of operation of a Photo Diode 

Photodiode operates in three different modes namely Photovoltaic mode, 

Photoconductive mode and Avalanche diode mode. 

Photovoltaic Mode 

This is otherwise called as Zero Bias mode. When a photodiode operates low 

frequency applications and ultra-level light applications, this mode is preferred. When 

photodiode is irradiated by flash of light, voltage is produced. The voltage produced 

https://www.electronicshub.org/different-types-sensors/


will be in very small dynamic range and it has a non-linear characteristic. When 

photodiode is configured with OP-AMP in this mode, there will be a very less 
variation with temperature. 

 

Photoconductive Mode 

In this mode, photodiode will act in reverse biased condition. Cathode will be positive 

and anode will be negative. When the reverse voltage increases, the width of the 
depletion layer also increases. Due to this the response time and junction capacitance 

will be reduced. Comparatively this mode of operation is fast and produces electronic 

noise. 

 

Transimpedance amplifiers are used as preamplifiers for photodiodes. Modes of Such 

amplifiers keep the voltage maintains to be constant to make photo diode operate in 
the photoconductive mode. 



Avalanche Diode Mode 

In this mode, avalanche diode operates at a high reverse bias condition. It allows 

multiplication of an avalanche breakdown to each photo-produced electron-hole pair. 
Hence, this produces internal gain within photodiode. The internal gain increases the 

device response. 

Connecting a Photodiode in an External Circuit 

A photodiode operates in a circuit in reverse bias. Anode is connected to circuit 

ground and cathode to positive supply voltage of the circuit. When illuminated by 

light, current flows from cathode to anode. 

 

When photodiodes are used with external circuits, they are connected to a power 

source in the circuit. The amount of current produced by a photodiode will be very 

small. This value of current will not be enough to drive an electronic device. So when 
they are connected to an external power source, it delivers more current to the circuit. 

So, battery is used as a power source. The battery source helps to increase the current 

value, which helps the external devices to have a better performance 

V-I Characteristics of Photodiode 

Photodiode operates in reverse bias condition. Reverse voltages are plotted along X 

axis in volts and reverse current are plotted along Y-axis in microampere. Reverse 
current does not depend on reverse voltage. When there is no light illumination, 

reverse current will be almost zero. The minimum amount of current present is called 

as Dark Current. Once when the light illumination increases, reverse current also 

increases linearly. 



 

 

Applications of Photodiode 

 In a simple day to day applications, photodiodes are used. The reason for their 

use is their linear response of photodiode to a light illumination. When more 
amount of light falls on the sensor, it produces high amount of current. The 

increase in current will be displayed on a galvanometer connected to the circuit. 

 Photodiodes helps to provide an electric isolation with help of optocouplers. 
When two isolated circuits are illuminated by light, optocouplers is used to 

couple the circuit optically. But the circuits will be isolated electrically. 

Compared to conventional devices, optocouplers are fast. 
 Photodiodes are applied in safety electronics like fire and smoke detectors. It is 

also used in TV units. 

 When utilized in cameras, they act as photo sensors. It is used in scintillators 

charge-coupled devices, photoconductors, and photomultiplier tubes. 
 Photodiodes are also widely used in numerous medical applications  like 

instruments to analyze samples, detectors for computed tomography and also 

used in blood gas monitors. 

 

 

 

PHOTO VOLTAIC CELL 



 

Figure 1. A solar panel, consisting of many photovoltaic cells.  

A photovoltaic (PV) cell is an energy harvesting technology, that converts solar energy into 

useful electricity through a process called the photovoltaic effect. There are several 

different types of PV cells which all use semiconductors to interact with incoming photons from 

the Sun in order to generate an electric current. 

Layers of a PV Cell 

A photovoltaic cell is comprised of many layers of materials, each with a specific purpose. The 

most important layer of a photovoltaic cell is the specially treated semiconductor layer. It is 

comprised of two distinct layers (p-type and n-type—see Figure 3), and is what actually converts 

the Sun's energy into useful electricity through a process called the photovoltaic effect (see 

below). On either side of the semiconductor is a layer of conducting material which "collects" 

the electricity produced. Note that the backside or shaded side of the cell can afford to be 

completely covered in the conductor, whereas the front or illuminated side must use the 

conductors sparingly to avoid blocking too much of the Sun's radiation from reaching the 

semiconductor. The final layer which is applied only to the illuminated side of the cell is the anti-

reflection coating. Since all semiconductors are naturally reflective, reflection loss can be 

significant. The solution is to use one or several layers of an anti-reflection coating (similar to 

those used for eyeglasses and cameras) to reduce the amount of solar radiation that is reflected 

off the surface of the cell.[2] 
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Figure 2. The basic operation of a PV cell.  

Photovoltaic Effect 

 

 

Figure 3. A diagram showing the photovoltaic effect.  

The photovoltaic effect is a process that generates voltage or electric current in 

a photovoltaic cell when it is exposed to sunlight. These solar cells are composed of two 

different types of semiconductors—a p-type and an n-type—that are joined together to create 

a p-n junction. By joining these two types of semiconductors, an electric field is formed in 

the region of the junction as electrons move to the positive p-side and holes move to the 

negative n-side. This field causes negatively charged particles to move in one direction and 

positively charged particles in the other direction.[5] Light is composed of photons, which are 
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simply small bundles of electromagnetic radiation or energy. When light of a 

suitable wavelength is incident on these cells, energy from the photon is transferred to an 

electron of the semiconducting material, causing it to jump to a higher energy state known as 

the conduction band. In their excited state in the conduction band, these electrons are free to 

move through the material, and it is this motion of the electron that creates an electric current 

in the cell. 

Solar Cell Efficiency 

Efficiency is a design concern for photovoltaic cells, as there are many factors that limit their 

efficiency. The main factor is that 1/4 of the solar energy to the Earth cannot be converted into 

electricity by a silicon semiconductor. The physics of semiconductors requires a 

minimum photon energy to remove an electron from a crystal structure, known as the band-gap 

energy. If a photon has less energy than the band-gap, the photon gets absorbed as thermal 

energy. For silicon, the band-gap energy is 1.12 electron volts.[6] Since the energy in the photons 

from the sun cover a wide range of energies, some of the incoming energy from the Sun does not 

have enough energy to knock off an electron in a silicon PV cell. Even from the light that can be 

absorbed, there is still a problem. Any energy above the band-gap energy will be transformed 

into heat. This also cuts the efficiency because that heat energy is not being used for any useful 

task.[6] Of the electrons that are made available, not all of them will actually make it to the metal 

contact and generate electricity. This is because some of them will not be accelerated sufficiently 

by the voltage inside the semiconductor. Because of the reasons listed, the theoretical efficiency 

of silicon PV cells is about 33%.[6] 

There are ways to improve the efficiency of PV cells, all of which come with an increased cost. 

Some of these methods include increasing the purity of the semiconductor, using a more efficient 

semiconducting material such as Gallium Arsenide, by adding additional layers or p-n junctions 

to the cell, or by concentrating the Sun's energy using concentrated photovoltaics. On the other 

hand, PV cells will also degrade, outputting less energy over time, due to a variety of factors 

including UV exposure and weather cycles. A comprehensive report from the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) states that the median degradation rate is 0.5% per 

year.[7] 
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Types of PV Cells 

 

Figure  An image comparing a polycrystalline silicon cell (left) and a monocrystalline silicon cell (right).  

Photovoltaic cell can be manufactured in a variety of ways and from many different materials. 

The most common material for commercial solar cell construction is Silicon (Si), but others 

include Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) and Copper Indium Gallium 

Selenide (CIGS). Solar cells can be constructed from brittle crystalline structures (Si, GaAs) or 

as flexible thin-film cells (Si, CdTe, CIGS). Crystalline solar cells can be further classified into 

two categories—monocrystalline and polycrystalline, as shown in figure 4. As the names 

suggest, monocrystalline PV cells are comprised of a uniform or single crystal lattice, whereas 

polycrystalline cells contain different or varied crystal structures. Solar cells can also be 

classified by their number of layers or "p-n junctions". Most commercial PV cells are only 

single-junction, but multi-junction PV cells have also been developed which provide higher 

efficiencies at a greater cost. 

 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODE 

Light Emitting Diodes or simply LED´s, are among the most widely used of all the different 

types of semiconductor diodes available today and are commonly used in TV’s and colour 

displays. 

They are the most visible type of diode, that emit a fairly narrow bandwidth of either visible light 

at different coloured wavelengths, invisible infra-red light for remote controls or laser type light 

when a forward current is passed through them. 

The “Light Emitting Diode” or LED as it is more commonly called, is basically just a 
specialised type of diode as they have very similar electrical characteristics to a PN junction 

diode. This means that an LED will pass current in its forward direction but block the flow of 
current in the reverse direction. 

https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Silicon


Light emitting diodes are made from a very thin layer of fairly heavily doped semiconductor 
material and depending on the semiconductor material used and the amount of doping, when 

forward biased an LED will emit a coloured light at a particular spectral wavelength. 

When the diode is forward biased, electrons from the semiconductors conduction band 

recombine with holes from the valence band releasing sufficient energy to produce photons 
which emit a monochromatic (single colour) of light. Because of this thin layer a reasonable 
number of these photons can leave the junction and radiate away producing a coloured light 

output. 

 

LED Construction 

Then we can say that when operated in a forward biased direction Light Emitting Diodes are 
semiconductor devices that convert electrical energy into light energy. 

The construction of a Light Emitting Diode is very different from that of a normal signal diode. 
The PN junction of an LED is surrounded by a transparent, hard plastic epoxy resin 
hemispherical shaped shell or body which protects the LED from both vibration and shock. 

Surprisingly, an LED junction does not actually emit that much light so the epoxy resin body is 
constructed in such a way that the photons of light emitted by the junction are reflected away 
from the surrounding substrate base to which the diode is attached and are focused upwards 

through the domed top of the LED, which itself acts like a lens concentrating the amount of light. 
This is why the emitted light appears to be brightest at the top of the LED. 

However, not all LEDs are made with a hemispherical shaped dome for their epoxy shell. Some 
indication LEDs have a rectangular or cylindrical shaped construction that has a flat surface on 
top or their body is shaped into a bar or arrow. Generally, all LED’s are manufactured with two 

legs protruding from the bottom of the body. 

Also, nearly all modern light emitting diodes have their cathode, ( – ) terminal identified by 

either a notch or flat spot on the body or by the cathode lead being shorter than the other as the 
anode ( + ) lead is longer than the cathode (k). 

Unlike normal incandescent lamps and bulbs which generate large amounts of heat when 

illuminated, the light emitting diode produces a “cold” generation of light which leads to high 
efficiencies than the normal “light bulb” because most of the generated energy radiates away 

within the visible spectrum. Because LEDs are solid-state devices, they can be extremely small 
and durable and provide much longer lamp life than normal light sources. 



Light Emitting Diode Colours 

So how does a light emitting diode get its colour. Unlike normal signal diodes which are made 
for detection or power rectification, and which are made from either Germanium or Silicon 

semiconductor materials, Light Emitting Diodes are made from exotic semiconductor 
compounds such as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Gallium Phosphide (GaP), Gallium Arsenide 

Phosphide (GaAsP), Silicon Carbide (SiC) or Gallium Indium Nitride (GaInN) all mixed 
together at different ratios to produce a distinct wavelength of colour. 

Different LED compounds emit light in specific regions of the visible light spectrum and 

therefore produce different intensity levels. The exact choice of the semiconductor material used 
will determine the overall wavelength of the photon light emissions and therefore the resulting 

colour of the light emitted. 

Light Emitting Diode Colours 

Typical LED Characteristics 

Semiconductor 

Material 
Wavelength Colour VF @ 20mA 

GaAs 850-940nm Infra-Red 1.2v 

GaAsP 630-660nm Red 1.8v 

GaAsP 605-620nm Amber 2.0v 

GaAsP:N 585-595nm Yellow 2.2v 



AlGaP 550-570nm Green 3.5v 

SiC 430-505nm Blue 3.6v 

GaInN 450nm White 4.0v 

Thus, the actual colour of a light emitting diode is determined by the wavelength of the light 
emitted, which in turn is determined by the actual semiconductor compound used in forming the 
PN junction during manufacture. 

Therefore the colour of the light emitted by an LED is NOT determined by the colouring of the 
LED’s plastic body although these are slightly coloured to both enhance the light output and to 

indicate its colour when its not being illuminated by an electrical supply. 

Light emitting diodes are available in a wide range of colours with the most common 
being RED, AMBER,  YELLOW  and GREEN and are thus widely used as visual indicators and 

as moving light displays. 

Recently developed blue and white coloured LEDs are also available but these tend to be much 

more expensive than the normal standard colours due to the production costs of mixing together 
two or more complementary colours at an exact ratio within the semiconductor compound and 
also by injecting nitrogen atoms into the crystal structure during the doping process. 

From the table above we can see that the main P-type dopant used in the manufacture of Light 
Emitting Diodes is Gallium (Ga, atomic number 31) and that the main N-type dopant used is 

Arsenic (As, atomic number 33) giving the resulting compound of Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) 
crystalline structure. 

The problem with using Gallium Arsenide on its own as the semiconductor compound is that it 

radiates large amounts of low brightness infra-red radiation (850nm-940nm approx.) from its 
junction when a forward current is flowing through it. 

The amount of infra-red light it produces is okay for television remote controls but not very 
useful if we want to use the LED as an indicating light. But by adding Phosphorus (P, atomic 
number 15), as a third dopant the overall wavelength of the emitted radiation is reduced to below 

680nm giving visible red light to the human eye. Further refinements in the doping process of the 
PN junction have resulted in a range of colours spanning the spectrum of visible light as we have 

seen above as well as infra-red and ultra-violet wavelengths. 

By mixing together a variety of semiconductor, metal and gas compounds the following list of 
LEDs can be produced. 



Types of Light Emitting Diode 

 Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) – infra-red 

 Gallium Arsenide Phosphide (GaAsP) – red to infra-red, orange 

 Aluminium Gallium Arsenide Phosphide (AlGaAsP) – high-brightness red, orange-red, 
orange, and yellow 

 Gallium Phosphide (GaP) – red, yellow and green 

 Aluminium Gallium Phosphide (AlGaP) – green 

 Gallium Nitride (GaN) – green, emerald green 

 Gallium Indium Nitride (GaInN) – near ultraviolet, bluish-green and blue 

 Silicon Carbide (SiC) – blue as a substrate 

 Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) – blue 

 Aluminium Gallium Nitride (AlGaN) – ultraviolet 

Like conventional PN junction diodes, light emitting diodes are current-dependent devices with 

its forward voltage drop VF, depending on the semiconductor compound (its light colour) and on 
the forward biased LED current. Most common LED’s require a forward operating voltage of 

between approximately 1.2 to 3.6 volts with a forward current rating of about 10 to 30 mA, with 
12 to 20 mA being the most common range. 

Both the forward operating voltage and forward current vary depending on the semiconductor 

material used but the point where conduction begins and light is produced is about 1.2V for a 
standard red LED to about 3.6V for a blue LED. 

The exact voltage drop will of course depend on the manufacturer because of the different 
dopant materials and wavelengths used. The voltage drop across the LED at a particular current 
value, for example 20mA, will also depend on the initial conduction VF point. As an LED is 

effectively a diode, its forward current to voltage characteristics curves can be plotted for each 
diode colour as shown below. 

Light Emitting Diodes I-V Characteristics. 

 



Light Emitting Diode (LED) Schematic symbol and I-V Characteristics Curves 
showing the different colours available. 

Before a light emitting diode can “emit” any form of light it needs a current to flow through it, as 
it is a current dependant device with their light output intensity being directly proportional to the 

forward current flowing through the LED. 

As the LED is to be connected in a forward bias condition across a power supply it should 
be current limited using a series resistor to protect it from excessive current flow. Never connect 

an LED directly to a battery or power supply as it will be destroyed almost instantly because too 
much current will pass through and burn it out. 

From the table above we can see that each LED has its own forward voltage drop across the PN 
junction and this parameter which is determined by the semiconductor material used, is the 
forward voltage drop for a specified amount of forward conduction current, typically for a 

forward current of 20mA. 

In most cases LEDs are operated from a low voltage DC supply, with a series resistor, RS used to 

limit the forward current to a safe value from say 5mA for a simple LED indicator to 30mA or 
more where a high brightness light output is needed 

 

 

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY  

A liquid crystal display or LCD draws its definition from its name itself. It is a combination of 

two states of matter, the solid and the liquid. LCD uses a liquid crystal to produce a visible 
image. Liquid crystal displays are super-thin technology display screens that are generally used 

in laptop computer screens, TVs, cell phones, and portable video games. LCD’s technologies 
allow displays to be much thinner when compared to a cathode ray tube (CRT) technology. 
 

Liquid crystal display is composed of several layers which include two polarized 

panel filters and electrodes. LCD technology is used for displaying the image in a notebook or 

some other electronic devices like mini computers. Light is projected from a lens on a layer of 

liquid crystal. This combination of colored light with the grayscale image of the crystal (formed 

as electric current flows through the crystal) forms the colored image. This image is then 

displayed on the screen. 

https://www.elprocus.com/cathode-ray-tube/
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An LCD 

An LCD is either made up of an active matrix display grid or a passive display grid. Most of the 

Smartphone’s with LCD technology uses active matrix display, but some of the older displays 
still make use of the passive display grid designs. Most of the electronic devices mainly depend 

on liquid crystal display technology for their display. The liquid has a unique advantage of 
having low power consumption than the LED or cathode ray tube. 
The liquid crystal display screen works on the principle of blocking light rather than emitting 

light. LCDs require a backlight as they do not emit light them. We always use devices which are 
made up of LCD’s displays which are replacing the use of cathode ray tube.  Cathode ray tube 

draws more power compared to LCDs and is also heavier and bigger. 

How LCDs are Constructed? 

Simple facts that should be considered while making an LCD: 

1. The basic structure of the LCD should be controlled by changing the applied current. 
2. We must use polarized light. 

3. The liquid crystal should able be to control both of the operations to transmit or can also able 
to change the polarized light. 

LCD Construction 

As mentioned above that we need to take two polarized glass pieces filter in the making of the 
liquid crystal. The glass which does not have a polarized film on the surface of it must be rubbed 

with a special polymer that will create microscopic grooves on the surface of the polarized glass 
filter. The grooves must be in the same direction as the polarized film. 

https://www.elprocus.com/what-is-three-rgb-led-and-its-working/


Now we have to add a coating of pneumatic liquid phase crystal on one of the polarizing filters 
of the polarized glass. The microscopic channel causes the first layer molecule to align with filter 

orientation. When the right angle appears at the first layer piece, we should add a second piece of 
glass with the polarized film. The first filter will be naturally polarized as the light strikes it at 

the starting stage. 

Thus the light travels through each layer and guided to the next with the help of a molecule. The 
molecule tends to change its plane of vibration of the light to match its angle.  When the light 

reaches the far end of the liquid crystal substance, it vibrates at the same angle as that of the final 
layer of the molecule vibrates. The light is allowed to enter into the device only if the second 

layer of the polarized glass matches with the final layer of the molecule. 

 

How LCDs Work? 

The principle behind the LCDs is that when an electrical current is applied to the liquid crystal 
molecule, the molecule tends to untwist. This causes the angle of light which is passing through 

the molecule of the polarized glass and also causes a change in the angle of the top polarizing 
filter. As a result, a little light is allowed to pass the polarized glass through a particular area of 
the LCD. 

Thus that particular area will become dark compared to others. The LCD works on the principle 
of blocking light. While constructing the LCDs, a reflected mirror is arranged at the back. An 

electrode plane is made of indium-tin-oxide which is kept on top and a polarized glass with a 
polarizing film is also added on the bottom of the device. The complete region of the LCD has to 
be enclosed by a common electrode and above it should be the liquid crystal matter. 

Next comes the second piece of glass with an electrode in the form of the rectangle on the 
bottom and, on top, another polarizing film. It must be considered that both the pieces are kept at 

the right angles. When there is no current, the light passes through the front of the LCD it will be 
reflected by the mirror and bounced back. As the electrode is connected to a battery the current 
from it will cause the liquid crystals between the common-plane electrode and the electrode 

shaped like a rectangle to untwist. Thus the light is blocked from passing through. That particular 
rectangular area appears blank. 

How LCD utilizes Liquid Crystals & Polarized Light? 

An LCD TV monitor utilizes the sunglasses concept to operate its colored pixels. On the flip side 
of the LCD screen, there is a huge bright light that shines out in the direction of the observer.  On 

the front side of the display, it includes the millions of pixels, where each pixel can be made up 
of smaller regions known as sub-pixels. These are colored with different colors like green, blue, 

and red. Each pixel in the display includes a polarizing glass filter at the backside and the front 
side includes at 90 degrees, so the pixel looks dark normally. 



A small twisted nematic liquid crystal is there among the two filters which control electronically. 
Once it is turned OFF, then it turns the light to pass through 90 degrees, efficiently letting light to 

supply throughout the two polarizing filters so that pixel seems bright. Once it is activated then it 
doesn’t turn the light because it is blocked through the polarizer & the pixel seems dark. Every 

pixel can be controlled through a separate transistor by turning ON and OFF several times every 
second. 

How to Choose an LCD? 

Generally, every consumer doesn’t have much information regarding the different kinds of LCDs 

available in the market. So before selecting an LCD, they collect all the data like features, price, 
company, quality, specifications, service, customer reviews, etc. The truth is that promoters tend 
to get the benefit from the truth that most of the customers conduct extremely minimum research 

before purchasing any product. 

In an LCD, motion blur can be an effect of how long a picture takes to switch and display on the 

screen. However, both of these incidents change very much among an individual LCD panel in 
spite of primary LCD tech. Selecting an LCD based on underlying technology must be more 
regarding price vs. preferred difference, viewing angles & reproduction of color than estimated 

blur otherwise other gaming qualities. The highest refresh rate, as well as response time, must be 
planned in any specifications of the panel. Another gaming tech like strobe will turn ON/OFF the 

backlight rapidly to decrease resolution. 

Different Types of LCD 

The different types of LCDs are discussed below. 

Twisted Nematic Display 

The TN (Twisted Nematic) LCDs production can be done most frequently and used different 
kinds of displays all over the industries. These displays most frequently used by gamers as they 
are cheap & have quick response time as compared with other displays. The main disadvantage 

of these displays is that they have low quality as well as partial contrast ratios, viewing angles & 
reproduction of color. But, these devices are sufficient for daily operations. 

These displays allow quick response times as well as quick refresh rates. So, these are the only 
gaming displays which are available with 240 hertz (Hz). These displays have poor contrast & 
color because of the not accurate otherwise precise twist device. 

In-Plane Switching Display 

IPS displays are considered to be the best LCD because they provide good image quality, higher 
viewing angles, vibrant color precision & difference. These displays are mostly used by graphic 

designers & in some other applications, LCDs need the maximum potential standards for the 
reproduction of image & color. 



Vertical Alignment Panel 

The vertical alignment (VA) panels drop anywhere in the center among Twisted Nematic and in-
plane switching panel technology. These panels have the best viewing angles as well as color 

reproduction with higher quality features as compared with TN type displays. These panels have 
a low response time. But, these are much more reasonable and appropriate for daily use. 

The structure of this panel generates deeper blacks as well as better colors as compared with the 

twisted nematic display. And several crystal alignments can permit for better viewing angles as 
compared with TN type displays. These displays arrive with a tradeoff because they are 

expensive as compared with other displays. And also they have slow response times & low 
refresh rates. 

Advanced Fringe Field Switching (AFFS) 

AFFS LCDs offer the best performance & a wide range of color reproduction as compared with 

IPS displays. The applications of AFFS are very advanced because they can reduce the distortion 
of color without compromising on the broad viewing angle. Usually, this display is used in 
highly advanced as well as professional surroundings like in the viable airplane cockpits. 

Passive and Active Matrix Displays 

The Passive-matrix type LCDs works with a simple grid so that charge can be supplied to a 
specific pixel on the LCD. The grid can be designed with a quiet process and it starts through 

two substrates which are known as glass layers. One glass layer gives columns whereas the other 
one gives rows that are designed by using a clear conductive material like indium-tin-oxide. 

In this display, the rows otherwise columns are linked to ICs to control whenever the charge is 

transmitted in the direction of a particular row or column. The material of the liquid crystal is 
placed in between the two glass layers where on the external side of the substrate, a polarizing 

film can be added. The IC transmits a charge down the exact column of a single substrate & the 
ground can be switched ON to the exact row of the other so that a pixel can be activated. 

The passive-matrix system has major drawbacks particularly response time is slow & inaccurate 

voltage control. The response time of the display mainly refers to the capability of the display to 
refresh the displayed image. In this type of display, the simplest way to check the slow response 

time is to shift the mouse pointer fast from one face of the display to the other. 

Active-matrix type LCDs mainly depends on TFT (thin-film transistors). These transistors are 
small switching transistors as well as capacitors which are placed within a matrix over a glass 

substrate. When the proper row is activated then a charge can be transmitted down the exact 
column so that a specific pixel can be addressed, because all of the additional rows that the 

column intersects are switched OFF, simply the capacitor next to the designated pixel gets a 
charge. 



The capacitor holds the supply until the subsequent refresh cycle & if we cautiously manage the 
sum of voltage given to a crystal, then we can untwist simply to permit some light through. At 

present, most of the panels offer brightness with 256 levels for each pixel. 

How Colored Pixels Works in LCDs? 

At the backside of the TV, a bright light is connected whereas on the front side, there are many 
colored squares that will be turned ON/OFF. Here, we are going to discuss how every colored 
pixel is turned ON/OFF: 

How the Pixels of LCD Switched OFF 

 In the LCD, the light travels from the backside to the front side 
 A horizontal polarizing filter ahead of the light will block all the light signals apart from those 

horizontally vibrate. The pixel of the display can be switched off by a transistor by allowing 

the flow of current throughout its liquid crystals which makes the crystals sort out & the light 
supplies through them will not change. 

 Light signals come out from the liquid crystals to vibrate horizontally. 
 A vertical type polarizing filter ahead of the liquid crystals will block all light signals apart 

from those signals vertically vibrating. The light which is vibrating horizontally will travel 

throughout the liquid crystals so they cannot get during the vertical filter. 
 At this position, light cannot reach the LCD screen because the pixel is dim. 

How the Pixels of LCD Switched ON 

 The bright light at the backside of the display shines like before. 

 The horizontal polarizing filter ahead of the light will block all light signals apart from those 
vibrating horizontally. 

 A transistor activates the pixel by turning off the flow of electricity in the liquid crystals so 
that crystals can rotate. These crystals turn light signals by 90° as they move through. 

 Light signals that flow into the horizontally vibrating liquid crystals will come out from them 

to vibrate vertically. 
 The vertical polarizing filter ahead of the liquid crystals will block all light signals apart from 

those vertically vibrating. The light which is vertically vibrating will come out from the liquid 
crystals can now acquire throughout the vertical filter. 

 Once the pixel is activated then it gives color to the pixel. 

Difference between Plasma & LCD 

Both the displays like plasma and an LCD are similar, however, it works in a different way 
totally. Every pixel is a microscopic fluorescent lamp that glows through the plasma, whereas 

plasma is an extremely hot type of gas where the atoms are blown separately to make electrons 
(negatively charged) & ions (positively charged). These atoms flow very freely and generate a 
glow of light once they crash. The designing of the plasma screen can be done very bigger as 

compared with ordinary CRO (cathode-ray tube) TVs, but they are very expensive. 

Advantages 



The advantages of liquid crystal display include the following. 
 LCD’s consumes less amount of power compared to CRT and LED 

 LCD’s are consist of some microwatts for display in comparison to some mill watts for 
LED’s 

 LCDs are of low cost 
 Provides excellent contrast 
 LCD’s are thinner and lighter when compared to cathode-ray tube and LED 

Disadvantages 

The disadvantages of liquid crystal display include the following. 

 Require additional light sources 
 Range of temperature is limited for operation 
 Low reliability 

 Speed is very low 
 LCD’s need an AC drive 

Applications  

The applications of liquid crystal display include the following. 

Liquid crystal technology has major applications in the field of science and engineering as well 

on electronic devices. 
 Liquid crystal thermometer 

 Optical imaging 
 The liquid crystal display technology is also applicable in the visualization of the radio 

frequency waves in the waveguide 

 Used in the medical applications 

 

 

 

LIGHT DEPENDANT RESISTORS 

 

Light dependent resistors, LDRs or photoresistors are often used in electronic circuit designs 
where it is necessary to detect the presence or the level of light. 

 
These electronic components can be described by a variety of names from light dependent 

resistor, LDR, photoresistor, or even photo cell, photocell or photoconductor. 
 
Although other electronic components such as photodiodes or photo-transistor can also be used, 

LDRs or photo-resistors are a particularly convenient to use in many electronic circuit designs. 
They provide large change in resistance for changes in light level. 

 
In view of their low cost, ease of manufacture, and their ease of use, LDRs have been used in a 
variety of different applications. At one time LDRs were used in photographic light meters, and 

https://www.elprocus.com/optoelectronics-devices-with-their-applications/


even now they are still used in a variety of applications where it is necessary to detect light 
levels. 

 
Light dependent resistors are widely available:- they are normally stocked by electronic 

component distributors, and in view of the way the electronics industry supply chain operates 
these days, this is the normal way to obtain them. Electronic component distributors large and 
small will typically have a good selection. 

 
Image of a typical leaded light dependent resistor, LDR or photoresistor showing the resistive 

element 
Typical leaded light dependent resistor 

 
What is light dependent resistor, LDR or photoresistor 

A photoresistor or light dependent resistor is an electronic component that is sensitive to light. 
When light falls upon it, then the resistance changes. Values of the resistance of the LDR may 
change over many orders of magnitude the value of the resistance falling as the level of light 

increases. 
 

It is not uncommon for the values of resistance of an LDR or photoresistor to be several 
megohms in darkness and then to fall to a few hundred ohms in bright light. With such a wide 
variation in resistance, LDRs are easy to use and there are many LDR circuits available. The 

sensitivity of light dependent resistors or photoresistors also varies with the wavelength of the 
incident light. 

 
 
  

LDRs are made from semiconductor materials to enable them to have their light sensitive 
properties. Many materials can be used, but one popular material for these photoresistors is 



cadmium sulphide, CdS, although the use of these cells is now restricted in Europe because of 
environmental issues with the use of cadmium. 

 
Similarly cadmium CdSe is also restricted. Other materials that can be used include lead 

sulphide, PbS and indium antimonide, InSb. 
 
Although a semiconductor material is used for these photoresistors, they are purely passive 

devices because they do not possess a PN junction, and this separates them from other 
photodetectors like photodiodes and phototransistors. 

 
LDR / photoresistor symbol 
The LDR symbol used in electronic circuits is based around the resistor circuit symbol, but 

shows the light, in the form of arrows shining on it. In this way it follows the same convention 
used for photodiode and phototransistor circuit symbols where arrows are used to show the light 

falling on these components. 

 
 
Circuit symbols used for the light dependent resistor, LDR or photoresistor for both old and new 

resistor symbols 
Photoresistor / light dependent resistor circuit symbols 
The light dependent resistor / photoresistor circuit symbols are shown for both the newer style 

resistor symbol, i.e. a rectangular box and the older zig-zag line resistor circuit symbols. 
 

How an LDR works 
It is relatively easy to understand the basics of how an LDR works without delving into 
complicated explanations. It is first necessary to understand that an electrical current consists of 

the movement of electrons within a material. 
 



Good conductors have a large number of free electrons that can drift in a given direction under 
the action of a potential difference. Insulators with a high resistance have very few free electrons, 

and therefore it is hard to make the them move and hence a current to flow. 
 

 
  
An LDR or photoresistor is made any semiconductor material with a high resistance. It has a 

high resistance because there are very few electrons that are free and able to move - the vast 
majority of the electrons are locked into the crystal lattice and unable to move. Therefore in this 

state there is a high LDR resistance. 
 
As light falls on the semiconductor, the light photons are absorbed by the semiconductor lattice 

and some of their energy is transferred to the electrons. This gives some of them sufficient 
energy to break free from the crystal lattice so that they can then conduct electricity. This results 

in a lowering of the resistance of the semiconductor and hence the overall LDR resistance. 
 
The process is progressive, and as more light shines on the LDR semiconductor, so more 

electrons are released to conduct electricity and the resistance falls further. 
 

Photoresistor / LDR structure 
Structurally the photoresistor is a light sensitive resistor that has a horizontal body that is 
exposed to light. 

 
The basic format for a photoresistor is that shown below: 

 
 
Photoresistor structure 
The active semiconductor region is normally deposited onto a semi-insulating substrate and the 

active region is normally lightly doped. 
 

In many discrete photoresistor devices, an interdigital pattern is used to increase the area of the 
photoresistor that is exposed to light. The pattern is cut in the metallisation on the surface of the 
active area and this lets the light through. The two metallise areas act as the two contacts for the 

resistor. This area has to be made relatively large because the resistance of the contact to the 
active area needs to be minimised. 

 



 
 
Photoresistor structure showing interdigital pattern to maximise exposed area. 

This type of structure is widely used for many small photoresistors or light dependent resistors 
that are seen. The interdigital pattern is quite recognisable. 

 
The materials used for photoresists are semiconductors and include materials such as CdSe, CdS, 
CdTe, InSb, InP, PbS, PbSe, Ge, Is, GaAs. Each material gives different properties in terms of 

the wavelength of sensitivity, etc. 
  

In view of the environmental concerns of using Cadmium, this material is not used for product in 
Europe. 
 

Types of photoresistor 
Light dependent resistors, LDRs or photoresistors fall into one of two types or categories: 

 
Intrinsic photoresistors:   Intrinsic photoresistors use un-doped semiconductor materials 
including silicon or germanium. Photons fall on the LDR excite electrons moving them from the 

valence band to the conduction band. As a result, these electrons are free to conduct electricity. 
The more light that falls on the device, the more electrons are liberated and the greater the level 

of conductivity, and this results in a lower level of resistance. 
Extrinsic photoresistors:   Extrinsic photoresistors are manufactured from semiconductor of 
materials doped with impurities. These impurities or dopants create a new energy band above the 

existing valence band. As a result, electrons need less energy to transfer to the conduction band 
because of the smaller energy gap. 

Regardless of the type of light dependent resistor or photoresistor, both types exhibit an increase 
in conductivity or fall in resistance with increasing levels of incident light. 
 

LDR frequency dependence 
The sensitivity of photoresistors is shown to vary with the wavelength of the light that is 

impacting the sensitive area of the device. The effect is very marked and it is found that if the 
wavelength is outside a given range then there is no noticeable effect. 
 

Devices made from different materials respond differently to light of different wavelengths, and 
this means that the different electronics components can be used for different applications. 

 



It is also found that extrinsic photoresists tend to be more sensitive to longer wavelength light 
and can be used for infrared. However when working with infrared, care must be taken to avoid 

heat build-up caused but he elating effect of the radiation. 
 

Photoresistor / light dependent resistor latency 
One important aspect associated with photoresistors or light dependent resistors is that of the 
latency, or the time taken for the electronic component to respond to any changes. This aspect 

can be particularly important for a circuit design. 
 

It takes a noticeable amount of time from any changes in light level before the LDR / 
photoresistor attains its final value for the new level of light and for this reason the LDR / photo 
resistor is not a good choice where there are reasonably rapid changing values of light. However 

when the light changes take place over a period of time they are more than adequate. 
 

The rate at which the resistance changes is called the resistance recovery rate. The LDR / 
photoresistor normally responds within a few tens of milliseconds when light is applied after 
total darkness, but when light is removed it can take up to a second or so for the resistance to 

reach its final level. 
 

It is for this reason that one of the specifications normally quoted in the electronic component 
datasheets for photo-resistors is the dark resistance after a given time, typically in seconds. Often 
two values are quoted, one for one second and another for five seconds. These given an 

indication of the latency of the resistor. 
 

Photoresistor applications 
Photoresistors are found in many different applications and can be seen in many different 
electronic circuit designs. They have a very simple structure and they are low cost and rugged 

devices. They are widely used in many different items of electronic equipment and circuit 
designs including photographic light meters, fire or smoke alarms as well as burglar alarms, and 

they also find uses as lighting controls for street lamps. 
 
Extrinsic photoresistors are provide sensitivity for longer wavelengths and as a result they are 

popular in various electronic circuit designs as info-red photodetectors. Photoresistors can also 
be used to detect nuclear radiation. 

 

POST MCQ 
 

Q1. A zener diode has ……….. 
1. one pn junction 

2. two pn junctions 

3. three pn junctions 

4. none of the above 

Answer :1 

Q2. A zener diode is used as ……………. 
1. an amplifier 



2. a voltage regulator 

3. a rectifier 

4. a multivibrator 

Answer :2 

Q3. The doping level in a zener diode is …………… that of a crystal diode 

1. the same as 

2. less than 

3. more than 

4. none of the above 

Answer :3 

Q4. A zener diode is always ………… connected. 

1. reverse 

2. forward 

3. either reverse or forward 

4. none of the above 

Answer :1 

Q5. A zener diode utilizes ……….. characteristics for its operation. 

1. forward 

2. reverse 

3. both forward and reverse 

4. none of the above 

Answer :2 

Q6. In the breakdown region, a zener didoe behaves like a …………… 

source. 

1. constant voltage 

2. constant current 

3. constant resistance 

4. none of the above 

Answer :1 

 
CONCLUSION 
 

The characteristics of PN junction diode, Zener diode, photo diode , varactor 
diode, LCD, LED & LDR was studied. 
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UNIT II 

TRANSISTORS 
 

AIM & OBJECTIVES 
 

To understand the transistor’s characteristics & construct the transistor circuit ( 
common base, common emitter & common collector configurations), to study 

about JFET & MOSFET characterstics. 
 

PRE MCQ 
 
1.  When transistors are used in digital circuits they usually operate in the: 

A. active region 

B. breakdown region 

C. saturation and cutoff regions 

D. linear region 

Answer: Option C 
 

2.  Three different Q points are shown on a dc load line. The upper Q point represents the: 

A. minimum current gain 

B. intermediate current gain 



C. maximum current gain 

D. cutoff point 

Answer: Option C 
 

3.  A transistor has a  of 250 and a base current, IB, of 20  A. The collector current, IC, 
equals: 

A. 500  A 

B. 5 mA 

C. 50 mA 

D. 5 A 

Answer: Option B 
 

4.  A current ratio of IC/IE is usually less than one and is called: 

A. beta 

B. theta 

C. alpha 

D. omega 

Answer: Option C 

 

5.  With the positive probe on an NPN base, an ohmmeter reading between the other transistor 

terminals should be: 

A. open 

B. infinite 

C. low resistance 



D. high resistance 

Answer: Option C 

 

Working Principle of Transistor 

 

There are different types of transistor available in the market, but for sake of understanding, we 
will consider a common emitter mode of NPN transistor. For this let us recall the basic structural 

features of npn bipolar junction transistor. Its emitter region is heavily doped and wider hence 
the number of free electrons (majority carriers) is large here. 
The collector region is also wider but it is moderately doped hence the number of free electrons 

is not as much as the emitter region. The base region is diffused in between the wider emitter and 
collector region but the base region is quite thin compared to the outer emitter and collector 

region and also it is very lightly doped so the number of holes (majority carriers) is quite small 

here. Now, we 

connect one battery in between emitter and collector. The emitter terminal of the transistor is 
connected to the negative terminal of the battery. Hence the emitter-base junction becomes 
forward biased, and base-collector junction becomes reverse biased.

https://www.electrical4u.com/npn-transistor/


In 

this condition, no current will flow through the device. Before going to the actual operation of 
the device let us recall the constructional and doping details of an NPN transistor. Here the 

emitter region is wider and very heavily doped. Hence the concentration of majority carriers 
(free electrons) in this region of the transistor is very high. 

The base region, on the other hand, is very thin it is in the range of few micrometers whereas 

emitter and collector region are in the range of millimeter. The doping of the middle p-type layer 
is very low, and as a result, there is a very tiny number of holes present in this region. The 

collector region is wider as we already told and doping here is a moderate and hence moderate 
number of free electrons present in this region. 

 
The entire voltage applied between emitter and collector is dropped at two places. One is at the 
forward barrier potential across the emitter-base junction and this is about 0.7 volt in case of 

silicon made transistors. The rest portion of the applied voltage is dropped as a reverse barrier 
across the base-collector junction. 

Whatever may be the voltage across the device the forward barrier potential across emitter-base 

junction always remains 0.7 volts and the rest of the source voltage is dropped across the base-
collector junction as reverse barrier potential. 



That means none of the collector voltage can overcome the forward barrier potential. Hence 
ideally none of the free electrons in the emitter region can cross the forward barrier potential and 

can come to the base region. As a result of the transistor will behave as an off switch. 

NB: – As at this condition the transistor does not conduct any current ideally, there will be no 

voltage drop at the external resistance hence entire source voltage (V) will drop across the 
junctions as shown in the figure above. 
Now let us see what happens if we apply a positive voltage at the base terminal of the device. In 

this situation, the base-emitter junction gets forward voltage individually and certainly, it can 
overcome the forward potential barrier and hence the majority carriers, i.e., free electrons in the 

emitter region will cross the junction and come in the base region where they get very few 
numbers of holes to recombine. 

But due to the electric field across the junction, the free electrons migrating from emitter region 

get kinetic energy. The base region is so thin that the free electrons coming from emitter do not 
get sufficient time to recombine and hence cross the reverse biased depletion region and 

ultimately come to the collector zone. As there is a reverse barrier present across the base-
collector junction, it will not obstruct the flow of free electrons from the base to the collector as 
the free electrons in the base region are minority carriers. 

In 

this way, electrons flow from emitter to collector and hence collector to emitter current starts 
flowing. As there are few holes present in the base region some of the electrons coming from 
emitter region will recombine with these holes and contribute base current. This base current is 

quite smaller than collector to emitter current. 

As some of the entire electrons migrating from emitter region contribute base current, rest major 

portion of them contribute current through the collector region. The current through emitter is 
called emitter current, the current through the collector is called collector current and the tiny 



current flowing through the base terminal is called base current. Hence here emitter current is the 
sum of base current and collector current. 

Now let us increase the applied base voltage. In this situation due to the increased forward 
voltage across emitter-base junction proportionately more free electrons will come from the 

emitter region to the base region with more kinetic energy. This causes a proportionate increase 
of collector current. In this way, by controlling a small base signal, we can control quite a large 
collector signal. This is the basic working principle of a transistor. 

TRANSISTOR CUT OFF, SATURATION & ACTIVE REGIONS 

 

The below Fig. (i) shows CE transistor circuit while Fig.(ii) shows the output characteristcs 
along with the d.c. load line. 
(i) Cut off. The point where the load line intersects the IB = 0 curve is known ascut off. At this 

point, IB = 0 and only small collector current (i.e. collector leakage current ICEO) exists. At cut 
off, the base-emitter junction no longer remains forward biased and normal transistor action is 

lost. The collector-emitter voltage is nearly equal to VCC i.e. VCE (cut off) = VCC 

 

(ii) Saturation. The point where the load line intersects the IB = IB(sat) curve is 
called saturation. At this point, the base current is maximum and so is the collector current. At 

saturation, collector-base junction no longer remains reverse biased and normal transistor action 
is lost. 



 

If base current is greater than IB(sat), then collector current cannot increase because collector-

base junction is no longer reverse-biased. 
(iii) Active region. The region between cut off and saturation is known as active region. In the 

active region, collector-base junction remains reverse biased while base-emitter junction remains 
forward biased. Consequently, the transistor will function normally in this region. 
Note. We provide biasing to the transistor to ensure that it operates in the active region. The 

reader may find the detailed discussion on transistor biasing in the next chapter. 

 

Summary. A transistor has two pn junctions i.e., it is like two diodes. The junction between base 
and emitter may be called emitter diode. The junction between base and collector may be 

called collector diode. We have seen above that transistor can act in one of the three states : 
 
 cut-off, saturated and active.The state of a transistor is entirely determined by the states of the 

emitter diode and collector diode [See Above Fig]. The relations between the diode states and the 
transistor states are : 

CUT-OFF : EMITTER DIODE AND COLLECTOR DIODE ARE OFF. 
ACTIVE : EMITTER DIODE IS ON AND COLLECTOR DIODE IS OFF. 
SATURATED : EMITTER DIODE AND COLLECTOR DIODE ARE ON. 

 
In the active state, collector current [See Below Fig (i)] is β times the base current (i.e. IC = IB). 

If the transistor is cut-off, there is no base current, so there is no collector or emitter current. 
That is collector emitter pathway is open [See Below Fig.(ii)]. 
 

 In saturation, the collector and emitter are, in effect, shorted together. That is the transistor 
behaves as though a switch has been closed between the collector and emitter [See Below Fig. 

(iii)]. 
 
 



 

Note. When the transistor is in the active state, IC = IB. Therefore, a transistor acts as an 
amplifier when operating in the active state. Amplification means linear amplification. In fact, 

small signal amplifiers are the most common linear devices. 
 

DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS OF TRANSISTORS 

In this transistor tutorial, we will learn about Different Configurations of Transistors. Since a 

Bipolar Junction Transistor is a 3-terminal device, there are three different configurations of 
Transistors possible with BJTs. Understanding these different configurations of transistors will 

help you in better implementation of your application. 

Introduction 

We know that generally the transistor has three terminals – emitter (E), base (B) and collector. 

But in the circuit connections we need four terminals, two terminals for input and another two 
terminals for output. To overcome these problems we use one terminal as common for both input 

and output actions. 

Using this property we construct the circuits and these structures are called transistor 
configurations. Generally there are three different configurations of transistors and they are 

common base (CB) configuration, common collector (CC) configuration and common emitter 
(CE) configuration. 



The behavior of these three different configurations of transistors with respect to gain is given 
below. 

 Common Base (CB) Configuration: no current gain but voltage gain 
 Common Collector (CC) Configuration: current gain but no voltage gain 

 Common Emitter (CE) Configuration: current gain and voltage gain 

Now we discuss about these three different configurations of transistors with their input and 
output characteristics in the below sections. 

Common Base Configuration 

 

In this configuration we use base as common terminal for both input and output signals. The 
configuration name itself indicates the common terminal. Here the input is applied between the 
base and emitter terminals and the corresponding output signal is taken between the base and 

collector terminals with the base terminal grounded. Here the input parameters are VEB and 
IE and the output parameters are VCB and IC. The input current flowing into the emitter terminal 

must be higher than the base current and collector current to operate the transistor, therefore the 
output collector current is less than the input emitter current. 

The current gain is generally equal or less than to unity for this type of configuration. The input 

and output signals are in-phase in this configuration. The amplifier circuit configuration of this 
type is called as non-inverting amplifier circuit. The construction of this configuration circuit is 

difficult because this type has high voltage gain values. 

The input characteristics of this configuration are looks like characteristics of illuminated photo 
diode while the output characteristics represents a forward biased diode. This transistor 

configuration has high output impedance and low input impedance. This type of configuration 
has high resistance gain i.e. ratio of output resistance to input resistance is high. The voltage gain 

for this configuration of circuit is given below. 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/1.-Common-base-symbol-and-connection.jpg


AV = Vout/Vin = (IC*RL) / (IE*Rin) 

Current gain in common base configuration is given as 

α = Output current/Input current 

α = IC/IE 

The common base circuit is mainly used in single stage amplifier circuits, such as microphone 
pre amplifier or radio frequency amplifiers because of their high frequency response. The 
common base transistor circuit is given below. 

 

Input Characteristics 

Input characteristics are obtained between input current and input voltage with constant output 
voltage. First keep the output voltage VCB constant and vary the input voltage VEB for different 
points then at each point record the input current IE value. Repeat the same process at different 

output voltage levels. Now with these values we need to plot the graph between IE and 
VEB parameters. The below figure show the input characteristics of common base configuration. 

The equation to calculate the input resistance Rin value is given below. 

Rin = VEB / IE (when VCB is constant) 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/2.-Common-base-transistor-circuit.jpg


 

Output Characteristics 

The output characteristics of common base configuration are obtained between output current 
and output voltage with constant input current. First keep the emitter current constant and vary 

the VCB value for different points, now record the IC values at each point. Repeat the same 
process at different IE values. Finally we need to draw the plot between VCB and IC at constant 
IE. The below figure show the output characteristics of common base configuration. The equation 

to calculate the output resistance value is given below. 

Rout = VCB / IC (when IE is constant) 

 

Common Collector Configuration 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/3.-Input-characteristics-of-common-base-configuration.jpg
https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/4.-Output-characteristics-of-common-base-configuration.jpg


 

In this configuration we use collector terminal as common for both input and output signals. This 
configuration is also known as emitter follower configuration because the emitter voltage follows 

the base voltage. This configuration is mostly used as a buffer. These configurations are widely 
used in impedance matching applications because of their high input impedance. 

In this configuration the input signal is applied between the base-collector region and the output 
is taken from the emitter-collector region. Here the input parameters are VBC and IB and the 
output parameters are VEC and IE. The common collector configuration has high input 

impedance and low output impedance. The input and output signals are in phase. Here also the 
emitter current is equal to the sum of collector current and the base current. Now let us calculate 

the current gain for this configuration. 

Current gain, 

Ai = output current/Input current 

                        Ai = IE/IB 

                        Ai = (IC + IB)/IB 

                        Ai = (IC/IB) + 1 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/5.-Common-collector-symbol-and-connection.jpg


                         Ai = β + 1 

 

The common collector transistor circuit is shown above. This common collector configuration is 
a non inverting amplifier circuit. The voltage gain for this circuit is less than unity but it has 

large current gain because the load resistor in this circuit receives both the collector and base 
currents. 

Input Characteristics 

 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/6.-Common-collector-transistor-circuit.jpg
https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/7.-Input-characteristics-of-common-collector-configuration.jpg


The input characteristics of a common collector configuration are quite different from the 
common base and common emitter configurations because the input voltage VBC is largely 

determined by VEC level. Here, 

VEC = VEB + VBC 

VEB = VEC – VBC 

The input characteristics of a common-collector configuration are obtained between inputs 
current IB and the input voltage VCB at constant output voltage VEC. Keep the output voltage 

VEC constant at different levels and vary the input voltage VBC for different points and record the 
IB values for each point. Now using these values we need to draw a graph between the 

parameters of VBC and IB at constant VEC. 

Output Characteristics 

The operation of the common collector circuit is same as that of common emitter circuit. The 
output characteristics of a common collector circuit are obtained between the output voltage 

VEC and output current IE at constant input current IB. In the operation of common collector 
circuit if the base current is zero then the emitter current also becomes zero. As a result no 
current flows through the transistor 

If the base current increases then the transistor operates in active region and finally reaches to 
saturation region. To plot the graph first we keep the IB at constant value and we will vary the 

VEC value for various points, now we need to record the value of IE for each point. Repeat the 
same process for different IB values. Now using these values we need to plot the graph between 
the parameters of IE and VCE at constant values of IB. The below figure show the output 

characteristics of common collector. 



 

Common Emitter Configuration 

In this configuration we use emitter as common terminal for both input and output. This common 

emitter configuration is an inverting amplifier circuit. Here the input is applied between base-
emitter region and the output is taken between collector and emitter terminals. In this 
configuration the input parameters are VBE and IB and the output parameters are VCE and IC. 

This type of configuration is mostly used in the applications of transistor based amplifiers. In this 
configuration the emitter current is equal to the sum of small base current and the large collector 

current. i.e. IE  = IC + IB. We know that the ratio between collector current and emitter current 
gives current gain alpha in Common Base configuration similarly the ratio between collector 
current and base current gives the current gain beta in common emitter configuration. 

 

Now let us see the relationship between these two current gains. 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/8.-UntitledOutput-characteristics-of-common-collector-configuration.jpg
https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/9.-Common-emitter-symbol-and-connection.jpg


Current gain (α) = IC/IE 

Current gain (β) = IC/IB 

Collector current IC =α IE = βIB 

This configuration is mostly used one among all the three configurations. It has medium input 

and output impedance values. It also has the medium current and voltage gains. But the output 
signal has a phase shift of 1800 i.e. both the input and output are inverse to each other. 

 

Input Characteristics 

The input characteristics of common emitter configuration are obtained between input current 
IB and input voltage VBE with constant output voltage VCE. Keep the output voltage VCE constant 

and vary the input voltage VBE for different points, now record the values of input current at each 
point. Now using these values we need to draw a graph between the values of IB and VBE at 

constant VCE. The equation to calculate the input resistance Rin is given below. 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/10.-Common-emitter-transistor-circuit.jpg


Rin = VBE/IB (when VCE is at constant) 

 

Output Characteristics 

The output characteristics of common emitter configuration are obtained between the output 
current IC and output voltage VCE with constant input current IB. Keep the base current 

IB constant and vary the value of output voltage VCE for different points, now note down the 
value of collector IC for each point. Plot the graph between the parameters IC and VCE in order to 

get the output characteristics of common emitter configuration. The equation to calculate the 
output resistance from this graph is given below. 

Rout = VCE/IC (when IB is at constant) 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/11.-Input-characteristics-of-common-emitter-configuration.jpg


 

Configurations of Transistors Summary 

 

The table which gives the main characteristics of a transistor in the three configurations is given 
above. The BJT transistors have mainly three types of configurations. They are common-emitter, 

common-base and common-collector configurations. Among all these three configurations 
common-emitter configuration is mostly used type. These three have different characteristics 

corresponding to both input and output signals. And also these three configurations have few 
similarities. 

TRANSISTOR AS A SWITCH 

Transistor switches can be used to switch a low voltage DC device (e.g. LED’s) ON or OFF by 

using a transistor in its saturated or cut-off state 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Output-characteristics-of-common-emitter-configuration.jpg
https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Transistor-Configuration-Summary-Table.jpg


   

When used as an AC signal amplifier, the transistors Base biasing voltage is applied in such a 
way that it always operates within its “active” region, that is the linear part of the output 
characteristics curves are used. 

However, both the NPN & PNP type bipolar transistors can be made to operate as “ON/OFF” 
type solid state switch by biasing the transistors Base terminal differently to that for a signal 

amplifier. 

Solid state switches are one of the main applications for the use of transistor to switch a DC 
output “ON” or “OFF”. Some output devices, such as LED’s only require a few milliamps at 

logic level DC voltages and can therefore be driven directly by the output of a logic gate. 
However, high power devices such as motors, solenoids or lamps, often require more power than 

that supplied by an ordinary logic gate so transistor switches are used. 

If the circuit uses the Bipolar Transistor as a Switch, then the biasing of the transistor, either 
NPN or PNP is arranged to operate the transistor at both sides of the “ I-V ” characteristics 

curves we have seen previously. 

The areas of operation for a transistor switch are known as the Saturation Region and the Cut-

off Region. This means then that we can ignore the operating Q-point biasing and voltage 

divider circuitry required for amplification, and use the transistor as a switch by driving it back 
and forth between its “fully-OFF” (cut-off) and “fully-ON” (saturation) regions as shown below. 

Operating Regions 

 

  

https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/transistor/tran_4.html
https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/transistor/tran_4.html


The pink shaded area at the bottom of the curves represents the “Cut-off” region while the blue 
area to the left represents the “Saturation” region of the transistor. Both these transistor regions 

are defined as: 

1. Cut-off Region 

Here the operating conditions of the transistor are zero input base current ( IB ), zero output 

collector current ( IC ) and maximum collector voltage ( VCE ) which results in a large depletion 
layer and no current flowing through the device. Therefore the transistor is switched “Fully-
OFF”. 

Cut-off Characteristics 

 

 • The input and Base are grounded ( 0v ) 

 • Base-Emitter voltage VBE < 0.7v 

 • Base-Emitter junction is reverse biased 

 • Base-Collector junction is reverse biased 

 • Transistor is “fully-OFF” ( Cut-off region 

) 

 • No Collector current flows ( IC = 0 ) 

 • VOUT  = VCE = VCC = ”1″ 

 • Transistor operates as an “open switch” 

  

Then we can define the “cut-off region” or “OFF mode” when using a bipolar transistor as a 
switch as being, both junctions reverse biased, VB < 0.7v and IC = 0. For a PNP transistor, the 

Emitter potential must be negative with respect to the Base. 

2. Saturation Region 

Here the transistor will be biased so that the maximum amount of base current is applied, 
resulting in maximum collector current resulting in the minimum collector emitter voltage drop 

which results in the depletion layer being as small as possible and maximum current flowing 
through the transistor. Therefore the transistor is switched “Fully-ON”. 

Saturation Characteristics 



 

 • The input and Base are connected to VCC 

 • Base-Emitter voltage VBE > 0.7v 

 • Base-Emitter junction is forward biased 

 • Base-Collector junction is forward biased 

 • Transistor is “fully-ON” ( saturation region 

) 

 • Max Collector current flows 

( IC = Vcc/RL ) 

 • VCE = 0 ( ideal saturation ) 

 • VOUT  = VCE = ”0″ 

 • Transistor operates as a “closed switch” 

  
Then we can define the “saturation region” or “ON mode” when using a bipolar transistor as a 
switch as being, both junctions forward biased, VB > 0.7v and IC = Maximum. For a PNP 

transistor, the Emitter potential must be positive with respect to the Base. 

Then the transistor operates as a “single-pole single-throw” (SPST) solid state switch. With a 

zero signal applied to the Base of the transistor it turns “OFF” acting like an open switch and 
zero collector current flows. With a positive signal applied to the Base of the transistor it turns 
“ON” acting like a closed switch and maximum circuit current flows through the device. 

The simplest way to switch moderate to high amounts of power is to use the transistor with an 
open-collector output and the transistors Emitter terminal connected directly to ground. When 

used in this way, the transistors open collector output can thus “sink” an externally supplied 
voltage to ground thereby controlling any connected load. 

An example of an NPN Transistor as a switch being used to operate a relay is given below. With 

inductive loads such as relays or solenoids a flywheel diode is placed across the load to dissipate 
the back EMF generated by the inductive load when the transistor switches “OFF” and so protect 

the transistor from damage. If the load is of a very high current or voltage nature, such as motors, 
heaters etc, then the load current can be controlled via a suitable relay as shown. 

Basic NPN Transistor Switching Circuit 



 

  

The circuit resembles that of the Common Emitter circuit we looked at in the previous tutorials. 
The difference this time is that to operate the transistor as a switch the transistor needs to be 
turned either fully “OFF” (cut-off) or fully “ON” (saturated). An ideal transistor switch would 

have infinite circuit resistance between the Collector and Emitter when turned “fully-OFF” 
resulting in zero current flowing through it and zero resistance between the Collector and Emitter 

when turned “fully-ON”, resulting in maximum current flow. 

In practice when the transistor is turned “OFF”, small leakage currents flow through the 
transistor and when fully “ON” the device has a low resistance value causing a small saturation 

voltage ( VCE ) across it. Even though the transistor is not a perfect switch, in both the cut-off and 
saturation regions the power dissipated by the transistor is at its minimum. 

In order for the Base current to flow, the Base input terminal must be made more positive than 
the Emitter by increasing it above the 0.7 volts needed for a silicon device. By varying this Base-
Emitter voltage VBE, the Base current is also altered and which in turn controls the amount of 

Collector current flowing through the transistor as previously discussed. 

When maximum Collector current flows the transistor is said to be Saturated. The value of the 

Base resistor determines how much input voltage is required and corresponding Base current to 
switch the transistor fully “ON”. 

 

 

HEAT SINKS  

They are one of the most common forms of thermal management in technology, machinery, 
and even in natural systems. These components are so ubiquitous that they're easy to 

overlook, even by those who are familiar with the technology. We'll address the basic 
working principles involved in heat sinks, introduce active and passive heat sink 
configurations, and discuss how some users implement heat sinks in their applications. 

https://www.arrow.com/en/categories/thermal-management/coolers/heat-sinks


 

What is a Heat Sink? 

A heat sink is a component that increases the heat flow away from a hot device. It 
accomplishes this task by increasing the device's working surface area and the amount 
of low-temperature fluid that moves across its enlarged surface area. Based on each 

device's configuration, we find a multitude of heat sink aesthetics, design, and ultimate 
capabilities. You can see a straight fin heat sink in the image at the top of this article 

and a flared fin heat sink in the image below. Each heat sink is valuable in applications 
that may have varying: 

How Does a Heat Sink Work? 

A heat sink works by moving heat away from a critical component. Nearly all heat sinks 

accomplish this task in four basic steps: 

1. The  source  generates  heat.  This source may be any system that creates heat and 

requires the removal of said heat to function correctly, such as: 

-  Mechanical 

-  Electrical 

-  Chemical 

-  Nuclear 

-  Solar 

-  Friction 

2. Heat transfers  away from the  source .  Heat pipes can also aid in this process, 

but we'll cover those  components  separate ly . In direct heat sink-contact applications, 

https://www.arrow.com/en/research-and-events/articles/heat-pipe-technology-thermal-effectiveness-and-simplicity


heat moves into the heat sink and away from the source via natural conduction. The 
heat sink material's thermal conductivity directly impacts this process. That's why high 

thermal conductivity materials such as copper and aluminum are most common in the 
construction of heat sinks.  

3. Heat dis tributes  throughout the  heat s ink.  Heat will naturally travel through the 
heat sink via natural conduction moving across the thermal gradient from a high 
temperature to a low-temperature environment. This ultimately means that the heat 

sink's thermal profile will not be consistent. As such, heat sinks will often be hotter 
towards the source and cooler towards the sink's extremities.  

4. Heat moves  away from the  heat s ink.  This process relies on the heat sink's 
temperature gradient and its working fluid―most commonly air or a non-electrically-
conductive liquid. The working fluid passes across the surface of the warm heat sink 

and utilizes thermal diffusion and convection to remove heat away from the surface and 
into the ambient environment. This stage relies on, yet again, a temperature gradient to 

remove heat from the heat sink. Therefore, if the ambient temperature is not cooler than 
the heat sink, no convection and subsequent heat removal will occur. This step is also 
where the total surface area of the heat sink becomes most advantageous. A large 

surface area provides an increased area for thermal diffusion and convection to occur.  

Active Heat Sinks vs. Passive Heat Sinks 

Heat sinks are most commonly utilized in active, passive or hybrid  configurations. 

-  Pass ive  heat s inks  rely on natural convection, meaning the buoyancy of hot air alone 
causes the airflow generated across the heat sink system. These systems are 
advantageous as they do not require secondary power or control systems to remove heat 

from the system. However, passive heat sinks are less effective at transferring heat from 
a system than active heat sinks. 

- Active  heat s inks  utilize forced air to increase fluid flow across the hot area. Forced 
air is most commonly generated by a fan, blower, or even movement of the entire 
object―such as a motorcycle's engine being cooled by the air passing along the heat 
sink fins designed into the engine. One example of a fan producing forced air across a 
heat sink is the fan in your personal computer turning on after your comp uter gets 

warm. The fan forces air across the heat sink, which allows more unheated air to move 
across the heat sink surface, thus increasing the total thermal gradient across the heat 
sink system and allowing more heat to exit the overall system.  

- Hybrid heat s inks  combine some aspects of passive and active heat sinks. These 
configurations are less common, and they often rely on control systems to cool the 

system based on temperature requirements. When the system operates at cooler levels, 
the forced air source is inactive, only cooling the system passively. Once the source 

https://www.arrow.com/en/categories/thermal-management/coolers/heat-sinks?page=1&promoGroupLevel=pl&perPage=25&filters=Type:Passive;
https://www.arrow.com/en/categories/thermal-management/fans/blowers-and-fans


reaches higher temperatures, the active cooling mechanism engages to increase the 
cooling capacity of the heat sink system.  

 

Junction Field Effect Transistor (JFET) 

A field effect transistor is a voltage controlled device i.e. the output characteristics of the device 
are controlled by input voltage. There are two basic types of field effect transistors: 

1. Junction field effect transistor (JFET) 

2. Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) 
Junction Field Effect Transistor (JFET) 

A JFET is a three terminal semiconductor device in which current conduction is by one type of 
carrier i.e. electrons or holes. 

The current conduction is controlled by means of an electric field between the gate and the 

conducting channel of the device. 

The JFET has high input impedance and low noise level. 

Construction Details: 
A JFET consists of a p-type or n-type silicon bar containing two pn junctions at the sides as 
shown in fig.1. 

 
                        Fig.1(i)                                                 Fig.1 (ii) 

The bar forms the conducting channel for the charge carriers. 

If the bar is of p-type, it is called p-channel JFET as shown in fig.1(i) and if the bar is of n-type, 
it is called n-channel JFET as shown in fig.1(ii). 

https://electronicspost.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/901.png


The two pn junctions forming diodes are connected internally and a common terminal called gate 
is taken out. 

Other terminals are source and drain taken out from the bar as shown in fig.1. 

Thus a JFET has three terminals such as , gate (G), source (S) and drain (D). 

JFET Polarities 
Fig.2 (i) shows the n-channel JFET polarities and fig.2 (ii) shows the p-channel JFET polarities. 

  

                              Fig.2 (i) 

 
                            Fig.2 (ii) 

In each case, the voltage between the gate and source is such that the gate is reverse biased. 

The source and the drain terminals are interchangeable. 

https://electronicspost.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/9021.png
https://electronicspost.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/9031.png


The following points may be noted: 

1. The input circuit ( i.e. gate to source) of a JFET is reverse biased. This means that the device 

has high input impedance. 
2. The drain is so biased w.r.t. source that drain current ID flows from the source to drain. 

3. In all JFETs, source current IS is equal to the drain current i.e IS = ID. 
 

Principle and Working of JFET 

 

Principle of JFET 

 

The two pn junctions at the sides form two depletion layers. 

The current conduction by charge carriers (i.e. electrons) is through the channel between the two 
depletion layers and out of the drain. 

The width and hence resistance of this channel can be controlled by changing the input voltage 
VGS. 
The greater the  reverse voltage VGS, the wider will be the depletion layer and narrower will be 

the conducting channel. 
The narrower channel means greater resistance and hence source to drain current decreases. 

Reverse will happen when VGS decreases. 
Thus JFET operates on the principle that width and hence resistance of the conducting channel 
can be varied by changing the reverse voltage VGS. 

In other word, the magnitude of drain current ID can be changed by altering VGS. 
 

Working of JFET 

The working of JFET can be explained as follows: 

Case-i: 

When a voltage VDS is applied between drain and source terminals and voltage on the gate is 
zero as shown in fig.3(i), the two pn junctions at the sides of the bar establish depletion layers. 

 
                           Fig.3 (i) 

https://electronicspost.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/106.png


The electrons will flow from source to drain through a channel between the depletion layers. 

The size of the depletion layers determines the width of the channel and hence current 

conduction through the bar. 

Case-ii: 

When a reverse voltage VGS is applied between gate and source terminals, as shown in 
fig.3(ii),  the width of depletion layer is increased. 

 
                          Fig.3 (ii) 

This reduces the width of conducting channel, thereby increasing the resistance of n-type bar. 

Consequently, the current from source to drain is decreased. 

On the other hand, when the reverse bias on the gate is decreased, the width of the depletion 

layer also decreases. 

This increases the width of the conducting channel and hence source to drain current. 

A p-channel JFET operates in the same manner as an n-channel JFET except that channel current 
carriers will be the holes instead of electrons and polarities of VGS and VDS are reversed. 
 

Schematic Symbol of JFET 

Fig.4 shows the schematic symbol of JFET. 

 
                                    Fig.4 

https://electronicspost.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/905.png
https://electronicspost.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/907.png


Difference Between JFET and BJT 

The JFET differs from an ordinary BJT in the following ways: 

1. In a JFET, there is only one type of carrier,i.e. holes in p-type channel and electrons in n-
type channel. For this reason it is also called unipolar transistor.However, in an ordinary 

BJT, both electrons and holes play role in conduction. Therefore, it is called as bipolar 
transistor. 

2. As the input circuit of a JFET is reverse biased, therefore, it has a high input 

impedance. However, the input circuit of a BJT is forward biased and hence has low input 
impedance. 

3. The primary functional difference between the JFET and BJT is that no current enters the 
gate of JFET. However, in typical BJT base current might be a few µA. 

4. A BJT uses the current into its base to control a large current between collector and 

emitter. Whereas a JFET uses voltage on the gate terminal to control the current between 
drain and source. 

5. In JFET, there is no junction. Therefore, noise level in JFET is very small. 
 

Advantages of JFET 

A JFET is a voltage controlled, constant current device in which variation in input voltage 
control the output current. Some of the advantages of JFET are: 

1. It has a very high input impedance. This permits high degree of isolation between the input 
and output circuits. 

2. The operation of a JFET depends upon the bulk material current carriers that do not cross 

junctions. Therefore, the inherent noise of tubes and those of transistors are not present in a 
JFET. 

3. A JFET has a negative temperature co-efficient of resistance. This avoids the risk of thermal 
runaway. 

4. A JFET has a very high power gain. This eliminates the necessity of using driver stages. 

5. A JFET has a smaller size, longer life and high efficiency 
 

 
METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR FET 

The Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is one type of FET 

transistor. In these transistors the gate terminal is electrically insulated from the current carrying 
channel so that it is also called as Insulated Gate FET (IG-FET). Due to the insulation between 

gate and source terminals the input resistance of MOSFET may be very high such as in mega 
ohms (MΩ). 

Like JFET the MOSFET also acts as a voltage controlled resistor when no current flows into the 

gate terminal. The small voltage at the gate terminal controls the current flow through the 
channel between the source and drain terminals.  In present days, the MOSFET transistors are 

mostly used in the electronic circuit applications instead of the JFET. 



 Like JFET, the MOSFET transistors also have three terminals, such as Drain (D), Source (S) 
and Gate (G) and also one more terminal called substrate or Body (B) is used in the circuit 

connections. The MOSFETs are also available in both types, N-channel (NMOS) and P-channel 
(PMOS). The MOSFETs are basically classified in to two forms they are Depletion type and 

Enhancement type transistors. 

 

Channel Construction of MOSFET 

 

1. Depletion Type 

The depletion type MOSFET transistor is equivalent to a “normally closed” switch. The 

depletion type of transistors requires gate – source voltage (VGS) to switch OFF the device. 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Channel-construction-of-MOSFET.jpg


 

Symbols of Depletion Mode MOSFET 
The symbols for depletion mode of MOSFETs in both N-channel and P-channel types are shown 

above. In the above symbols we can observe that the fourth terminal substrate is connected to the 
ground, but in discrete MOSFETs it is connected to source terminal. The continuous thick line 

connected between the drain and source terminal represents the depletion type. The arrow 
symbol indicates the type of channel, such as N-channel or P-channel. In this type of MOSFETs 
a thin layer of silicon is deposited below the gate terminal. The depletion mode MOSFET 

transistors are generally ON at zero gate-source voltage (VGS). The conductivity of the channel in 
depletion MOSFETs is less compared to the enhancement type of MOSFETs. 

2. Enhancement Type 

The Enhancement mode MOSFET is equivalent to “Normally Open” switch and these types of 

transistors require gate-source voltage to switch ON the device. The symbols of both N-channel 
and P-channel enhancement mode MOSFET transistors are shown below. 

 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Symbols-of-depletion-mode-MOSFET.jpg
https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Symbols-of-enhancement-mode-MOSFET.jpg


Symbols of Enhancement Mode MOSFET 

Here we can observe that the broken line is connected between the source and drain which 

represents the enhancement mode type. In enhancement mode MOSFETs the conductivity 
increases by increasing the oxide layer which adds the carriers to the channel. 

Generally, this oxide layer is called as ‘Inversion layer’. The channel is formed between the 
drain and source in the opposite type to the substrate, such as N-channel is made with a P-type 
substrate and P-channel is made with an N-type substrate. The conductivity of the channel due to 

electrons or holes depends on N-type or P-type channel respectively. 

 

 

Structure of MOSFET 



 

Internal Structure of MOSFET 

The basic structure of the MOSFET is shown in the above figure. The construction of the 
MOSFET is very different as compared to the construction of the JFET. In both enhancement 
and depletion modes of MOSFETs an electric field is produced by gate voltage which changes 

the flow charge carriers, such as electrons for N-channel and holes for P-channel. 

Here we observed that the gate terminal is injected into the thin metal oxide insulated layer at the 

top and two N-type regions are used below the drain and source terminals. 

In the above MOSFET structure the channel between drain and source is an N-type which is 
formed opposite to the P-type substrate. It is easy to bias the MOSFET gate terminal for the 

polarities of either positive (+ve) or negative (-ve). 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Internal-structure-of-MOSFET.jpg


If there is no bias at the gate terminal, then the MOSFET is generally in non-conducting state so 
that these MOSFETs are used to make switches and logic gates. Both the depletion and 

enhancement modes of MOSFETs are available in N-channel and P-channel types. 

Depletion Mode 

The depletion mode MOSFETs are generally known as ‘Switched ON’ devices, because these 
transistors are generally closed when there is no bias voltage at the gate terminal. If the gate 
voltage increases in positive, then the channel width increases in depletion mode. 

As a result the drain current ID through the channel increases. If the applied gate voltage more 
negative, then the channel width is very less and MOSFET may enter into the cutoff region. The 

depletion mode MOSFET is rarely used type of transistor in the electronic circuits. 

 

Characteristic Curve of Depletion Mode MOSFET 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Characteristic-curve-of-depletion-mode-MOSFET.jpg


 

The V-I characteristics of the depletion mode MOSFET transistor are given above. This 
characteristic mainly gives the relationship between drain- source voltage (VDS) and drain 

current (ID). The small voltage at the gate controls the current flow through the channel. 

The channel between drain and source acts as a good conductor with zero bias voltage at gate 

terminal. The channel width and drain current increases if the gate voltage is positive and these 
two (channel width and drain current) decreases if the gate voltage is negative. 

Enhancement Mode 

The Enhancement mode MOSFET is commonly used type of transistor. This type of MOSFET is 
equivalent to normally-open switch because it does not conduct when the gate voltage is zero. If 

the positive voltage (+VGS) is applied to the N-channel gate terminal, then the channel conducts 
and the drain current flows through the channel. 

If this bias voltage increases to more positive then channel width and drain current through the 

channel increases to some more. But if the bias voltage is zero or negative (-VGS) then the 
transistor may switch OFF and the channel is in non-conductive state. So now we can say that 

the gate voltage of enhancement mode MOSFET enhances the channel. 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Circuit-symbols-of-depletion-mode-MOSFET.jpg


 

Characteristics Curve of Enhancement Mode MOSFET 

 

Circuit symbols of Enhancement Mode MOSFET 

Enhancement mode MOSFET transistors are mostly used as switches in electronic circuits 
because of their low ON resistance and high OFF resistance and also because of their high gate 

resistance. These transistors are used to make logic gates and in power switching circuits, such as 
CMOS gates, which have both NMOS and PMOS Transistors. 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Characteristics-curve-of-enhancement-mode-MOSFET.jpg
https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Circuit-symbols-of-enhancement-mode-MOSFET.jpg


The V-I characteristics of enhancement mode MOSFET are shown above which gives the 
relationship between the drain current (ID) and the drain-source voltage (VDS). From the above 

figure we observed the behavior of an enhancement MOSFET in different regions, such as 
ohmic, saturation and cut-off regions. 

MOSFET transistors are made with different semiconductor materials. These MOSFETs have 
the ability to operate in both conductive and non-conductive modes depending on the bias 
voltage at the input. This ability of MOSFET makes it to use in switching and amplification. 

N-Channel MOSFET Amplifier 

Like JFETs the MOSFET transistors are also used to make single-stage ‘class A’ amplifier 

circuits. The N-channel enhancement mode MOSFET with common source configuration is the 
mainly used type of amplifier circuit than others. The depletion mode MOSFET amplifiers are 
very similar to the JFET amplifiers. 

The input resistance of the MOSFET is controlled by the gate bias resistance which is generated 
by the input resistors. The output signal of this amplifier circuit is inverted because when the 

gate voltage (VG) is high the transistor is switched ON and when the voltage (VG) is low then the 
transistor is switched OFF. 

 

https://www.electronicshub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/9.MOSFET-amplifier-circuit.jpg


MOSFET Amplifier Circuit 

The general MOSFET amplifier with common source configuration is shown above. This is an 

amplifier of class A mode. Here the voltage divider network is formed by the input resistors 
R1 and R2 and the input resistance for the AC signal is given as Rin = RG = 1MΩ. 

The equations to calculate the gate voltage and drain current for the above amplifier circuit are 
given below. 

VG = (R2/ (R1+R2))*VDD 

ID = VS/ RS 

Where 

VG = gate voltage 

VS = input source voltage 

VDD = supply voltage at drain 

RS = source resistance 

R1 & R2 = input resistors 

The different regions in which the MOSFET operates in their total operation are discussed 
below. 

Cut-off Region: If the gate-source voltage is less than the threshold voltage then we say that the 

transistor is operating in the cut-off region (i.e. fully OFF). In this region drain current is zero 
and the transistor acts as an open circuit. 

VGS < VTH => IDS = 0 

Ohmic (Linear) Region: If the gate voltage is greater than threshold voltage and the drain-
source voltage lies between VTH and (VGS – VTH) then we say that the transistor is in linear 

region and at this state the transistor acts as a variable resistor. 

VGS > VTH and VTH < VDS < (VGS – VTH) => MOSFET acts as a variable resistor 



Saturation Region: In this region the gate voltage is much greater than threshold voltage and 
the drain current is at its maximum value and the transistor is in fully ON state. In this region the 

transistor acts as a closed circuit. 

VGS >> VTH and (VGS – VTH) < VDS < 2(VGS – VTH) => IDS = Maximum 

The gate voltage at which the transistor ON and starts the current flow through the channel is 
called threshold voltage. This threshold voltage value range for N-channel devices is in between 
0.5V to 0.7V and for P-channel devices is in between -0.5V to -0.8V. 

The behavior of a MOSFET transistor in depletion and enhancement modes depending on the 
gate voltage is summarized as follows. 

MOSFET TYPE VGS = +VE VGS = 0 VGS = -VE 

N-Channel Depletion ON ON OFF 

N-Channel Enhancement ON OFF OFF 

P-Channel Depletion OFF ON ON 

P-Channel Enhancement OFF OFF ON 

 
UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR ( UJT) 
 

In spite of having transistor added to its name, a Unijunction Transistor (UJT) working and 

characteristic curve varies completely from other counterparts. This post will give you a detailed 

idea about UJT, its basic construction, symbol, how it works, its characteristics curve, various 

applications, advantages and disadvantages. 

What is Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 



UJT stands for UniJunction Transistor. It is a three terminal semiconductor switching device. 

The Unijunction Transistor is a simple device that consists of a bar of n-type silicon material 

with a non-rectifying contact at either end (base 1 and base 2), and with a rectifying contact 

(emitter) alloyed into the bar part way along its length, to form the only junction within the 

device (hence the name ‘Unijunction’). 

The Unijunction Transistor is also known as Double Base Diode. 

Introduction to Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

The unique switching characteristics of UJT makes it different from conventional BJT’s and 

FET’s by acting as switching transistor instead of amplifying the signals. It exhibits negative 

resistance in its characteristics which employs it as relaxation oscillators in variety of 

applications. 

Symbol and Construction of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

In Unijunction Transistor, the PN Junction is formed by lightly doped N type silicon bar with 

heavily doped P type material on one side. The ohmic contact on either ends of the silicon bar is 

termed as Base 1 (B1) and Base 2 (B2) and P-type terminal is named as emitter. 

 

Fig. 2 – Basic Construction & Symbol of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 
The emitter junction is placed such that it is more close to terminal Base 2 than Base 1. The 
symbols of both UJT and JFET resemble the same except the emitter arrowhead represents the 

direction in which conventional current flow, but they operate differently. 

https://i1.wp.com/electricalfundablog.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Basic-Construction-and-Symbol-of-Unijunctin-Transistor-UJT.png?ssl=1


 

How does a Unijunction Transistor (UJT) works 

The simplified equivalent circuit (at Figure 3 below) shows that N-type channel consists of two 

resistors RB2 and RB1 in series with an equivalent diode, D representing the PN junction. The 

emitter PN junction is fixed along the ohmic channel during its manufacturing process. 

 

Fig. 3 – Simplified Equivalent Circuit of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

The variable resistance RB1 is provided between the terminals Emitter (E) and Base 1 (B1), the 

RB2 between the terminals Emitter (E) and Base 2 (B2). Since the PN junction is more close to 

B2, the value of RB2 will be less than the variable resistance RB1. 
A voltage divider network is formed by the series resistances RB2 and RB1.  When a voltage is 

applied across the semiconductor device, the potential will be in proportion to the position of 

base points along the channel. 

The Emitter (E) will act as input when employed in a circuit, as the terminal B1 will be grounded. 

The terminal B2 will be positive biased to B1, when a voltage (VBB) applied across the terminals 

B1 and B2. When the emitter input is zero, the voltage across resistance RB1 of the voltage 

divider circuit is calculated by 

 

https://i2.wp.com/electricalfundablog.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Simplified-Equivalent-Circuit-of-Unijunction-Transistor-UJT.png?ssl=1
https://i1.wp.com/electricalfundablog.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Calculation-of-RB1-in-Voltage-Divider-Circuit.png?ssl=1


The important parameter of Unijunction Transistor is ‘intrinsic stand-off ratio’ (η), which is 

resistive ratio of RB1 to RBB. Most UJT’s have η value ranging from 0.5 to 0.8. The PN junction is 

reverse biased; when small amount of voltage which is less than voltage developed across 

resistance RB1 (ηVBB) is applied across the terminal emitter (E). 

Thus a very high impedance is developed prompting device to move into non-conducting state 

i.e., it will be switched off and no current flows through it. The UJT begins to conduct when the 

PN junction is forward biased. 

The forward biased is achieved when voltage applied across emitter terminal is increased and 

becomes more than VRB1. This results in larger flow of emitter current from emitter region to 

base region. Increase in emitter current reduces the resistance between emitter and Base 1, 

resulting in negative resistance at emitter terminal. 

The Unijunction Transistor (UJT) will act as voltage breakdown device, when the input applied 

between emitter and base 1 reduces below breakdown value i.e., RB1 increases to a higher value. 

This shows that RB1 depends on the emitter current and it is variable. 

Characteristics Curve of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

The characteristics of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) can be explained by three parameters: 

o Cutoff 

o Negative Resistance Region 

o Saturation 



 

 Fig. 4 – Characteristics of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

Cutoff 

Cutoff region is the area where the Unijunction Transistor (UJT) doesn’t get sufficient voltage to 

turn on. The applied voltage hasn’t reached the triggering voltage, thus making transistor to be in 

off state. 

Negative Resistance Region 

When the transistor reaches the triggering voltage, VTRIG, Unijunction Transistor (UJT) will turn 

on. After a certain time, if the applied voltage increases to the emitter lead, it will reach out at 

VPEAK. The voltage drops from VPEAK to Valley Point even though the current increases (negative 

resistance). 

Saturation 

Saturation region is the area where the current and voltage raises, if the applied voltage to emitter 

terminal increases. 

Applications of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

The Unijunction Transistor can be employed in variety of applications such as: 

https://i1.wp.com/electricalfundablog.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Characteristics-Curve-of-Unijunction-Transistor-UJT.png?ssl=1


o Switching Device 

o Triggering Device for Triacs and SCR’s 

o Timing Circuits 

o For phase control 

o In sawtooth generators 

o In simple  relaxation oscillators 

Application of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) in Relaxation Oscillator 

UJT Relaxation Oscillator can be practically viewed by the following circuit. 

 

 Fig. 5 – Use of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) in Relaxation Oscillator 

The resistance R3 charges the capacitor C1 until the peak point. The UJT’s emitter terminal has 

no effect on C1 until peak point is reached. When the emitter voltage reaches peak voltage point, 

the lowered emitter base 1 resistance rapidly discharges the capacitor. 

As the capacitor C1 discharges beneath the valley point, the emitter base 1 resistance will return 

back to high resistance, thus making capacitor free to charge again. 

Application of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) in Speed Control Circuit 

https://electricalfundablog.com/how-capacitor-works/
https://electricalfundablog.com/how-capacitor-works/
https://electricalfundablog.com/how-capacitor-works/
https://electricalfundablog.com/how-capacitor-works/
https://i0.wp.com/electricalfundablog.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Unijunction-Transistor-UJT-Relaxation-Oscillator.png?ssl=1


Speed Control Circuit is one of the typical applications of UJT to produce set of pulses to trigger 

and control Thyristor. We can adjust the speed of universal motors by using UJT as triggering 

circuit in combination with SCR and Triacs. 

Advantages of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

The advantages of Unijunction Transistor include: 

o low cost 

o negative resistance characteristics 

o Requires low value of triggering current. 

o A stable triggering voltage 

o Low power absorbing device 

Disadvantage of Unijunction Transistor (UJT) 

The main disadvantage of Unijunction Transistor is its inability to provide appropriate 

amplification 

 

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIER (SCR) 

The term SCR stands for silicon controlled rectifier which is one of the most important members 

of the thyristor family. It is more popular than the other Thyristors like TRIAC, SCS, DIAC, 
etc. that some people even use the words Thyristor and SCR interchangeably. So next time when 

someone says just “Thyristor” in general, then they are referring to the SCR. 

  

SCRs are constructed from silicon and are most commonly used for converting AC current to 

DC current (rectification), hence the name Silicon controlled rectifier. They are also used in 
other applications such as regulation of power, inversion, etc. The SCRs have an ability to handle 

high value of current and Voltage hence they are used in most of the industrial applications. 

https://components101.com/triacs
https://components101.com/articles/diac-symbol-construction-working-and-application-circuits


 

  

SCR Symbol 

The Symbol of the SCR will be similar to that of the diode, additionally; it has a gate terminal as 

shown below. The SCR is a unidirectional device that allows the current to flow in one 

direction and opposes it in another direction. SCR has three terminals namely Anode (A), 

Cathode (K) and gate (G), it can be turned ON or OFF by controlling the biasing conditions or 
the gate input. 

https://components101.com/diodes


  

Again the Thyristor symbol and SCR symbol are the same. Now that we know how an 

SCR/Thyristor can be represented in a circuit diagram, let’s look into the SCR Construction 
and Working to understand more about it. 

  

Construction of SCR 

The SCR is a four-layered semiconductor device that forms NPNP or PNPN structure, which 

eventually forms three junctions J1, J2, and J3. Among the three terminals of the SCR, the 
Anode is a positive electrode, it will be on the P-layer and Cathode is a negative electrode, it will 
be on the N-layer of the SCR, the Gate acts as a control terminal of the SCR. The SCR 

Construction image is shown below. 

 

The outer P and N layers where the two electrodes are placed will be heavily doped and the 

middle P and N layers will be lightly doped, the gate terminal will be connected to the P-layer in 



the middle. The SCRs are constructed with three different types, planar type, Mesa type, and 
Press pack type. 

  

How SCR works 

To understand the SCR working principle we have to look into the different ways it can 

operate. Depending on the polarity of the voltage applied and the gate pulse given to the SCR, it 
can operate in three different modes such as 

 Forward Blocking mode 

 Forward Conduction mode 
 Reverse Blocking mode 

  

Now, let’s understand the Thyristor working by taking a look at each of the operating 

modes with its circuit diagram. 

  

Forward Blocking Mode  

In this mode of operation, the positive voltage is applied to the anode and the negative voltage 
applied to the cathode, there will not be any pulse applied to the gate, it will be kept in the open 

state. Once the voltage is applied, the junctions J1 and J3 will be forward biased and the junction 
J2 will be reverse biased. Since J2 is reverse biased the width of the depletion region increases 

and it acts as an obstacle for conduction, so only a small amount of current will be flowing from 
J1 to J3. 

 

When the voltage applied to the SCR is increased and if it reaches the breakdown voltage of the 

SCR, the junction J2 gets depleted due to avalanche breakdown. Once the Avalanche 

breakdown occurs the current will start flowing through the SCR. In this mode of operation, the 

SCR is forward biased, but, there will not be any current flow. 

  



Forward Conduction Mode  

The Forward Conduction Mode is the only mode at which the SCR will be in the ON state and 

will be conducting. We can make the SCR conduct in two different ways, one we can increase 
the applied forward bias voltage beyond the breakdown voltage  or else we can apply a 

positive voltage to the gate terminal. 

 

  

When we increase the Applied forward bias voltage between the anode and cathode the junction 

J2 will be depleted due to the avalanche breakdown and the SCR will start conducting. We are 
not able to do this for all the applications and this method of activating the SCR will 

eventually reduce the lifetime of the SCR. 

  

If you want to use the SCR for low voltage applications you can apply a positive voltage to the 

gate of the SCR. The applied positive voltage will help the SCR to move to the conduction state. 
During this mode of operation, the SCR will be operating in forward bias and current will be 

flowing through it. 

  

Reverse Blocking Mode  

In the reverse blocking mode, the positive voltage is applied to the Cathode (-) and the Negative 
voltage is given to the Anode (+), There will not be any pulse given to the gate, it will be kept as 



an open circuit. During this mode of operation the Junctions J1 and J3 will be reverse biased and 
the junction J2 will be forward biased. Since the junctions J1 and J3 are reverse biased there will 

not be any current flowing through the SCR. Although there will be a small leakage current 

flowing due to the drift charge carriers  in the forward-biased Junction J2, it is not enough to 

turn on the SCR. 

 

  

VI Characteristics of SCR 

The VI characteristics of the SCR are obtained by operating the SCR in three different regions, 

namely forward blocking region, forward conduction region and reverse blocking region 



 

  

When the SCR is operating in the reverse blocking mode, there will be small leakage current 
flowing in the reverse direction of the SCR which is mentioned as the reverse leakage current in 

the graph, the reverse leakage current will be located at the negative quadrants of the graph. 

  

Now if you apply positive voltage to anode and negative voltage to cathode the SCR will start 

operating in the forward blocking mode and a small leakage current will be flowing through the 
SCR in the positive direction, hence the curve starts rising to a certain level in the positive 

quadrants of the graph which is mentioned as the forward leakage current. 

  

Once the graph reaches a certain voltage level called the Breakdown voltage or if the gate current 

Ig is applied to the SCR, the SCR moves to the conduction mode and a high amount of current 
starts flowing through the SCR. The current flow is represented as the forward conduction in 

the VI curve. The gate current applied are mentioned as Ig1, Ig2 and Ig3, higher the applied gate 
current faster the SCR goes to the conduction state as Ig3 > Ig2 > Ig1. 

  

SCR Applications 

From Converter circuits to Control circuits, SCRs are used in a wide range of applications. It is 
not possible to discuss all the Thyristor applications, but basically, they are used to control the 

current or voltage across a device. For example, let’s consider an example where SCRs are used 
to control the speed of a motor. 



 

  

The above circuit diagram of SCR shows the arrangement for controlling the speed of a DC 

motor using the SCR. The motor will be having two windings namely field winding and 

armature winding. By controlling the current given to the armature winding we can control the 

speed of the DC motor. The armature winding of the motor is connected to an AC supply 
through a transformer and two SCRs connected in parallel with one another. 

  

During the positive half cycle of the AC supply, the SCR1 is forward biased and starts 
conducting if the gate pulse is applied, the current to the armature winding will be flowing 

through the SCR1. Similarly, during the negative half cycle of the AC supply, the SCR2 is 

forward biased and SCR1 will be reverse biased and hence the SCR1 goes to the OFF state, 
when the gate pulse is applied to SCR2 it starts, conducting. By varying the trigger pulse given 

to the gates of the respective SCRs we will be able to control the input given to the DC motor 
hence it controls the speed of the motor. 

 

POST MCQ 

 

Q1. At the base-emitter junctions of a transistor, one finds …………… 

1. a reverse bias 

2. a wide depletion layer 

3. low resistance 

4. none of the above 



Answer : 3 

Q2. The input impedance of a transistor is …………. 
1. high 

2. low 

3. very high 

4. almost zero 

Answer : 2 

Q3. Most of the majority carriers from the emitter ……………….. 
1. recombine in the base 

2. recombine in the emitter 

3. pass through the base region to the collector 

4. none of the above 

Answer :3 

Q4. The current IB is ………… 

1. electron current 

2. hole current 

3. donor ion current 

4. acceptor ion current 

Answer : 1 

Q5. In a transistor ……………….. 
IC = IE + IB 

IB = IC + IE 

IE = IC – IB 

IE  = IC + IB 

Answer : 4 

 

CONCLUSION  

The characteristics of  BJT, FET, UJT & SCR was studied. 
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UNIT III 

AMPLIFIERS 

 

AIM & OBJECTIVES 

To study about power amplifiers & its characteristics and classifications. 

 

PRE MCQ 

 

Q1. The output stage of a multistage amplifier is also called …………… 

1. Mixer stage 
2. Power stage 

3. Detector stage 
4. F stage 

Answer : 2 

Q2. ………………. coupling is generally employed in power amplifiers 
1. Transformer 

2. RC 
3. direct 
4. Impedance 

Answer : 1 
Q3. A class A power amplifier uses ………… 

1. Two transistors 
2. Three transistors 
3. One transistor 

4. None of the above 
Answer : 3 

Q4. The maximum efficiency of resistance loaded class A power amplifier is …….. 
1. 5% 
2. 50% 

3. 30% 
4. 25% 

Answer : 4 
Q5. The maximum efficiency of transformer coupled class A power amplifier is 

……………… 

1. 30% 
2. 50% 

3. 80% 
4. 45% 

Answer : 2 

 

 

 



 

 

THEORY 

CLASSIFICATION OF AMPLIFIERS 

 
Not all amplifiers are the same and there is a clear distinction made between the way their output 
stages are configured and operate. The main operating characteristics of an ideal amplifier are 

linearity, signal gain, efficiency and power output but in real world amplifiers there is always a 
trade off between these different characteristics. 

Generally, large signal or power amplifiers are used in the output stages of audio amplifier 
systems to drive a loudspeaker load. A typical loudspeaker has an impedance of between 4Ω and 
8Ω, thus a power amplifier must be able to supply the high peak currents required to drive the 

low impedance speaker. 

One method used to distinguish the electrical characteristics of different types of amplifiers is by 

“class”, and as such amplifiers are classified according to their circuit configuration and method 
of operation. Then Amplifier Classes is the term used to differentiate between the different 
amplifier types. 

Amplifier Classes represent the amount of the output signal which varies within the amplifier 
circuit over one cycle of operation when excited by a sinusoidal input signal. The classification 

of amplifiers range from entirely linear operation (for use in high-fidelity signal amplification) 
with very low efficiency, to entirely non-linear (where a faithful signal reproduction is not so 
important) operation but with a much higher efficiency, while others are a compromise between 

the two. 

Amplifier classes are mainly lumped into two basic groups. The first are the classically 

controlled conduction angle amplifiers forming the more common amplifier classes of A, B, 
AB and C, which are defined by the length of their conduction state over some portion of the 
output waveform, such that the output stage transistor operation lies somewhere between being 

“fully-ON” and “fully-OFF”. 

The second set of amplifiers are the newer so-called “switching” amplifier classes of D, E, F, G, 

S, T etc, which use digital circuits and pulse width modulation (PWM) to constantly switch the 
signal between “fully-ON” and “fully-OFF” driving the output hard into the transistors saturation 
and cut-off regions. 

The most commonly constructed amplifier classes are those that are used as audio amplifiers, 
mainly class A, B, AB and C and to keep things simple, it is these types of amplifier classes we 

will look at here in more detail. 

Class A Amplifier 

Class A Amplifiers are the most common type of amplifier topology as they use just one output 
switching transistor (Bipolar, FET, IGBT, etc) within their amplifier design. This single output 

transistor is biased around the Q-point within the middle of its load line and so is never driven 
into its cut-off or saturation regions thus allowing it to conduct current over the full 360 degrees 



of the input cycle. Then the output transistor of a class-A topology never turns “OFF” which is 
one of its main disadvantages. 

Class “A” amplifiers are considered the best class of amplifier design due mainly to their 
excellent linearity, high gain and low signal distortion levels when designed correctly. Although 

seldom used in high power amplifier applications due to thermal power supply considerations, 
class-A amplifiers are probably the best sounding of all the amplifier classes mentioned here and 
as such are used in high-fidelity audio amplifier designs. 

Class A Amplifier 

 

To achieve high linearity and gain, the output stage of a class A amplifier is biased “ON” 
(conducting) all the time. Then for an amplifier to be classified as “Class A” the zero signal idle 
current in the output stage must be equal to or greater than the maximum load current (usually a 
loudspeaker) required to produce the largest output signal. 

As a class A amplifier operates in the linear portion of its characteristic curves, the single output 
device conducts through a full 360 degrees of the output waveform. Then the class A amplifier is 

equivalent to a current source. 

Since a class A amplifier operates in the linear region, the transistors base (or gate) DC biasing 
voltage should by chosen properly to ensure correct operation and low distortion. However, as 

the output device is “ON” at all times, it is constantly carrying current, which represents a 
continuous loss of power in the amplifier. 

Due to this continuous loss of power class A amplifiers create tremendous amounts of heat 
adding to their very low efficiency at around 30%, making them impractical for high-power 
amplifications. Also due to the high idling current of the amplifier, the power supply must be 

sized accordingly and be well filtered to avoid any amplifier hum and noise. Therefore, due to 
the low efficiency and over heating problems of Class A amplifiers, more efficient amplifier 

classes have been developed. 

Class B Amplifier 



Class B amplifiers were invented as a solution to the efficiency and heating problems associated 
with the previous class A amplifier. The basic class B amplifier uses two complimentary 

transistors either bipolar of FET for each half of the waveform with its output stage configured in 
a “push-pull” type arrangement, so that each transistor device amplifies only half of the output 

waveform. 

In the class B amplifier, there is no DC base bias current as its quiescent current is zero, so that 
the dc power is small and therefore its efficiency is much higher than that of the class A 

amplifier. However, the price paid for the improvement in the efficiency is in the linearity of the 
switching device. 

Class B Amplifier 

 

When the input signal goes positive, the positive biased transistor conducts while the negative 
transistor is switched “OFF”. Likewise, when the input signal goes negative, the positive 
transistor switches “OFF” while the negative biased transistor turns “ON” and conducts the 

negative portion of the signal. Thus the transistor conducts only half of the time, either on 
positive or negative half cycle of the input signal. 

Then we can see that each transistor device of the class B amplifier only conducts through one 
half or 180 degrees of the output waveform in strict time alternation, but as the output stage has 
devices for both halves of the signal waveform the two halves are combined together to produce 

the full linear output waveform. 

This push-pull design of amplifier is obviously more efficient than Class A, at about 50%, but 

the problem with the class B amplifier design is that it can create distortion at the zero-crossing 
point of the waveform due to the transistors dead band of input base voltages from -0.7V to +0.7. 

We remember from the Transistor tutorial that it takes a base-emitter voltage of about 0.7 volts 

to get a bipolar transistor to start conducting. Then in a class B amplifier, the output transistor is 
not “biased” to an “ON” state of operation until this voltage is exceeded. 

https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/transistor/tran_1.html


This means that the the part of the waveform which falls within this 0.7 volt window will not be 
reproduced accurately making the class B amplifier unsuitable for precision audio amplifier 

applications. 

To overcome this zero-crossing distortion (also known as Crossover Distortion) class AB 

amplifiers were developed. 

Class AB Amplifier 

As its name suggests, the Class AB Amplifier is a combination of the “Class A” and the “Class 
B” type amplifiers we have looked at above. The AB classification of amplifier is currently one 

of the most common used types of audio power amplifier design. The class AB amplifier is a 
variation of a class B amplifier as described above, except that both devices are allowed to 

conduct at the same time around the waveforms crossover point eliminating the crossover 
distortion problems of the previous class B amplifier. 

The two transistors have a very small bias voltage, typically at 5 to 10% of the quiescent current 

to bias the transistors just above its cut-off point. Then the conducting device, either bipolar of 
FET, will be “ON” for more than one half cycle, but much less than one full cycle of the input 

signal. Therefore, in a class AB amplifier design each of the push-pull transistors is conducting 
for slightly more than the half cycle of conduction in class B, but much less than the full cycle of 
conduction of class A. 

In other words, the conduction angle of a class AB amplifier is somewhere between 180o and 
360o depending upon the chosen bias point as shown. 

Class AB Amplifier 

 

The advantage of this small bias voltage, provided by series diodes or resistors, is that the 
crossover distortion created by the class B amplifier characteristics is overcome, without the 
inefficiencies of the class A amplifier design. So the class AB amplifier is a good compromise 

between class A and class B in terms of efficiency and linearity, with conversion efficiencies 
reaching about 50% to 60%. 



Class C Amplifier 

The Class C Amplifier design has the greatest efficiency but the poorest linearity of the classes 
of amplifiers mentioned here. The previous classes, A, B and AB are considered linear 

amplifiers, as the output signals amplitude and phase are linearly related to the input signals 
amplitude and phase. 

However, the class C amplifier is heavily biased so that the output current is zero for more than 
one half of an input sinusoidal signal cycle with the transistor idling at its cut-off point. In other 
words, the conduction angle for the transistor is significantly less than 180 degrees, and is 

generally around the 90 degrees area. 

While this form of transistor biasing gives a much improved efficiency of around 80% to the 

amplifier, it introduces a very heavy distortion of the output signal. Therefore, class C amplifiers 
are not suitable for use as audio amplifiers. 

Class C Amplifier 

 

Due to its heavy audio distortion, class C amplifiers are commonly used in high frequency sine 

wave oscillators and certain types of radio frequency amplifiers, where the pulses of current 
produced at the amplifiers output can be converted to complete sine waves of a particular 

frequency by the use of LC resonant circuits in its collector circuit. 

Amplifier Classes Summary 

Then we have seen that the quiescent DC operating point (Q-point) of an amplifier determines 
the amplifier classification. By setting the position of the Q-point at half way on the load line of 

the amplifiers characteristics curve, the amplifier will operate as a class A amplifier. By moving 
the Q-point lower down the load line changes the amplifier into a class AB, B or C amplifier. 

Then the class of operation of the amplifier with regards to its DC operating point can be given 
as: 



 

 

 

Amplifier Classes and Efficiency 

 

As well as audio amplifiers there are a number of high efficiency Amplifier Classes relating to 
switching amplifier designs that use different switching techniques to reduce power loss and 

increase efficiency. Some amplifier class designs listed below use RLC resonators or multiple 
power-supply voltages to reduce power loss, or are digital DSP (digital signal processing) type 
amplifiers which use pulse width modulation (PWM) switching techniques. 

Other Common Amplifier Classes 

 Class D Amplifier – A Class D audio amplifier is basically a non-linear switching 
amplifier or PWM amplifier. Class-D amplifiers theoretically can reach 100% efficiency, 

as there is no period during a cycle were the voltage and current waveforms overlap as 
current is drawn only through the transistor that is on. 

 Class F Amplifier – Class-F amplifiers boost both efficiency and output by using harmonic 

resonators in the output network to shape the output waveform into a square wave. Class-F 
amplifiers are capable of high efficiencies of more than 90% if infinite harmonic tuning is 

used. 

 Class G Amplifier – Class G offers enhancements to the basic class AB amplifier design. 
Class G uses multiple power supply rails of various voltages and automatically switches 

between these supply rails as the input signal changes. This constant switching reduces the 
average power consumption, and therefore power loss caused by wasted heat. 

 Class I Amplifier – The class I amplifier has two sets of complementary output switching 
devices arranged in a parallel push-pull configuration with both sets of switching devices 



sampling the same input waveform. One device switches the positive half of the 
waveform, while the other switches the negative half similar to a class B amplifier. With 

no input signal applied, or when a signal reaches the zero crossing point, the switching 
devices are both turned ON and OFF simultaneously with a 50% PWM duty cycle 

cancelling out any high frequency signals. 

To produce the positive half of the output signal, the output of the positive switching 
device is increased in duty cycle while the negative switching device is decreased by the 

same and vice versa. The two switching signal currents are said to be interleaved at the 
output, giving the class I amplifier the named of: “interleaved PWM amplifier” operating 

at switching frequencies in excess of 250kHz. 

 Class S Amplifier – A class S power amplifier is a non-linear switching mode amplifier 
similar in operation to the class D amplifier. The class S amplifier converts analogue input 

signals into digital square wave pulses by a delta-sigma modulator, and amplifies them to 
increases the output power before finally being demodulated by a band pass filter. As the 

digital signal of this switching amplifier is always either fully “ON” or “OFF” 
(theoretically zero power dissipation), efficiencies reaching 100% are possible. 

 Class T Amplifier – The class T amplifier is another type of digital switching amplifier 

design. Class T amplifiers are starting to become more popular these days as an audio 
amplifier design due to the existence of digital signal processing (DSP) chips and multi-

channel surround sound amplifiers as it converts analogue signals into digital pulse width 
modulated (PWM) signals for amplification increasing the amplifiers efficiency. Class T 
amplifier designs combine both the low distortion signal levels of class AB amplifier and 

the power efficiency of a class D amplifier. 

We have seen here a number of classification of amplifiers ranging from linear power amplifiers 

to non-linear switching amplifiers, and have seen how an amplifier class differs along the 
amplifiers load line. The class AB, B and C amplifiers can be defined in terms of the conduction 
angle, θ as follows: 

Amplifier Class by Conduction Angle 

Amplifier Class Description Conduction Angle 

Class-A Full cycle 360o of Conduction θ = 2π 

Class-B Half cycle 180o of Conduction θ = π 



Class-AB Slightly more than 180o of conduction π < θ < 2π 

Class-C Slightly less than 180o of conduction θ < π 

Class-D to T ON-OFF non-linear switching θ = 0 

 
DISTORTION IN AMPLIFIER 

Definition: Distortion in Amplifier basically implies the variation in the waveform received at 
the output with respect to the applied input. The unwanted alterations generated during 

amplification is known as distortion. 

A pure signal always has a single frequency component where voltage varies positive and 
negative by an equal amount. If this variation is less than full 360⁰ cycle, then it is said that the 
signal is distorted. 

When we talk about an ideal amplifier, the amplified output must be an exact replica of the input. 

But practically such an ideal amplifier doesn’t exist. These undesired changes in the signal at the 
amplifier’s output are basiaclly termed as distortion in amplifier. 

 

For a distortionless output signal, dc biasing is required at the base or gate terminal. When dc 
biasing is employed, the signal is amplified over its entire cycle. The bias “Q point” must fall at 

the middle of the load line. 

Thus, with such a “Q point” setting, type A amplification can be achieved. To have a detailed 
explanation about class A amplifiers refer to our previous article Power Amplifier. 

https://electronicscoach.com/power-amplifier.html


Reasons for signal distortion– 

1. Due to incorrect biasing when the signal is not amplified for the entire cycle of the input 

signal then distortion occurs. 

2. It also occurs in the case when the applied input signal is very large. 

3. Distortion in amplifier sometimes results when the amplification is not linear over the 
complete frequency range. 

As we are already aware of the fact that the amplifiers basically amplify small voltage signals in 

order to provide a larger signal at the output. After amplification, the output signal is the value 
obtained by the multiplication of amplifier’s gain with that of the input signal. 

This is the reason why we get an amplified signal at the output of an amplifier. But the gain of 
amplifier i.e., β is different for the even similar type of transistor. Thus causing variation of “Q 
point” from a transistor to other. 

Types of Distortion in Amplifier 

The type of distortion merely depends on the region of characteristics that are used by the 

transistor, the reactance of the device and the associated circuit. 

 

 Non-linear Distortion – This type of distortion occurs in an amplifier when the signal 
input is large and the active device is driven into a non-linear region of its characteristics. 

1. Amplitude Distortion: 
This type of distortion occurs due to attenuation in the peak value  of the 

waveform. The shift in “Q point” and amplification for less than 360⁰ of the input 



signal leads to amplitude distortion. It occurs mainly due to incorrect biasing and 

clipping. As we know that if the biasing point of the transistor is correct, one can 

have output is the exact replica of input in the amplified form. Let us understand it 
with the help of the following three cases – 

 Case 1: Suppose insufficient biasing is provided, the “Q point” will lie near the lower half of 
the load line. In such condition, negative half of input is clipped and we get a distorted signal 
at the output of the amplifier.

 

 Case 2: Suppose an extra bias potential is provided, the “Q point” will now be at the upper 
half of the load line. This condition gives an output that is cut-off at positive half of the 



waveform.

 

 Case 3: Sometimes correct biasing also leads to distortion in the output in case of the large 

input signal. This is so because the large input signal is amplified by the gain of the amplifier. 
In this case, both positive and negative half of the waveform gets clipped at some portion.

This is 



also known as clipping distortion. The efficiency of the circuit extremely decreases due to 
amplitude distortion. 

 Linear Distortion – This type of distortion occurs when small input signal drives the 
device and it operates in the linear region of its characteristics. This mainly occurs due to 

frequency dependent characteristics of the active devices. 

1. Frequency Distortion: 
In frequency distortion, the level of amplification varies with respect to frequency. In a 

practical amplifier, during amplification input signal consist of fundamental frequency along 
with different frequency components. This different frequency component is known 

as harmonics. After amplification, the amplitude of harmonics is somewhat a fraction of 
fundamental amplitude. Resultantly causing no any severe effect at the output waveform. But 
if the amplitude of harmonics after amplification goes to a higher value then its effect can’t be 

avoided as it will be noticeable at the output.The diagram shown below will help you to 
understand frequency distortion clearly-

 
Here the input consists of fundamental frequency along with harmonics. The combination of 
the two on amplification will give a distorted signal at the output. It occurs either due to the 
presence of reactive elements or by the electrode capacitances of the amplifier circuits. 

2. Phase Distortion: 

Phase Distortion in the amplifier is also known as delay distortion. As the name indicates 

whenever there is a time delay between input and occurrence of the signal at the output. It is 
said to be phase distorted signal. It occurs mainly due to electrical reactance. As we have 
discussed that a signal consists of different frequency components. So, when different 

frequency suffers different phase shift, phase distortion takes place.



Phase 
distortion has no practical significance in audio amplifiers as the human ear is insensitive to 

phase shift. The type and amount of distortion that is tolerable or intolerable depend on the 
application of amplifier. 

Generally, the system working gets affected only when the amplifier causes excessive distortion. 

 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF AN AMPLIFIER 

 

Amplifiers and filters are widely used electronic circuits that have the properties of amplification 

and filtration, hence their names. 

Amplifiers produce gain while filters alter the amplitude and/or phase characteristics of an 
electrical signal with respect to its frequency. As these amplifiers and filters use resistors, 

inductors, or capacitor networks (RLC) within their design, there is an important relationship 
between the use of these reactive components and the circuits frequency response characteristics. 

When dealing with AC circuits it is assumed that they operate at a fixed frequency, for example 
either 50 Hz or 60 Hz. But the response of a linear AC circuit can also be examined with an AC 
or sinusoidal input signal of a constant magnitude but with a varying frequency such as those 

found in amplifier and filter circuits. This then allows such circuits to be studied using frequency 
response analysis. 

Frequency Response  of an electric or electronics circuit allows us to see exactly how the output 
gain (known as the magnitude response) and the phase (known as the phase response) changes at 
a particular single frequency, or over a whole range of different frequencies from 0Hz, (d.c.) to 

many thousands of mega-hertz, (MHz) depending upon the design characteristics of the circuit. 



Generally, the frequency response analysis of a circuit or system is shown by plotting its gain, 
that is the size of its output signal to its input signal, Output/Input against a frequency scale over 

which the circuit or system is expected to operate. Then by knowing the circuits gain, (or loss) at 
each frequency point helps us to understand how well (or badly) the circuit can distinguish 

between signals of different frequencies. 

The frequency response of a given frequency dependent circuit can be displayed as a graphical 
sketch of magnitude (gain) against frequency (ƒ). The horizontal frequency axis is usually 

plotted on a logarithmic scale while the vertical axis representing the voltage output or gain, is 
usually drawn as a linear scale in decimal divisions. Since a systems gain can be both positive or 

negative, the y-axis can therefore have both positive and negative values. 

In Electronics, the Logarithm, or “log” for short is defined as the power to which the base 
number must be raised to get that number. Then on a Bode plot, the logarithmic x-axis scale is 

graduated in log10 divisions, so every decade of frequency (e.g, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, etc.) 
is equally spaced onto the x-axis. The opposite of the logarithm is the antilogarithm or “antilog”. 

Graphical representations of frequency response curves are called Bode Plots and as such Bode 
plots are generally said to be a semi-logarithmic graphs because one scale (x-axis) is logarithmic 
and the other (y-axis) is linear (log-lin plot) as shown. 

Frequency Response Curve 

 

Then we can see that the frequency response of any given circuit is the variation in its behaviour 
with changes in the input signal frequency as it shows the band of frequencies over which the 

output (and the gain) remains fairly constant. The range of frequencies either big or small 
between ƒL and ƒH is called the circuits bandwidth. So from this we are able to determine at a 
glance the voltage gain (in dB) for any sinusoidal input within a given frequency range. 

As mentioned above, the Bode diagram is a logarithmic presentation of the frequency response. 
Most modern audio amplifiers have a flat frequency response as shown above over the whole 

audio range of frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. This range of frequencies, for an audio 



amplifier is called its Bandwidth, (BW) and is primarily determined by the frequency response of 
the circuit. 

Frequency points ƒL and ƒH relate to the lower corner or cut-off frequency and the upper corner 
or cut-off frequency points respectively were the circuits gain falls off at high and low 

frequencies. These points on a frequency response curve are known commonly as the -3dB 
(decibel) points. So the bandwidth is simply given as: 

 

The decibel, (dB) which is 1/10th of a bel (B), is a common non-linear unit for measuring gain 

and is defined as 20log10(A) where A is the decimal gain, being plotted on the y-axis. Zero 
decibels, (0dB) corresponds to a magnitude function of unity giving the maximum output. In 

other words, 0dB occurs when Vout = Vin as there is no attenuation at this frequency level and is 
given as: 

 
We see from the Bode plot above that at the two corner or cut-off frequency points, the output 
drops from 0dB to -3dB and continues to fall at a fixed rate. This fall or reduction in gain is 

known commonly as the roll-off region of the frequency response curve. In all basic single order 
amplifier and filter circuits this roll-off rate is defined as 20dB/decade, which is an equivalent to 
a rate of 6dB/octave. These values are multiplied by the order of the circuit. 

These -3dB corner frequency points define the frequency at which the output gain is reduced to 
70.71% of its maximum value. Then we can correctly say that the -3dB point is also the 

frequency at which the systems gain has reduced to 0.707 of its maximum value. 

Frequency Response -3dB Point 

 

The -3dB point is also know as the half-power points since the output power at this corner 
frequencies will be half that of its maximum 0dB value as shown. 



 

Therefore the amount of output power delivered to the load is effectively “halved” at the cut-off 
frequency and as such the bandwidth (BW) of the frequency response curve can also be defined 

as the range of frequencies between these two half-power points. 

While for voltage gain we use 20log10(Av), and for current gain 20log10(Ai), for power gain we 

use 10log10(Ap). Note that the multiplying factor of 20 does not mean that it is twice as much as 
10 as the decibel is a unit of the power ratio and not a measure of the actual power level. Also 
gain in dB can be either positive or negative with a positive value indicating gain and a negative 

value attenuation. 

Then we can present the relationship between voltage, current and power gain in the following 

table. 

 

 

 

Decibel Gain Equivalents 

dB Gain 
Voltage or Current 

Gain 20log10(A) 
Power Gain 10log10(A) 



-6 0.5 0.25 

-3 0.7071 or 1/√2 0.5 

0 1 1 

3 1.414 or √2 2 

6 2 4 

10 3.2 10 

20 10 100 

30 32 1,000 

40 100 10,000 

60 1,000 1,000,000 

Operational amplifiers can have open-loop voltage gains, ( AVO ) in excess of 1,000,000 or 
100dB. 



Decibels Example No1 

If an electronic system produces a 24mV output voltage when a 12mV signal is applied, 
calculate the decibel value of the systems output voltage. 

 

Decibels Example No2 

If the output power from an audio amplifier is measured at 10W when the signal frequency is 
1kHz, and 1W when the signal frequency is 10kHz. Calculate the dB change in power. 

 

Frequency Response Summary 

In this tutorial we have seen how the range of frequencies over which an electronic circuit 

operates is determined by its frequency response. The frequency response of a device or a 
circuit describes its operation over a specified range of signal frequencies by showing how its 
gain, or the amount of signal it lets through changes with frequency. 

Bode plots are graphical representations of the circuits frequency response characteristics and as 
such can be used in solving design problems. Generally, the circuits gain magnitude and phase 

functions are shown on separate graphs using logarithmic frequency scale along the x-axis. 

Bandwidth is the range of frequencies that a circuit operates at in between its upper and lower 
cut-off frequency points. These cut-off or corner frequency points indicate the frequencies at 

which the power associated with the output falls to half its maximum value. These half power 
points corresponds to a fall in gain of 3dB (0.7071) relative to its maximum dB value. 



Most amplifiers and filters have a flat frequency response characteristic in which the bandwidth 
or passband section of the circuit is flat and constant over a wide range of frequencies. Resonant 

circuits are designed to pass a range of frequencies and block others. They are constructed using 
resistors, inductors, and capacitors whose reactances vary with the frequency, their frequency 

response curves can look like a sharp rise or point as their bandwidth is affected by resonance 
which depends on the Q of the circuit, as a higher Q provides a narrower bandwidth. 

 

CLASS A POWER AMPLIFIER 

 

Common Emitter (CE) amplifiers are designed to produce a large output voltage swing from a 
relatively small input signal voltage of only a few millivolt’s and are used mainly as “small 
signal amplifiers” as we saw in the previous tutorials. 

However, sometimes an amplifier is required to drive large resistive loads such as a loudspeaker 
or to drive a motor in a robot and for these types of applications where high switching currents 

are needed Power Amplifiers are required. 

The main function of the power amplifier, which are also known as a “large signal amplifier” is 
to deliver power, which is the product of voltage and current to the load. Basically a power 

amplifier is also a voltage amplifier the difference being that the load resistance connected to the 
output is relatively low, for example a loudspeaker of 4Ω or 8Ω resulting in high currents 
flowing through the collector of the transistor. 

Because of these high load currents the output transistor(s) used for power amplifier output 
stages such as the 2N3055 need to have higher voltage and power ratings than the general ones 

used for small signal amplifiers such as the BC107. 

Since we are interested in delivering maximum AC power to the load, while consuming the 

minimum DC power possible from the supply we are mostly concerned with the “conversion 
efficiency” of the amplifier. 

However, one of the main disadvantage of power amplifiers and especially the Class A amplifier 

is that their overall conversion efficiency is very low as large currents mean that a considerable 
amount of power is lost in the form of heat. Percentage efficiency in amplifiers is defined as the 

r.m.s. output power dissipated in the load divided by the total DC power taken from the supply 
source as shown below. 

Power Amplifier Efficiency 



 

 

 Where: 

 η%  – is the efficiency of the amplifier. 

 Pout  – is the amplifiers output power delivered to the load. 

 Pdc  – is the DC power taken from the supply. 

For a power amplifier it is very important that the amplifiers power supply is well designed to 

provide the maximum available continuous power to the output signal. 

Class A Amplifier 

The most commonly used type of power amplifier configuration is the Class A Amplifier. The 
Class A amplifier is the simplest form of power amplifier that uses a single switching transistor 

in the standard common emitter circuit configuration as seen previously to produce an inverted 
output. The transistor is always biased “ON” so that it conducts during one complete cycle of the 

input signal waveform producing minimum distortion and maximum amplitude of the output 
signal. 

This means then that the Class A Amplifier configuration is the ideal operating mode, because 

there can be no crossover or switch-off distortion to the output waveform even during the 
negative half of the cycle. Class A power amplifier output stages may use a single power 

transistor or pairs of transistors connected together to share the high load current. Consider 
the Class A amplifier circuit below. 

 

 

 



Single Stage Amplifier Circuit 

 

  
This is the simplest type of Class A power amplifier circuit. It uses a single-ended transistor for 

its output stage with the resistive load connected directly to the Collector terminal. When the 
transistor switches “ON” it sinks the output current through the Collector resulting in an 
inevitable voltage drop across the Emitter resistance thereby limiting the negative output 

capability. 

The efficiency of this type of circuit is very low (less than 30%) and delivers small power 

outputs for a large drain on the DC power supply. A Class A amplifier stage passes the same 
load current even when no input signal is applied so large heatsinks are needed for the output 
transistors. 

However, another simple way to increase the current handling capacity of the circuit while at the 
same time obtain a greater power gain is to replace the single output transistor with a Darlington 

Transistor. These types of devices are basically two transistors within a single package, one 
small “pilot” transistor and another larger “switching” transistor. The big advantage of these 
devices are that the input impedance is suitably large while the output impedance is relatively 

low, thereby reducing the power loss and therefore the heat within the switching device. 

 

 

 

 



Darlington Transistor Configurations 

 

  

The overall current gain Beta (β) or hfe value of a Darlington device is the product of the two 
individual gains of the transistors multiplied together and very high β values along with high 

Collector currents are possible compared to a single transistor circuit. 

To improve the full power efficiency of the Class A amplifier it is possible to design the circuit 
with a transformer connected directly in the Collector circuit to form a circuit called 

a Transformer Coupled Amplifier. The transformer improves the efficiency of the amplifier by 
matching the impedance of the load with that of the amplifiers output using the turns ratio ( n ) of 

the transformer and an example of this is given below. 

Transformer-coupled Amplifier Circuit 

 

  
As the Collector current, Ic is reduced to below the quiescent Q-point set up by the base bias 

voltage, due to variations in the base current, the magnetic flux in the transformer core collapses 



causing an induced emf in the transformer primary windings. This causes an instantaneous 
collector voltage to rise to a value of twice the supply voltage 2Vcc giving a maximum collector 

current of twice Ic when the Collector voltage is at its minimum. Then the efficiency of this type 
of Class A amplifier configuration can be calculated as follows. 

The r.m.s. Collector voltage is given as: 

 

The r.m.s. Collector current is given as: 

 

The r.m.s. Power delivered to the load (Pac) is therefore given as: 

 

The average power drawn from the supply (Pdc) is given by: 

 

and therefore the efficiency of a Transformer-coupled Class A amplifier is given as: 

 

An output transformer improves the efficiency of the amplifier by matching the impedance of the 
load with that of the amplifiers output impedance. By using an output or signal transformer with 
a suitable turns ratio, class-A amplifier efficiencies reaching 40% are possible with most 

commercially available Class-A type power amplifiers being of this type of configuration. 

However, the transformer is an inductive device due to its windings and core so the use of 

inductive components in amplifier switching circuits is best avoided as any back emf’s generated 
may damage the transistor without adequate protection. 

Also another big disadvantage of this type of transformer coupled class A amplifier circuit is the 

additional cost and size of the audio transformer required. 

The type of “Class” or classification that an amplifier is given really depends upon the 

conduction angle, the portion of the 360o of the input waveform cycle, in which the transistor is 
conducting. In the Class A amplifier the conduction angle is a full 360o or 100% of the input 
signal while in other amplifier classes the transistor conducts during a lesser conduction angle. 



It is possible to obtain greater power output and efficiency than that of the Class A amplifier by 
using two complementary transistors in the output stage with one transistor being an NPN or N-

channel type while the other transistor is a PNP or P-channel (the complement) type connected in 
what is called a “push-pull” configuration. 

 

PUSH PULL AMPLIFIER 

A push pull amplifier is an amplifier which has an output stage that can drive a current in either 

direction through through the load. The output stage of a typical push pull amplifier consists of 
of two identical BJTs or MOSFETs one sourcing current through the load while the other one 

sinking the current from the load. Push pull amplifiers are superior over single ended amplifiers 
(using a single transistor at the output for driving the load) in terms of distortion and 
performance. A single ended amplifier, how well it may be designed will surely introduce some 

distortion due to the non linearity of its dynamic transfer characteristics. Push pull amplifiers are 
commonly used in situations where low distortion, high efficiency and high output power are 

required. The basic operation of a push pull amplifier is as follows: The signal to be amplified is 
first split into two identical signals 180° out of phase. Generally this splitting is done using an 
input coupling transformer. The input coupling transformer is so arranged that one signal in 

applied to the input of one transistor and the other signal is applied to the input of the other 
transistor. Advantages of push pull amplifier are low distortion, absence of magnetic saturation 

in the coupling transformer core, and cancellation of power supply ripples which results in the 
absence of hum while the disadvantages are  the need of two identical transistors and 
the  requirement of bulky and costly coupling transformers. 

Class A push pull amplifier. 

 

Class A push pull amplifier 

A push pull amplifier can be made in Class A, Class B, Class AB or Class C configurations. The 
circuit diagram of a typical Class A push pull amplifier is shown above. Q1 and Q2 are two 

identical transistor and their emitter terminals are connected together. R1 and R2 are meant for 
biasing the transistors. Collector terminals of the two transistor are connected to  the respective 
ends of the primary of the  output transformer T2. Power supply is connected between the center 

https://www.circuitstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/pull-pull-amplifier.png


tap of the T2 primary and the emitter junction of the Q1 and Q2. Base terminal of each transistor 
is connected to the respective ends of the secondary of the input coupling transformer T1. Input 

signal is applied to the primary of T1 and output load RL is connected across the secondary of 
T2.Quiescent current of Q2 and Q1 flows in opposite directions through the corresponding 

halves of the primary of T2 and as a result there will be  no magnetic saturation. From the figure 
you can see the phase splited signals being applied to the base of each transistors. When Q1 is 
driven positive using the first half of its  input signal, the collector current of Q1 increases. At the 

same time Q2 is driven negative using the first half of its input signal and so  the collector 
current of Q2 decreases. From the figure you can understand that the collector currents of Q1 and 

Q2 ie; I1 and I2 flows in the same direction trough the corresponding halves of the T2 primary. 
As a result an amplified version of the original input signal  is induced in the T2 secondary. It is 
clear that the current through the T2 secondary is the difference between the two collector 

currents. Harmonics will be much less in the output due to cancellation and this is results in low 
distortion. 

Class B push pull amplifier. 

The Class B push pull amplifier is almost similar to the Class A push pull amplifier and the only 

difference is that there is no biasing resistors for a Class B push pull amplifier. This means that 

the two transistors are biased at the cut off point.The Class B configuration can provide better 

power output and has higher efficiency(up to 78.5%). Since the transistor are biased at the cutoff 

point, they consumes no power during idle condition and this adds to the efficiency. The 

advantages of Class B push pull amplifiers are, ability to work in limited power supply 

conditions (due to the higher efficiency), absence of even harmonics in the output, simple 

circuitry when compared to the Class A configuration etc. The disadvantages are higher 

percentage of harmonic distortion when compared to the Class A, cancellation of power supply 

ripples is not as efficient as in Class A push pull amplifier and which results in the need of a well 

regulated power supply.The circuit diagram of a classic Class B push pull amplifier is shown in 

the diagram below. 

 

Class B push pull amplifier 
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 The circuit arrangement of the Class B push pull amplifier is similar to the Class A push pull 
amplifier except for the absence of the biasing resistors. T1 is the input coupling capacitor and 

the input signal is applied to its primary. Q1 and Q2 are two identical transistors and their emitter 
terminals are connected together. Center tap of the input coupling transformer and the negative 

end of the voltage source is connected to the junction point of the emitter terminals. Positive end 
of the voltage source is connected to the center tap of the output coupling transformer. Collector 
terminals of each transistor are connected to the respective ends of the primary of the output 

coupling  transformer T2. Load RL is connected across the secondary of T2. 
The input signal is converted into two similar but phase opposite signals by the input transformer 

T1. One out of these two signals is applied to the base of the upper transistor while the other one 
is applied to the base of the other transistor. You can understand this from the circuit diagram. 
When transistor Q1 is driven to the positive side using the positive half of its input signal, the 

reverse happens in the transistor Q2. That means when the collector current of Q1 is going in the 
increasing direction, the collector current of  Q2 goes in the decreasing direction. Anyway the 

current flow through the respective halves of the primary of the T2 will be in same direction. 
Have a look at the figure for better understanding. This current flow through the T2 primary 
results in a wave form induced across its secondary. The wave form induced across the 

secondary is similar to the original input signal but amplified in terms of  magnitude. 

Cross over distortion. 

Cross over distortion is a type of distortion commonly seen in Class B amplifier configurations. 
As we said earlier ,the transistor are biased at cut off point in the Class B amplifier. We all know 

a Silicon transistor requires  0.7V and a Germanium diode requires 0.2V of voltage across its 
base emitter junction before entering in to conducting mode and this base emitter voltage is 

called cut in voltage.  Germanium diodes are out of scope in amplifiers and we can talk about a 
Class B push pull amplifier based on Silicon transistors. Since the transistors are biased to cut 
off, the voltage across their base emitter junction remains zero during the zero input condition. 

The only source for the transistors to get the necessary cut in voltage is the input signal 
itself  and the required cut in voltage will be looted from the input signal itself. As a 

result  portions of the input wave form that are below 0.7V (cut in voltage) will be cancelled and 
so the corresponding portions will be absent in the output wave form too. Have a look at the 
figure below for better understanding. 

Class AB push pull amplifier. 

Class AB is another type of push pull amplifier which is almost similar to that of a Class A push 
pull amplifier and the only difference is that the value of biasing resistors R1 and R2 are so 
selected that the transistors are biased just at the cut in voltage (0.7V). This reduces the time for 

which both transistors are simultaneously OFF (the time for which input signal  is between (-
0.7V and +0.7V) and so the cross over distortion gets reduced. Of the above said classes Class A 

has least distortion, then Class AB and  then Class B. Any way Class AB configuration has 
reduced efficiency and wastes a reasonable amount of power during  zero input condition. Class 
B has the highest efficiency (78.5%), then Class B (between 78.5 to 50%) and then Class A 

(50%) . 



CLASS B POWER AMPLIFIER 

Class B amplifier is a type of power amplifier where the active device (transistor) conducts only 

for one half cycle of the input signal. That means the conduction angle is 180° for a Class B 
amplifier. Since the active device is switched off for half the input cycle, the active device 

dissipates less power and hence the efficiency is improved. Theoretical maximum efficiency of 
Class B power amplifier is 78.5%. The schematic of a single ended Class B amplifier and input , 
output waveforms are shown in the figure below. 

 
From the above circuit it is clear that the base of the transistor Q1 is not biased and the negative 

half cycle of the input waveform is missing in the output. Even though it improves the power 

efficiency, it creates a lot of distortion. Only half the information present in the input will be 

available in the output and that is a bad thing.Single ended Class B amplifiers are not used in 

present day practical audio amplifier application and they can be found only in some earlier 

gadgets. Another place where you can find them is the RF power amplifiers where the distortion 

is not a matter of major concern. Anyway, Class C amplifiers are more often used in RF power 

amplifier applications. Output characteristics of a  single ended Class B power amplifier is 

shown in the figure below. 

https://www.circuitstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/08/single-ended-class-b-amplifier.png


 
 

One way to realize a practical Class B amplifier is to use a pair of active devices 
(transistors)  arranged in push-pull mode where one transistor conducts one half cycle and the 

other transistor conducts the other half cycle. The output from both transistors are then combined 
together to get a scaled replica of the input. But there is a snag – there must be some way to split 
the input wave form to feed the individual transistors and there must be some way to put together 

the output of the individual transistors. Transformer coupling is solution for this problem and 
such amplifiers are called transformer coupled Class B amplifiers. 

Transformer coupled Class B amplifier. 

 
The circuit diagram of a simple transformer coupled class B power amplifier is shown in the 
figure above. Transistor Q1 and Q2 are the active elements. The transformer T1 reproduces the 
input signal into two copies which are 180° out of phase. From the above figure you can see that 
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the transistor Q1 amplifies the positive half of the input signal and transistor Q2 amplifies the 
negative half of the input signal. Current flow path of the two transistors are also depicted in the 

above figure. The amplified two halves are joined together by the transformer T2. If an ideal 
transformer is used the DC components of the collector current of each transistors will flow in 

opposite directions through the transformer primary and they will cancel each other. That means 
there is no core saturation and there will be no DC components in the output. 

Since the transistors are not biased they remains OFF when there is no input signal and no 

current flows through the load. Each transistor starts conduction only when the amplitude of the 
input signal goes above the base-emitter voltage (Vbe) of the transistor which is about 0.7 V. 

This improves the efficiency but creates a problem called cross-over distortion. 

Cross over distortion. 

Since the active elements start conduction only after the input signal amplitude has risen above 
0.7V, the regions of the input signal where the amplitude is less than 0.7V will be missing in the 

output signal and it is called cross over distortion. The schematic representation of cross-over 
distortion is shown in the figure below. In the figure, you can see that the regions of the input 

waveform which are under 0.7V are missing in the output waveform. 

 

Advantages of Class B amplifier. 

 High efficiency when compared to the Class A configurations. 

 Push-pull mechanism avoids even harmonics. 

 No DC components in the output (in ideal case). 
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Disadvantages of Class B amplifier. 

 The major disadvantage is the cross-over distortion. 

 Coupling transformers increases the cost and size. 

 It is difficult to find ideal transformers. 

 Transformer coupling causes hum in the output and also affects the low frequency 
response. 

 Transformer coupling is not practical in case of huge loads. 

 

CLASS C POWER AMPLIFIER 

 

Class C power amplifier is a type of amplifier where the active element (transistor) 

conduct for less than one half cycle of the input signal. Less than one half cycle means 

the conduction angle is less than 180° and its typical value is 80° to 120°. The reduced 

conduction angle improves the efficiency to a great extend but causes a lot of distortion. 

Theoretical maximum efficiency of a Class C amplifier is around 90%. 

Due to the huge amounts of distortion, the Class C configurations are not used in audio 

applications. The most common application of the Class C amplifier is the RF (radio 

frequency) circuits like RF oscillator, RF amplifier etc where there are additional tuned 

circuits for retrieving the original input signal from the pulsed output of the Class C 

amplifier and so the distortion caused by the amplifier has little effect on the final output. 

Input and output waveforms of a typical Class C power amplifier is shown in the figure 

below. 
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From the above figure it is clear that more than half of the input signal is missing in the output and the 
output is in the form of some sort of a pulse. 

Output characteristics of Class C power amplifier. 

In the above figure you 
can see that the operating point is placed some way below the cut-off point in the DC 

load-line and so only a fraction of the input waveform is available at the output. 

Class C power amplifier circuit diagram. 

Biasing resistor Rb pulls the base of Q1 
further downwards and the Q-point will be set some way below the cut-off point in the 

DC load line. As a result the transistor will start conducting only after the input signal 

amplitude has risen above the base emitter voltage (Vbe~0.7V) plus the downward bias 

voltage caused by Rb. That is the reason why the major portion of the input signal is 

absent in the output signal. 

Inductor L1 and capacitor C1 forms a tank circuit which aids in the extraction of the 

required signal from the pulsed output of the transistor. Actual job of the active element 
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(transistor) here is to produce a series of current pulses according to the input and make it 

flow through the resonant circuit. Values of L1 and C1 are so selected that the resonant 

circuit oscillates in the frequency of the input signal. Since the resonant circuit oscillates 

in one frequency (generally the carrier frequency) all other frequencies are attenuated and 

the required frequency can be squeezed out using a suitably tuned load.  Harmonics or 

noise present in the output signal can be eliminated using additional filters. A coupling 

transformer can be used for transferring the power to the load. 

Advantages of Class C power amplifier. 

 High efficiency. 

 Excellent in RF applications. 

 Lowest physical size for a given power output. 

Disadvantages of Class C power amplifier. 

 Lowest linearity. 

 Not suitable in audio applications. 

 Creates a lot of RF interference. 

 It is difficult to obtain ideal inductors and coupling transformers. 

 Reduced dynamic range. 

Applications of Class C power amplifier. 

 RF oscillators. 

 RF amplifier. 

 FM transmitters. 

 Booster amplifiers. 

 High frequency repeaters. 

 Tuned amplifiers etc. 

 

TUNED AMPLIFIERS 

 

These amplifiers are one kind of amplifier that selects the particular range of frequencies and 
rejects the undesired frequencies by employing a tuned circuit at its load. The selective range of 

frequencies can be amplified by using these amplifiers. We can define the tuned circuit in 
different ways. These are helpful to amplify the higher frequencies or radio frequencies. 

https://www.elprocus.com/common-emitter-amplifier-circuit-working/


 

 

tuned-amplifier-circuit 

These amplifiers include the tuned circuits at its load part to select the desired frequencies. 
Tuning can be done by a tuned circuit. Tuning means selecting particular frequencies. The tuning 
circuit can be built with various components like inductor (L) and capacitor (C). The parallel 

combination of the inductor and capacitor is called a tuned circuit. Tuned circuit efficiency 
defines the performance of this amplifier. Below figure 1 shows the basic diagram of an 
amplifier circuit. And figure 2 shows the tuned circuit diagram. 

basic-tuned-circuit 

Tuned Amplifier Circuit 

The above figure 1 represents the circuit diagram. In this circuit, at the end of the collector 
terminal, a tuned circuit can be placed to select the particular range of frequency and need to 

reject the other frequencies efficiently. At the end of this circuit, the desired frequency 
oscillations will come as output. 

“The frequency at which the inductor reactance value equals to the capacitors reactance value, 

such frequency is called resonant frequency, and it is indicated by Fr” 
Frequency Range 
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Figure 2 is the circuit diagram of the tuned circuit. According to that, the resonant frequency ‘Fr’ 
and impedance of the tuned circuit is 

Fr=1/2π√LC 
Zr = L/C.R 

The below graph shows the response between frequencies to the gain of the amplifier. We can 
say like the tuned amplifier frequency range. At resonant frequency ‘Fr’, the gain of this 
amplifier is large. The gain will be reduced below the resonant frequency & after the values of 

the resonant frequency. The gain will not maintain the highest value on these frequencies. In the 
frequency range of the amplifier diagram, 3dB range is indicated by ‘B‘ and 30dB range is 

indicated by the S. Therefore the ratio between B to S is called skirt selectivity. At Fr, this 
amplifier is resistive and cosФ= 1. It indicates the voltage and current both are in the same phase. 

tuned-amplifier-frequency-

range 

Types of Tuned Amplifiers 

These amplifiers mainly have three types. They are 

 Single tuned 
 Double tuned 
 Stagger tuned 

Now, will discuss the description of types of these amplifiers. Let’s start with the first model. 

Single Tuned Amplifier 

These amplifiers are classified based on the number of tuned circuits used in the tuned amplifier. 
If the amplifier has only one tuned circuit then it is called a single tuned amplifier. This amplifier 
has only one tuned circuit at the collector terminal of the amplifier. The resonant frequency of 

this amplifier is Fr=1/2π, where L and C are the inductor and capacitors of the amplifier. If this 
amplifier has low bandwidth then it’s not able to amplify the complete signal equally. And this 

results in the reproduction process. This indicates the stability of the amplifier. 
Double Tuned Amplifier 
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These types of amplifiers include two tuned circuits. Each amplifier has a tuned circuit at the end 
of the collector terminal. And the first and second amplifiers are coupled with an inductor. 

Because of the two tuned circuits, a sharp response will get at the output. And it offers a larger 3 
dB bandwidth than the single tuned. Both circuits are tuned to the same frequency. By properly 

adjusting the L1 and C1 of the first tuned circuit, L2 and C2 of the second tuned circuit the 
output will be taken at output ports of the double-tuned amplifier. 

double-tuned-amplifier 

The high-frequency signal is applied at the input port of the amplifier. So the input needs to 
amplify with the help of the double-tuned. Whenever the first amplifier is tuned to the input 

signal frequency, then the output is forwarded to the second stage of the amplifier through L2 
and C2. At this stage, the first amplifier offers high reactance to the signal frequency. Whenever 

the second stage amplifier gets the input from L1 and C1 it also tuned to its frequency and 
delivers the amplified output at the output port of the double-tuned. It provides a larger 3dB 
bandwidth than the single tuned. And provides high gain-bandwidth value. 

Stagger Tuned Amplifier 
These amplifiers are useful to amplify the signal for a particular frequency range only. And we 
get more frequency bandwidth in double-tuned than the single tuned.  But there is a complex 

process in the alignment of the double-tuned. So to overcome this amplifier like stagger tuned ” 
is introduced. 

This amplifier is a cascading of single tuned amplifiers. These amplifiers were in cascade form 
which is having a certain bandwidth and their resonant frequencies set to equal bandwidth of 
each stage. This type of amplifier gives more bandwidth. The need for a stagger tuned is, the 

double stage amplifier gives more bandwidth but alignment is a complex process. These 
amplifiers are introduced to make easier & to get flat bandwidth. The main advantage of the 

stagger tuned is it has a flat, better and wide frequency characteristic. The below figure shows 
the bandwidth area coverage of amplifiers like a single tuned and staggers tuned. 
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stagger-tuned-amplifier-output-response 

Advantages 

The advantages of this amplifier include the following. 

 There is a minimum power loss in tuned circuits because in the tuned circuit they use only 

inductor and capacitor reactive components. 
 It provides high selectivity. 

 SNR at the output level is good. 
Applications 

The applications of this amplifier include the following. 

 These amplifiers are used to select a particular range of frequencies like in dish, radio, etc. 
 These amplifiers are used to amplify the desired signal to a high level. 

 These amplifiers are preferable in wireless communication systems. 
 Radio and television broadcastings are very helpful to select a particular range of frequencies. 
 

 

POST MCQ 
 

Q1. The maximum collector efficiency of class B operation is …………….. 
1. 50% 

2. 90% 

3. 5% 

4. 5% 

Answer : 4 
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Q2. A 2-transistor class B power amplifier is commonly called ……….. 
amplifier 

1. Dual 

2. Push-pull 

3. Symmetrical 

4. Differential 

Answer : 2 

Q3. If a transistor is operated in such a way that output current flows for 

60
o 
of the input signal, then it is …………… operation 

1. Class A 

2. Class B 

3. Class C 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 3 

Q4. If the zero signal dissipation of a transistor is 1W, then power rating of 

the transistor should be at least ………………. 
1. 5 W 

2. 33 W 

3. 75 W 

4. 1 W 

Answer : 4 

Q5. When a transistor is cut off…………….. 
1. Maximum voltage appears across transistor 

2. Maximum current flows 

3. Maximum voltage appears across load 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 1 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
The characteristics and classification of the power amplifiers was studied. 
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UNIT IV 

OSCILLATORS & MULTIVIBRATORS 

 

AIM & OBJECTIVES 

 

To study about the characteristics and classifications of oscillators & multivibrators. 
 

PRE MCQ 
 

Q1. An oscillator converts …………….. 
1. c. power into d.c. power 

2. c. power into a.c. power 

3. mechanical power into a.c. power 

4. none of the above 

Answer : 2 

Q2. In an LC transistor oscillator, the active device is …………… 

1. LC tank circuit 

2. Biasing circuit 

3. Transistor 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 3 

Q3. In an LC circuit, when the capacitor is maximum, the inductor energy 

is ………. 
1. Minimum 

2. Maximum 

3. Half-way between maximum and minimum 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 1 

Q4. In an LC oscillator, the frequency of oscillator is ……………. L or C. 

1. Proportional to square of 

2. Directly proportional to 

3. Independent of the values of 

4. Inversely proportional to square root of 

Answer : 4 

Q5. An oscillator produces……………. oscillations 

1. Damped 

2. Undamped 

3. Modulated 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 2 



 

 

THEORY 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF OSCILLATORS 

 

An oscillator is a circuit which produces a continuous, repeated, alternating waveform without 

any input. Oscillators basically convert unidirectional current flow from a DC source into an 
alternating waveform which is of the desired frequency, as decided by its circuit components. 

The basic principle behind the working of oscillators can be understood by analyzing the 
behavior of an LC tank circuit shown in Figure 1 below, which employs an inductor L and a 
completely pre-charged capacitor C as its components. Here, at first, the capacitor starts to 

discharge via the inductor, which results in the conversion of its electrical energy into the 
electromagnetic field, which can be stored in the inductor. Once the capacitor discharges 

completely, there will be no current flow in the circuit. 

 

However, by then, the stored electromagnetic field would have generated a back-emf which 
results in the flow of current through the circuit in the same direction as that of before. This 

current flow through the circuit continues until the electromagnetic field collapses which result 
in the back-conversion of electromagnetic energy into electrical form, causing the cycle to 

repeat. However, now the capacitor would have charged with the opposite polarity, due to which 
one gets an oscillating waveform as the output. 
However, the oscillations which arise due to the inter-conversion between the two energy-forms 

cannot continue forever as they would be subjected to the effect of energy loss due to the 
resistance of the circuit. As a result, the amplitude of these oscillations decreases steadily to 

become zero, which makes them damped in nature. 
This indicates that in order to obtain the oscillations which are continuous and of constant 
amplitude, one needs to compensate for the energy loss. Nevertheless, it is to be noted that the 

energy supplied should be precisely controlled and must be equal to that of the energy lost in 
order to obtain the oscillations with constant amplitude. 
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This is because, if the energy supplied is more than the energy lost, then the amplitude of the 
oscillations will increase (Figure 2a) leading to a distorted output; while if the energy supplied is 

less than the energy lost, then the amplitude of the oscillations will decrease (Figure 2b) leading 
to unsustainable oscillations. 

 

Practically, the oscillators are nothing but the amplifier circuits which are provided with a 
positive or regenerative feedback wherein a part of the output signal is fed back to the input 

(Figure 3). Here the amplifier consists of an amplifying active element which can be a transistor 
or an Op-Amp and the back-fed in-phase signal is held responsible to keep-up (sustain) the 
oscillations by making-up for the losses in the circuit. 

 

Once the power supply is switched ON, the oscillations will be initiated in the system due to the 
electronic noise present in it. This noise signal travels around the loop, gets amplified and 

converges to a single frequency sine wave very quickly. The expression for the closed-loop gain 
of the oscillator shown in Figure 3 is given as: 
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Where A is the voltage gain of the amplifier and β is the gain of the feedback network. Here, if 
Aβ > 1, then the oscillations will increase in amplitude (Figure 2a); while if Aβ < 1, then the 
oscillations will be damped (Figure 2b). On the other hand, Aβ = 1 leads to the oscillations 
which are of constant amplitude (Figure 2c). In other words, this indicates that if the feedback 

loop gain is small, then the oscillation dies-out, while if the gain of the feedback loop is large, 
then the output will be distorted; and only if the gain of feedback is unity, then the oscillations 

will be of constant amplitude leading to self-sustained oscillatory circuit. 

Type of Oscillator 

There are many types of oscillators, but can broadly be classified into two main categories – 

Harmonic Oscillators (also known as Linear Oscillators) and Relaxation Oscillators. 

In a harmonic oscillator, the energy flow is always from the active components to the passive 
components and the frequency of oscillations is decided by the feedback path. 

Whereas in a relaxation oscillator, the energy is exchanged between the active and the passive 
components and the frequency of oscillations is determined by the charging and discharging 

time-constants involved in the process. Further, harmonic oscillators produce low-distorted sine-
wave outputs while the relaxation oscillators generate non-sinusoidal (saw-tooth, triangular or 
square) wave-forms. 

The main types of Oscillators include: 

 Wien Bridge Oscillator 
 RC Phase Shift Oscillator 

 Hartley Oscillator 
 Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

 Colpitts Oscillator 
 Clapp Oscillators 
 Crystal Oscillators 

 Armstrong Oscillator 
 Tuned Collector Oscillator 

 Gunn Oscillator 
 Cross-Coupled Oscillators 
 Ring Oscillators 

 Dynatron Oscillators 
 Meissner Oscillators 

 Opto-Electronic Oscillators 
 Pierce Oscillators 
 Robinson Oscillators 

 Tri-tet Oscillators 
 Pearson-Anson Oscillators 
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 Delay-Line Oscillators 
 Royer Oscillators 

 Electron Coupled Oscillators 
 Multi-Wave Oscillators 

Oscillators can be also be classified into various types depending on the parameter considered 
i.e. based on the feedback mechanism, the shape of the output waveform, etc.. These 
classifications types have been given below: 

1. Classification Based on the Feedback Mechanism: Positive Feedback Oscillators and 
Negative Feedback Oscillators. 

2. Classification Based on the Shape of the Output Waveform: Sine Wave Oscillators, 
Square or Rectangular Wave oscillators, Sweep Oscillators (which produce saw-tooth 
output waveform), etc. 

3. Classification Based on the Frequency of the Output Signal: Low-Frequency Oscillators, 
Audio Oscillators (whose output frequency is of audio range), Radio Frequency 

Oscillators, High-Frequency Oscillators, Very High-Frequency Oscillators, Ultra High-
Frequency Oscillators, etc. 

4. Classification Based on the type of the Frequency Control Used: RC Oscillators, LC 

Oscillators, Crystal Oscillators (which use a quartz crystal to result in a frequency 
stabilized output waveform), etc. 

5. Classification Based on the Nature of the Frequency of Output Waveform: Fixed 
Frequency Oscillators and Variable or Tunable Frequency Oscillators. 

Oscillator Applications 

Oscillators are a cheap and easy way to generate specific Frequency of a signal. For example, an 
RC oscillator is used to generate a Low Frequency signal, an LC oscillator is used to generate a 
High Frequency signal, and an Op-Amp based oscillator is used to generate a stable frequency. 

The frequency of oscillation can be varied by varying the component value with potentiometer 
arrangements. 

Some common applications of oscillators include: 

 Quartz watches (which uses a crystal oscillator) 
 Used in various audio systems and video systems 

 Used in various radio, TV, and other communication devices 
 Used in computers, metal detectors, stun guns, inverters, ultrasonic and radio frequency 

applications. 
 Used to generate clock pulses for microprocessors and micro-controllers 
 Used in alarms and buzzes 

 Used in metal detectors, stun guns, inverters, and ultrasonic 
 Used to operate decorative lights (e.g. dancing lights) 
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BARKHAUSEN CRITERION & LIMITATION 

 

LIMITATIONS 

Barkhausen's criterion applies to linear circuits with a feedback loop. It cannot be applied 

directly to active elements with negative resistance like tunnel diode oscillators. 

The kernel of the criterion is that a complex pole pair must be placed on the imaginary axis of 
the complex frequency plane if steady state oscillations should take place. In the real world, it is 

impossible to balance on the imaginary axis, so in practice a steady-state oscillator is a non-linear 
circuit: 

 It needs to have positive feedback. 

 The loop gain is at unity  

CRITERION 

It states that if A is the gain of the amplifying element in the circuit and β(jω) is the transfer 

function of the feedback path, so βA is the loop gain around the feedback loop of the circuit, the 
circuit will sustain steady-state oscillations only at frequencies for which: 

1. The loop gain is equal to unity in absolute magnitude, that is  and 

2. The phase shift around the loop is zero or an integer multiple of 2π: 

  

Barkhausen's criterion is a necessary condition for oscillation but not a sufficient condition: some 

circuits satisfy the criterion but do not oscillate.[5] Similarly, the Nyquist stability criterion also 

indicates instability but is silent about oscillation. Apparently there is not a compact formulation 
of an oscillation criterion that is both necessary and sufficient 

 

RC PHASE SHIFT OSCILLATOR 

 

In the amplifier tutorials we saw that a single stage transistor amplifier can produce 180o of 
phase shift between its output and input signals when connected as a common-emitter type 
amplifier and that its output signal across the collector load depends entirely on the input signal 

injected into the transistors base terminal. 

But we can configure transistor stages to operate as oscillators by placing resistor-capacitor (RC) 

networks around the transistor to provide the required regenerative feedback without the need for 
a tank circuit. Frequency selective RC coupled amplifier circuits are easy to build and can be 
made to oscillate at any desired frequency by selecting the appropriate values of resistance and 

capacitance. 
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For an RC oscillator to sustain its oscillations indefinitely, sufficient feedback of the correct 
phase, that is positive (in-phase) Feedback must be provided along with the voltage gain of the 

single transistor amplifier being used to inject adequate loop gain into the closed-loop circuit in 
order to maintain oscillations allowing it to oscillates continuously at the selected frequency. 

 

In an RC Oscillator circuit the input is shifted 180o through the feedback circuit returning the 
signal out-of-phase and 180o again through an inverting amplifier stage to produces the required 
positive feedback. This then gives us “180o + 180o = 360o” of phase shift which is effectively the 

same as 0o, thereby giving us the required positive feedback. In other words, the total phase shift 
of the feedback loop should be “0” or any multiple of 360o to obtain the same effect. 

In a Resistance-Capacitance Oscillator or simply known as an RC Oscillator, we can make 
use of the fact that a phase shift occurs between the input to a RC network and the output from 
the same network by using interconnected RC elements in the feedback branch, for example. 

RC Phase-Shift Network 

 

  

The circuit on the left shows a single resistor-capacitor network whose output voltage “leads” the 
input voltage by some angle less than 90o. In a pure or ideal single-pole RC network. it would 



produce a maximum phase shift of exactly 90o, and because 180o of phase shift is required for 
oscillation, at least two single-poles networks must be used within an RC oscillator design. 

However in reality it is difficult to obtain exactly 90o of phase shift for each RC stage so we must 
therefore use more RC stages cascaded together to obtain the required value at the oscillation 

frequency. The amount of actual phase shift in the circuit depends upon the values of the resistor 
(R) and the capacitor (C), at the chosen frequency of oscillations with the phase angle ( φ ) being 
given as: 

RC Phase Angle 

 

  

Where: XC is the Capacitive Reactance of the capacitor, R is the Resistance of the resistor, 
and ƒ is the Frequency. 

In our simple example above, the values of R and C have been chosen so that at the required 

frequency the output voltage leads the input voltage by an angle of about 60o. Then the phase 
angle between each successive RC section increases by another 60o giving a phase difference 

between the input and output of 180o (3 x 60o) as shown by the following vector diagram. 

Vector Diagram 

 

  

So by cascading together three such RC networks in series we can produce a total phase shift in 
the circuit of 180o at the chosen frequency and this forms the bases of a “RC Oscillator” 
otherwise known as a Phase Shift Oscillator as the phase angle is shifted by an amount through 



each stage of the circuit. Then the phase shift occurs in the phase difference between the 
individual RC stages. Conveniently op-amp circuits are available in quad IC packages. For 

example, the LM124, or the LM324, etc. so four RC stages could also be used to produce the 
required 180o of phase shift at the required oscillation frequency. 

We know that in an amplifier circuit either using a Bipolar Transistor or an Inverting Operational 
Amplifier configuration, it will produce a phase-shift of 180o between its input and output. If a 
three-stage RC phase-shift network is connected as a feedback network between the output and 

input of an amplifier circuit, then the total phase shift created to produce the required 
regenerative feedback is: 3 x 60o + 180o = 360o = 0o as shown. 

 

  

The three RC stages are cascaded together to obtain the required slope for a stable oscillation 
frequency. The feedback loop phase shift is -180o when the phase shift of each stage is -60o. This 
occurs when ω = 2pƒ = 1.732/RC as (tan 60o = 1.732). Then to achieve the required phase shift 

in an RC oscillator circuit is to use multiple RC phase-shifting networks such as the circuit 
below. 

Basic RC Oscillator Circuit 

 

  



The basic RC Oscillator which is also known as a Phase-shift Oscillator, produces a sine wave 
output signal using regenerative feedback obtained from the resistor-capacitor (RC) ladder 

network. This regenerative feedback from the RC network is due to the ability of the capacitor to 
store an electric charge, (similar to the LC tank circuit). 

This resistor-capacitor feedback network can be connected as shown above to produce a leading 
phase shift (phase advance network) or interchanged to produce a lagging phase shift (phase 
retard network) the outcome is still the same as the sine wave oscillations only occur at the 

frequency at which the overall phase-shift is 360o. 

By varying one or more of the resistors or capacitors in the phase-shift network, the frequency 

can be varied and generally this is done by keeping the resistors the same and using a 3-ganged 
variable capacitor because capacitive reactance (XC) changes with a change in frequency as 
capacitors are frequency-sensitive components. However, it may be required to re-adjust the 

voltage gain of the amplifier for the new frequency. 

If the three resistors, R are equal in value, that is R1 = R2 = R3, and the capacitors, C in the phase 

shift network are also equal in value, C1 = C2 = C3, then the frequency of oscillations produced 
by the RC oscillator is simply given as: 

 

 Where: 

 ƒr  is the oscillators output frequency in Hertz 

 R   is the feedback resistance in Ohms 

 C   is the feddback capacitance in Farads 

 N   is the number of RC feedback stages. 

  

This is the frequency at which the phase shift circuit oscillates. In our simple example above, the 
number of stages is given as three, so N = 3 (√2*3 = √6). For a four stage RC network, N = 4 
(√2*4 = √8), etc. 

Since the resistor-capacitor combination in the RC Oscillator ladder network also acts as an 
attenuator, that is the signal reduces by some amount as it passes through each passive stage. It 

could be assumed that the three phase shift sections are independent of each other but this is not 
the case as the total accumulative feedback attenuation becomes -1/29th ( Vo/Vi = β = -1/29 ) 
across all three stages. Thus the voltage gain of the amplifier must be sufficiently high enough to 

overcome these passive RC losses. Clearly then in order to produce a total loop gain of -1, in our 
three stage RC network above, the amplifier gain must be equal too, or greater than, 29 to 

compensate for the attenuation of the RC network. 

The loading effect of the amplifier on the feedback network has an effect on the frequency of 
oscillations and can cause the oscillator frequency to be up to 25% higher than calculated. Then 

the feedback network should be driven from a high impedance output source and fed into a low 



impedance load such as a common emitter transistor amplifier but better still is to use 
an Operational Amplifier  as it satisfies these conditions perfectly. 

The Op-amp RC Oscillator 

When used as RC oscillators, Operational Amplifier RC Oscillators  are more common than 
their bipolar transistors counterparts. The oscillator circuit consists of a negative-gain operational 

amplifier and a three section RC network that produces the 180o phase shift. The phase shift 
network is connected from the op-amps output back to its “inverting” input as shown below. 

Op-amp Phase-lead RC Oscillator Circuit 

 

  

As the feedback is connected to the inverting input, the operational amplifier is therefore 

connected in its “inverting amplifier” configuration which produces the required 180o phase shift 
while the RC network produces the other 180o phase shift at the required frequency (180o + 
180o). This type of feedback connection with the capacitors in series and the resistors connected 

to ground (0V) potential is known as a phase-lead configuration. In other words, the output 
voltage leads the input voltage producing a positive phase angle. 

But we can also create a phase-lag configuration by simply changing the positions of the RC 
components so that the resistors are connected in series and the capacitors are connected to 
ground (0V) potential as shown. This means that the output voltage lags the input voltage 

producing a negative phase angle. 
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Op-amp Phase-lag RC Oscillator Circuit 

 

  

However, due to the reversal of the feedback components, the orginal equation for the frequency 
output of the phase-lead RC oscillator is modified to: 

 

  

Although it is possible to cascade together only two single-pole RC stages to provide the 
required 180o of phase shift (90o + 90o), the stability of the oscillator at low frequencies is 

generally poor. 

One of the most important features of an RC Oscillator is its frequency stability which is its 
ability to provide a constant frequency sine wave output under varying load conditions. By 

cascading three or even four RC stages together (4 x 45o), the stability of the oscillator can be 
greatly improved. 

RC Oscillators with four stages are generally used because commonly available operational 
amplifiers come in quad IC packages so designing a 4-stage oscillator with 45o of phase shift 
relative to each other is relatively easy. 

RC Oscillators are stable and provide a well-shaped sine wave output with the frequency being 
proportional to 1/RC and therefore, a wider frequency range is possible when using a variable 

capacitor. However, RC Oscillators are restricted to frequency applications because of their 
bandwidth limitations to produce the desired phase shift at high frequencies. 

RC Oscillator Example No1 

An operational amplifier based 3-stage RC Phase Shift Oscillator is required to produce a 

sinusoidal output frequency of 4kHz. If 2.4nF capacitors are used in the feedback circuit, 



calculate the value of the frequency determining resistors and the value of the feedback resistor 
required to sustain oscillations. Also draw the circuit. 

The standard equation given for the phase shift RC Oscillator is: 

 

  

The circuit is to be a 3-stage RC oscillator which will therefore consist of equal resistors and 

three equal 2.4nF capacitors. As the frequency of oscillation is given as 4.0kHz, the value of the 
resistors are calculated as: 

 

  

The operational amplifiers gain must be equal to 29 in order to sustain oscillations. The resistive 
value of the oscillation resistors are 6.8kΩ, therefore the value of the op-amps feedback 

resistor Rƒ is calculated as: 

 

 

 



RC Oscillator Op-amp Circuit 

 

  

In the next tutorial about Oscillators, we will look at another type of RC Oscillator called a 
Wien Bridge Oscillators which uses resistors and capacitors as its tank circuit to produce a low 

frequency sinusoidal waveform. 

 

HARTLEY OSCILLATOR  

 

One of the main disadvantages of the basic LC Oscillator circuit we looked at in the previous 

tutorial is that they have no means of controlling the amplitude of the oscillations and also, it is 
difficult to tune the oscillator to the required frequency. If the cumulative electromagnetic 

coupling between L1 and L2 is too small there would be insufficient feedback and the oscillations 
would eventually die away to zero. 

Likewise if the feedback was too strong the oscillations would continue to increase in amplitude 

until they were limited by the circuit conditions producing signal distortion. So it becomes very 
difficult to “tune” the oscillator. 

However, it is possible to feed back exactly the right amount of voltage for constant amplitude 
oscillations. If we feed back more than is necessary the amplitude of the oscillations can be 
controlled by biasing the amplifier in such a way that if the oscillations increase in amplitude, the 

bias is increased and the gain of the amplifier is reduced. 

If the amplitude of the oscillations decreases the bias decreases and the gain of the amplifier 

increases, thus increasing the feedback. In this way the amplitude of the oscillations are kept 
constant using a process known as Automatic Base Bias. 

One big advantage of automatic base bias in a voltage controlled oscillator, is that the oscillator 

can be made more efficient by providing a Class-B bias or even a Class-C bias condition of the 
transistor. This has the advantage that the collector current only flows during part of the 

oscillation cycle so the quiescent collector current is very small. Then this “self-tuning” base 
oscillator circuit forms one of the most common types of LC parallel resonant feedback oscillator 
configurations called the Hartley Oscillator circuit. 



 

Hartley Oscillator Tank Circuit 

In the Hartley Oscillator the tuned LC circuit is connected between the collector and the base of 
a transistor amplifier. As far as the oscillatory voltage is concerned, the emitter is connected to a 
tapping point on the tuned circuit coil. 

The feedback part of the tuned LC tank circuit is taken from the centre tap of the inductor coil or 
even two separate coils in series which are in parallel with a variable capacitor, C as shown. 

The Hartley circuit is often referred to as a split-inductance oscillator because coil L is centre-
tapped. In effect, inductance L acts like two separate coils in very close proximity with the 
current flowing through coil section XY induces a signal into coil section YZ below. 

An Hartley Oscillator circuit can be made from any configuration that uses either a single tapped 
coil (similar to an autotransformer) or a pair of series connected coils in parallel with a single 

capacitor as shown below. 

Basic Hartley Oscillator Design 

 

  

When the circuit is oscillating, the voltage at point X (collector), relative to point Y (emitter), is 
180o out-of-phase with the voltage at point Z (base) relative to point Y. At the frequency of 



oscillation, the impedance of the Collector load is resistive and an increase in Base voltage 
causes a decrease in the Collector voltage. 

Thus there is a 180o phase change in the voltage between the Base and Collector and this along 
with the original 180o phase shift in the feedback loop provides the correct phase relationship of 

positive feedback for oscillations to be maintained. 

The amount of feedback depends upon the position of the “tapping point” of the inductor. If this 
is moved nearer to the collector the amount of feedback is increased, but the output taken 

between the Collector and earth is reduced and vice versa. Resistors, R1 and R2 provide the 
usual stabilizing DC bias for the transistor in the normal manner while the capacitors act as DC-

blocking capacitors. 

In this Hartley Oscillator circuit, the DC Collector current flows through part of the coil and for 
this reason the circuit is said to be “Series-fed” with the frequency of oscillation of the Hartley 

Oscillator being given as. 

 

  

Note: LT  is the total cumulatively coupled inductance if two separate coils are used including 

their mutual inductance, M. 

The frequency of oscillations can be adjusted by varying the “tuning” capacitor, C or by varying 
the position of the iron-dust core inside the coil (inductive tuning) giving an output over a wide 

range of frequencies making it very easy to tune. Also the Hartley Oscillator produces an output 
amplitude which is constant over the entire frequency range. 

As well as the Series-fed Hartley Oscillator above, it is also possible to connect the tuned tank 
circuit across the amplifier as a shunt-fed oscillator as shown below. 

Shunt-fed Hartley Oscillator Circuit 

 



  

In the shunt-fed Hartley oscillator circuit, both the AC and DC components of the Collector 
current have separate paths around the circuit. Since the DC component is blocked by the 

capacitor, C2 no DC flows through the inductive coil, L and less power is wasted in the tuned 
circuit. 

The Radio Frequency Coil (RFC), L2 is an RF choke which has a high reactance at the frequency 
of oscillations so that most of the RF current is applied to the LC tuning tank circuit via 
capacitor, C2 as the DC component passes through L2 to the power supply. A resistor could be 

used in place of the RFC coil, L2 but the efficiency would be less. 

Hartley Oscillator Example No1 

A Hartley Oscillator circuit having two individual inductors of 0.5mH each, are designed to 

resonate in parallel with a variable capacitor that can be adjusted between 100pF and 500pF. 
Determine the upper and lower frequencies of oscillation and also the Hartley oscillators 
bandwidth. 

From above we can calculate the frequency of oscillations for a Hartley Oscillator as: 

 

  

The circuit consists of two inductive coils in series, so the total inductance is given as: 

 

  

Hartley Oscillator Upper Frequency 

 

 

 



 

Hartley Oscillator Lower Frequency 

 

  

Hartley Oscillator Bandwidth 

 

Hartley Oscillator using an Op-amp 

As well as using a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) as the amplifiers active stage of the Hartley 
oscillator, we can also use either a field effect transistor, (FET) or an operational amplifier, (op-

amp). The operation of an Op-amp Hartley Oscillator is exactly the same as for the 
transistorised version with the frequency of operation calculated in the same manner. Consider 
the circuit below. 

Hartley Oscillator Op-amp Circuit 



 

  

The advantage of constructing a Hartley Oscillator using an operational amplifier as its active 
stage is that the gain of the op-amp can be very easily adjusted using the feedback 

resistors R1 and R2. As with the transistorised oscillator above, the gain of the circuit must be 
equal too or slightly greater than the ratio of L1/L2. If the two inductive coils are wound onto a 
common core and mutual inductance M exists then the ratio becomes (L1+M)/(L2+M). 

The Hartley Oscillator Summary 

Then to summarise, the Hartley Oscillator consists of a parallel LC resonator tank circuit whose 
feedback is achieved by way of an inductive divider. Like most oscillator circuits, the Hartley 

oscillator exists in several forms, with the most common form being the transistor circuit above. 

This Hartley Oscillator configuration has a tuned tank circuit with its resonant coil tapped to 
feed a fraction of the output signal back to the emitter of the transistor. Since the output of the 

transistors emitter is always “in-phase” with the output at the collector, this feedback signal is 
positive. The oscillating frequency which is a sine-wave voltage is determined by the resonance 

frequency of the tank circuit. 

In the next tutorial about Oscillators, we will look at another type of LC oscillator circuit that is 
the opposite to the Hartley oscillator called the Colpitts Oscillator. The Colpitts oscillator uses 

two capacitors in series to form a centre tapped capacitance in parallel with a single inductance 
within its resonant tank circuit 

 

COLPITTS OSCILLATOR  

In many ways, the Colpitts oscillator is the exact opposite of the Hartley Oscillator we looked 

at in the previous tutorial. Just like the Hartley oscillator, the tuned tank circuit consists of an LC 
resonance sub-circuit connected between the collector and the base of a single stage transistor 

amplifier producing a sinusoidal output waveform. 



The basic configuration of the Colpitts Oscillator resembles that of the Hartley Oscillator but 
the difference this time is that the centre tapping of the tank sub-circuit is now made at the 

junction of a “capacitive voltage divider” network instead of a tapped autotransformer type 
inductor as in the Hartley oscillator. 

 

Colpitts Oscillator 
Tank Circuit 

The Colpitts oscillator uses a capacitive voltage divider network as its feedback source. The two 
capacitors, C1 and C2 are placed across a single common inductor, L as shown. 
Then C1, C2 and L form the tuned tank circuit with the condition for oscillations 

being: XC1 + XC2 = XL, the same as for the Hartley oscillator circuit. 

The advantage of this type of capacitive circuit configuration is that with less self and mutual 

inductance within the tank circuit, frequency stability of the oscillator is improved along with a 
more simple design. 

As with the Hartley oscillator, the Colpitts oscillator uses a single stage bipolar transistor 

amplifier as the gain element which produces a sinusoidal output. Consider the circuit below. 

Basic Colpitts Oscillator Circuit 

 



The emitter terminal of the transistor is effectively connected to the junction of the two 
capacitors, C1 and C2 which are connected in series and act as a simple voltage divider. When 

the power supply is firstly applied, capacitors C1 and C2 charge up and then discharge through 
the coil L. The oscillations across the capacitors are applied to the base-emitter junction and 

appear in the amplified at the collector output. 

Resistors, R1 and R2 provide the usual stabilizing DC bias for the transistor in the normal 
manner while the additional capacitors act as a DC-blocking bypass capacitors. A radio-

frequency choke (RFC) is used in the collector circuit to provide a high reactance (ideally open 
circuit) at the frequency of oscillation, ( ƒr ) and a low resistance at DC to help start the 

oscillations. 

The required external phase shift is obtained in a similar manner to that in the Hartley oscillator 
circuit with the required positive feedback obtained for sustained undamped oscillations. The 

amount of feedback is determined by the ratio of C1 and C2. These two capacitances are 
generally “ganged” together to provide a constant amount of feedback so that as one is adjusted 

the other automatically follows. 

The frequency of oscillations for a Colpitts oscillator is determined by the resonant frequency of 
the LC tank circuit and is given as: 

 

where CT  is the capacitance of C1 and C2 connected in series and is given as: 

 

The configuration of the transistor amplifier is of a Common Emitter Amplifier with the output 
signal 180o out of phase with regards to the input signal. The additional 180o phase shift require 

for oscillation is achieved by the fact that the two capacitors are connected together in series but 
in parallel with the inductive coil resulting in overall phase shift of the circuit being zero or 360o. 

The amount of feedback depends on the values of C1 and C2. We can see that the voltage 
across C1 is the the same as the oscillators output voltage, Vout and that the voltage across C2 is 
the oscillators feedback voltage. Then the voltage across C1 will be much greater than that 

across C2. 

Therefore, by changing the values of capacitors, C1 and C2 we can adjust the amount of 

feedback voltage returned to the tank circuit. However, large amounts of feedback may cause the 
output sine wave to become distorted, while small amounts of feedback may not allow the circuit 
to oscillate. 

Then the amount of feedback developed by the Colpitts oscillator is based on the capacitance 
ratio of C1 and C2 and is what governs the the excitation of the oscillator. This ratio is called the 

“feedback fraction” and is given simply as: 



 

Colpitts Oscillator Example No1 

A Colpitts Oscillator circuit having two capacitors of 24nF and 240nF respectively are 

connected in parallel with an inductor of 10mH. Determine the frequency of oscillations of the 
circuit, the feedback fraction and draw the circuit. 

The oscillation frequency for a Colpitts Oscillator is given as: 

 

As the colpitts circuit consists of two capacitors in series, the total capacitance is therefore: 

 

The inductance of the inductor is given as 10mH, then the frequency of oscillation is: 

 

The frequency of oscillations for the Colpitts Oscillator is therefore 10.8kHz with the feedback 
fraction given as: 

 

Colpitts Oscillator Circuit 

 



Colpitts Oscillator using an Op-amp 

Just like the previous Hartley Oscillator, as well as using a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) as 
the oscillators active stage, we can also an operational amplifier, (op-amp). The operation of 

an Op-amp Colpitts Oscillator is exactly the same as for the transistorised version with the 
frequency of operation calculated in the same manner. Consider the circuit below. 

 

 

 

 

Colpitts Oscillator Op-amp Circuit 

 

Note that being an inverting amplifier configuration, the ratio of R2/R1 sets the amplifiers gain. 
A minimum gain of 2.9 is required to start oscillations. Resistor R3 provides the required 
feedback to the LC tank circuit. 

The advantages of the Colpitts Oscillator over the Hartley oscillators are that the Colpitts 
oscillator produces a more purer sinusoidal waveform due to the low impedance paths of the 

capacitors at high frequencies. Also due to these capacitive reactance properties the FET based 
Colpitts oscillator can operate at very high frequencies. Of course any op-amp or FET used as 
the amplifying device must be able to operate at the required high frequencies. 

Colpitts Oscillator Summary 

Then to summarise, the Colpitts Oscillator consists of a parallel LC resonator tank circuit 
whose feedback is achieved by way of a capacitive divider. Like most oscillator circuits, the 



Colpitts oscillator exists in several forms, with the most common form being similar to the 
transistor circuit above. 

The centre tapping of the tank sub-circuit is made at the junction of a “capacitive voltage 
divider” network to feed a fraction of the output signal back to the emitter of the transistor. The 

two capacitors in series produce a 180o phase shift which is inverted by another 180o to produce 
the required positive feedback. The oscillating frequency which is a purer sine-wave voltage is 
determined by the resonance frequency of the tank circuit. 

In the next tutorial about Oscillators, we will look at RC Oscillators which uses resistors and 
capacitors as its tank circuit to produce a sinusoidal waveform. 

ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS 

Regenerative switching circuits such as Astable Multivibrators are the most commonly used 
type of relaxation oscillator because not only are they simple, reliable and ease of construction 

they also produce a constant square wave output waveform. 

Unlike the Monostable Multivibrator or the Bistable Multivibrator we looked at in the previous 

tutorials that require an “external” trigger pulse for their operation, the Astable 
Multivibrator has automatic built in triggering which switches it continuously between its two 
unstable states both set and reset. 

The Astable Multivibrator is another type of cross-coupled transistor switching circuit that 
has NO stable output states as it changes from one state to the other all the time. The astable 

circuit consists of two switching transistors, a cross-coupled feedback network, and two time 
delay capacitors which allows oscillation between the two states with no external triggering to 
produce the change in state. 

In electronic circuits, astable multivibrators are also known as Free-running Multivibrator as 
they do not require any additional inputs or external assistance to oscillate. Astable oscillators 

produce a continuous square wave from its output or outputs, (two outputs no inputs) which can 
then be used to flash lights or produce a sound in a loudspeaker. 

The basic transistor circuit for an Astable Multivibrator produces a square wave output from a 

pair of grounded emitter cross-coupled transistors. Both transistors either NPN or PNP, in the 
multivibrator are biased for linear operation and are operated as Common Emitter Amplifiers 

with 100% positive feedback. 

This configuration satisfies the condition for oscillation when: ( βA = 1∠ 0o ). This results in one 

stage conducting “fully-ON” (Saturation) while the other is switched “fully-OFF” (cut-off) 
giving a very high level of mutual amplification between the two transistors. Conduction is 

transferred from one stage to the other by the discharging action of a capacitor through a resistor 
as shown below. 

Basic Astable Multivibrator Circuit 



 

  

Assume a 6 volt supply and that transistor, TR1 has just switched “OFF” (cut-off) and its 

collector voltage is rising towards Vcc, meanwhile transistor TR2 has just turned “ON”. Plate 
“A” of capacitor C1 is also rising towards the +6 volts supply rail of Vcc as it is connected to the 

collector of TR1 which is now cut-off. Since TR1 is in cut-off, it conducts no current so there is 
no volt drop across load resistor R1. 

The other side of capacitor, C1, plate “B”, is connected to the base terminal of transistor TR2 and 

at 0.6v because transistor TR2 is conducting (saturation). Therefore, capacitor C1 has a potential 
difference of +5.4 volts across its plates, (6.0 – 0.6v) from point A to point B. 

Since TR2 is fully-on, capacitor C2 starts to charge up through resistor R2 towards Vcc. When the 
voltage across capacitor C2 rises to more than 0.6v, it biases transistor TR1 into conduction and 
into saturation. 

The instant that transistor, TR1 switches “ON”, plate “A” of the capacitor which was originally 
at Vcc potential, immediately falls to 0.6 volts. This rapid fall of voltage on plate “A” causes an 

equal and instantaneous fall in voltage on plate “B” therefore plate “B” of C1 is pulled down to -
5.4v (a reverse charge) and this negative voltage swing is applied the base of TR2 turning it hard 
“OFF”. One unstable state. 

Transistor TR2 is driven into cut-off so capacitor C1 now begins to charge in the opposite 
direction via resistor R3 which is also connected to the +6 volts supply rail, Vcc. Thus the base 

of transistor TR2 is now moving upwards in a positive direction towards Vcc with a time 
constant equal to the C1 x R3 combination. 

However, it never reaches the value of Vcc because as soon as it gets to 0.6 volts positive, 

transistor TR2 turns fully “ON” into saturation. This action starts the whole process over again 
but now with capacitor C2 taking the base of transistor TR1 to -5.4v while charging up via 

resistor R2 and entering the second unstable state. 

Then we can see that the circuit alternates between one unstable state in which transistor TR1 is 
“OFF” and transistor TR2 is “ON”, and a second unstable in which TR1 is “ON” and TR2 is 



“OFF” at a rate determined by the RC values. This process will repeat itself over and over again 
as long as the supply voltage is present. 

The amplitude of the output waveform is approximately the same as the supply voltage, Vcc with 
the time period of each switching state determined by the time constant of the RC networks 

connected across the base terminals of the transistors. As the transistors are switching both “ON” 
and “OFF”, the output at either collector will be a square wave with slightly rounded corners 
because of the current which charges the capacitors. This could be corrected by using more 

components as we will discuss later. 

If the two time constants produced by C2 x R2 and C1 x R3 in the base circuits are the same, the 

mark-to-space ratio ( t1/t2 ) will be equal to one-to-one making the output waveform 
symmetrical in shape. By varying the capacitors, C1, C2 or the resistors, R2, R3 the mark-to-
space ratio and therefore the frequency can be altered. 

We saw in the RC Discharging tutorial that the time taken for the voltage across a capacitor to 
fall to half the supply voltage, 0.5Vcc is equal to 0.69 time constants of the capacitor and resistor 

combination. Then taking one side of the astable multivibrator, the length of time that 
transistor TR2 is “OFF” will be equal to 0.69T or 0.69 times the time constant of C1 x R3. 
Likewise, the length of time that transistor TR1 is “OFF” will be equal to 0.69T or 0.69 times the 

time constant of C2 x R2 and this is defined as. 

Astable Multivibrators Periodic Time 

 

Where, R is in Ω’s and C in Farads. 

By altering the time constant of just one RC network the mark-to-space ratio and frequency of 
the output waveform can be changed but normally by changing both RC time constants together 

at the same time, the output frequency will be altered keeping the mark-to-space ratios the same 
at one-to-one. 

If the value of the capacitor C1 equals the value of the capacitor, C2, C1 = C2 and also the value 
of the base resistor R2 equals the value of the base resistor, R3, R2 = R3 then the total length of 
time of the Multivibrators cycle is given below for a symmetrical output waveform. 

Frequency of Oscillation 

 

Where, R is in Ω’s, C is in Farads, T is in seconds and ƒ is in Hertz. 



and this is known as the “Pulse Repetition Frequency”. So Astable Multivibrators can produce 
TWO very short square wave output waveforms from each transistor or a much longer 

rectangular shaped output either symmetrical or non-symmetrical depending upon the time 
constant of the RC network as shown below. 

Astable Multivibrator Waveforms 

 

  

Astable Multivibrator Example No1 

An Astable Multivibrators circuit is required to produce a series of pulses at a frequency of 
500Hz with a mark-to-space ratio of 1:5. If  R2 = R3 = 100kΩ, calculate the values of the 

capacitors, C1 and C2 required. 

 

  



and by rearranging the formula above for the periodic time, the values of the capacitors required 
to give a mark-to-space ratio of 1:5 are given as: 

 

  

The values of 4.83nF and 24.1nF respectively, are calculated values, so we would need to choose 
the nearest preferred values for C1 and C2 allowing for the capacitors tolerance. In fact due to 
the wide range of tolerances associated with the humble capacitor the actual output frequency 

may differ by as much as ±20%, (400 to 600Hz in our simple example) from the actual 
frequency needed. 

If we require the output astable waveform to be non-symmetrical for use in timing or gating type 
circuits, etc, we could manually calculate the values of R and C for the individual components 
required as we did in the example above. However, when the two R’s and C´s are both equal, we 

can make our life a little bit easier for ourselves by using tables to show the astable 
multivibrators calculated frequencies for different combinations or values of both R and C. For 

example, 

Astable Multivibrator Frequency Table 

Res. 

Capacitor Values 

1nF 2.2nF 4.7nF 10nF 22nF 47nF 100nF 220nF 470nF 

1.0kΩ 
714.3kH

z 

324.6kH

z 

151.9kH

z 

71.4kH

z 

32.5kH

z 

15.2kH

z 

7.1kH

z 

3.2kH

z 

1.5kH

z 



2.2kΩ 
324.7kH

z 

147.6kH

z 
69.1kHz 

32.5kH

z 

14.7kH

z 
6.9kHz 

3.2kH

z 

1.5kH

z 
691Hz 

4.7kΩ 
151.9kH

z 
69.1kHz 32.3kHz 

15.2kH

z 
6.9kHz 3.2kHz 

1.5kH

z 
691Hz 323Hz 

10kΩ 71.4kHz 32.5kHz 15.2kHz 7.1kHz 3.2kHz 1.5kHz 714Hz 325Hz 152Hz 

22kΩ 32.5kHz 14.7kHz 6.9kHz 3.2kHz 1.5kHz 691Hz 325Hz 147Hz 
69.1H

z 

47kΩ 15.2kHz 6.9kHz 3.2kHz 1.5kHz 691Hz 323Hz 152Hz 
69.1H

z 

32.5H

z 

100k

Ω 
7.1kHz 3.2kHz 1.5kHz 714Hz 325Hz 152Hz 

71.4H

z 

32.5H

z 

15.2H

z 

220k

Ω 
3.2kHz 1.5kHz 691Hz 325Hz 147Hz 69.1Hz 

32.5H

z 

15.2H

z 
6.9Hz 

470k

Ω 
1.5kHz 691Hz 323Hz 152Hz 69.1Hz 32.5Hz 

15.2H

z 
6.6Hz 3.2Hz 



1MΩ 714Hz 325Hz 152Hz 71.4Hz 32.5Hz 15.2Hz 6.9Hz 3.2Hz 1.5Hz 

  
Pre-calculated frequency tables can be very useful in determining the required values of 

both R and C for a particular symmetrical output frequency without the need to keep 
recalculating them every time a different frequency is required. 

By changing the two fixed resistors, R2 and R3 for a dual-ganged potentiometer and keeping the 

values of the capacitors the same, the frequency from the Astable Multivibrators output can be 
more easily “tuned” to give a particular frequency value or to compensate for the tolerances of 

the components used. 

For example, selecting a capacitor value of 10nF from the table above. By using 
a 100kΩ’s potentiometer for our resistance, we would get an output frequency that can be fully 

adjusted from slightly above 71.4kHz down to 714Hz, some 3 decades of frequency range. 
Likewise a capacitor value of 47nF would give a frequency range from 152Hz to well over 

15kHz. 

Astable Multivibrator Example No2 

An Astable Multivibrator circuit is constructed using two timing capacitors of equal value of 
3.3uF and two base resistors of value 10kΩ. Calculate the minimum and maximum frequencies 

of oscillation if a 100kΩ dual-gang potentiometer is connected in series with the two resistors. 

With the potentiometer at 0%, the value of the base resistance is equal to 10kΩ. 

 

  

with the potentiometer at 100%, the value of the base resistance is equal to 

10kΩ + 100kΩ = 110kΩ. 

 

  

Then the output frequency of oscillation for the astable multivibrator can be varied from between 

2.0 and 22 Hertz. 

When selecting both the resistance and capacitance values for reliable operation, the base 
resistors should have a value that allows the transistor to turn fully “ON” when the other 

transistor turns “OFF”. For example, consider the circuit above. When transistor TR2 is fully 
“ON”, (saturation) nearly the same voltage is dropped across resistor R3 and resistor R4. 



If the transistor being used has a current gain, β of 100 and the collector load resistor, R4 is equal 
to say 1kΩ the maximum base resistor value would therefore be 100kΩ. Any higher and the 
transistor may not turn fully “ON” resulting in the multivibrator giving erratic results or not 
oscillate at all. Likewise, if the value of the base resistor is too low the transistor may not switch 

“OFF” and the multivibrator would again not oscillate. 

An output signal can be obtained from the collector terminal of either transistor in the Astable 
Multivibrators circuit with each output waveform being a mirror image of itself. We saw above 

that the leading edge of the output waveform is slightly rounded and not square due to the 
charging characteristics of the capacitor in the cross-coupled circuit. 

But we can introduce another transistor into the circuit that will produce an almost perfectly 
square output pulse and which can also be used to switch higher current loads or low impedance 
loads such as LED’s or loudspeakers, etc without affecting the operation of the actual astable 

multivibrator. However, the down side to this is that the output waveform is not perfectly 
symmetrical as the additional transistor produces a very small delay. Consider the two circuits 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Astable Multivibrators Driving Circuit 



 

  

An output with a square leading edge is now produced from the third transistor, TR3 connected 
to the emitter of transistor, TR2. This third transistor switches “ON” and “OFF” in unison with 

transistor TR2. We can use this additional transistor to switch Light Emitting Diodes, Relays or 
to produce a sound from a Sound Transducer such as a speaker or piezo sounder as shown above. 

The load resistor, Rx needs to be suitably chosen to take into account the forward volt drops and 
to limit the maximum current to about 20mA for the LED circuit or to give a total load 
impedance of about 100Ω for the speaker circuit. The speaker can have any impedance less than 
100Ω. 

By connecting an additional transistor, TR4 to the emitter circuit of the other transistor, TR1 in a 

similar fashion we can produce an astable multivibrator circuit that will flash two sets of lights or 
LED’s from one to the other at a rate determined by the time constant of the RC timing network. 

 

BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS 

The Bistable Multivibrator is another type of two state device similar to the Monostable 

Multivibrator we looked at in the previous tutorial but the difference this time is that BOTH 
states are stable. 

Bistable Multivibrators have TWO stable states (hence the name: “Bi” meaning two) and 

maintain a given output state indefinitely unless an external trigger is applied forcing it to change 
state. 

The bistable multivibrator can be switched over from one stable state to the other by the 
application of an external trigger pulse thus, it requires two external trigger pulses before it 
returns back to its original state. As bistable multivibrators have two stable states they are more 

commonly known as Latches and Flip-flops for use in sequential type circuits. 



The discrete Bistable Multivibrator is a two state non-regenerative device constructed from two 
cross-coupled transistors operating as “ON-OFF” transistor switches. In each of the two states, 

one of the transistors is cut-off while the other transistor is in saturation, this means that the 
bistable circuit is capable of remaining indefinitely in either stable state. 

To change the bistable over from one state to the other, the bistable circuit requires a suitable 
trigger pulse and to go through a full cycle, two triggering pulses, one for each stage are 
required. Its more common name or term of “flip-flop” relates to the actual operation of the 

device, as it “flips” into one logic state, remains there and then changes or “flops” back into its 
first original state. Consider the circuit below. 

Bistable Multivibrator Circuit 

 

  

The Bistable Multivibrator circuit above is stable in both states, either with one transistor 
“OFF” and the other “ON” or with the first transistor “ON” and the second “OFF”. Lets suppose 
that the switch is in the left position, position “A”. The base of transistor TR1 will be grounded 

and in its cut-off region producing an output at Q. That would mean that transistor TR2 is “ON” 
as its base is connected to Vcc through the series combination of resistors R1 and R2. As 

transistor TR2 is “ON” there will be zero output at Q, the opposite or inverse of Q. 

If the switch is now move to the right, position “B”, transistor TR2 will switch “OFF” and 
transistor TR1 will switch “ON” through the combination of resistors R3 and R4 resulting in an 

output at Q and zero output at Q the reverse of above. Then we can say that one stable state 
exists when transistor TR1 is “ON” and TR2 is “OFF”, switch position “A”, and another stable 

state exists when transistor TR1 is “OFF” and TR2 is “ON”, switch position “B”. 

Then unlike the monostable multivibrator whose output is dependent upon the RC time constant 
of the feedback components used, the bistable multivibrators output is dependent upon the 

application of two individual trigger pulses, switch position “A” or position “B”. 



So Bistable Multivibrators can produce a very short output pulse or a much longer rectangular 
shaped output whose leading edge rises in time with the externally applied trigger pulse and 

whose trailing edge is dependent upon a second trigger pulse as shown below. 

Bistable Multivibrator Waveform 

 

  

Manually switching between the two stable states may produce a bistable multivibrator circuit 

but is not very practical. One way of toggling between the two states using just one single trigger 
pulse is shown below. 

Sequential Switching Bistable Multivibrator 

 



  

Switching between the two states is achieved by applying a single trigger pulse which in turn 
will cause the “ON” transistor to turn “OFF” and the “OFF” transistor to turn “ON” on the 

negative half of the trigger pulse. The circuit will switch sequentially by applying a pulse to each 
base in turn and this is achieved from a single input trigger pulse using a biased diodes as a 

steering circuit. 

Then on the application of a first negative pulse switches the state of each transistor and the 
application of a second pulse negative pulse resets the transistors back to their original state 

acting as a divide-by-two counter. Equally, we could remove the diodes, capacitors and feedback 
resistors and apply individual negative trigger pulses directly to the transistor bases. 

Bistable Multivibrators have many applications producing a set-reset, SR flip-flop circuit for 
use in counting circuits, or as a one-bit memory storage device in a computer. Other applications 
of bistable flip-flops include frequency dividers because the output pulses have a frequency that 

are exactly one half ( ƒ/2 ) that of the trigger input pulse frequency due to them changing state 
from a single input pulse. In other words the circuit produces Frequency Division as it now 

divides the input frequency by a factor of two (an octave). 

TTL/CMOS Bistable Multivibrators 

As well as producing a bistable multivibrator from individual discrete components such as 
transistors, we can also construct bistable circuits using commonly available integrated circuits. 

The following circuit shows how a basic bistable multivibrator circuit can be constructed using 
just two 2-input Logic “NAND” Gates. 

NAND Gate Bistable Multivibrator 

 

  

The circuit above shows us how we can use two NAND gates connected together to form a basic 
bistable multivibrator. This type of bistable circuit is also known as a “Bistable Flip-flop”. The 



manually controlled bistable multivibrator is activated by the single-pole double-throw switch 
(SPDT) to produce a logic “1” or a logic “0” signal at the output. 

You may have noticed that this circuit looks a little familiar, and you would be right!. This type 
of bistable switching circuit is more commonly called a SR NAND Gate Flip-flop being almost 

identical to the one we looked at back in the sequential logic tutorials. In that particular tutorial 
we saw that this type of NAND gate bistable makes an excellent “switch debounce” circuit 
allowing only one switching action to control its output. 

 

MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATORS 

 

Multivibrators produce an output wave shape resembling that of a symmetrical or asymmetrical 
square wave and as such are the most commonly used of all the square wave generators. 

Multivibrators belong to a family of oscillators commonly called “Relaxation Oscillators“. 

Generally speaking, discrete multivibrators consist of a two transistor cross coupled switching 

circuit designed so that one or more of its outputs are fed back as an input to the other transistor 
with a resistor and capacitor ( RC ) network connected across them to produce the feedback tank 
circuit. 

Multivibrators have two different electrical states, an output “HIGH” state and an output “LOW” 
state giving them either a stable or quasi-stable state depending upon the type of multivibrator. 

One such type of a two state pulse generator configuration are called Monostable 
Multivibrators. 

 

MOSFET Monostable 

Monostable Multivibrators have only ONE stable state (hence their name: “Mono”), and 
produce a single output pulse when it is triggered externally. Monostable Multivibrators only 
return back to their first original and stable state after a period of time determined by the time 

constant of the RC coupled circuit. 

Consider the MOSFET circuit on the left. The resistor R and capacitor C form an RC timing 

circuit. The N-channel enhancement mode MOSFET is switched “ON” due to the voltage across 
the capacitor with the drain connected LED also “ON”. 

When the switch is closed the capacitor is short circuited and therefore discharges while at the 

same time the gate of the MOSFET is shorted to ground. The MOSFET and therefore the LED 



are both switched “OFF”. While the switch is closed the circuit will always be “OFF” and in its 
“unstable state”. 

When the switch is opened, the fully discharged capacitor starts to charge up through the 
resistor, R at a rate determined by the RC time constant of the resistor-capacitor network. Once 

the capacitors charging voltage reaches the lower threshold voltage level of the MOSFETs gate, 
the MOSFET switches “ON” and illuminates the LED returning the circuit back to its stable 
state. 

Then the application of the switch causes the circuit to enter its unstable state, while the time 
constant of the RC network returns it back to its stable state after a preset timing period thereby 

producing a very simple “one-shot” or Monostable Multivibrator MOSFET circuit. 

Monostable Multivibrators or “One-Shot Multivibrators” as they are also called, are used to 
generate a single output pulse of a specified width, either “HIGH” or “LOW” when a suitable 

external trigger signal or pulse T is applied. This trigger signal initiates a timing cycle which 
causes the output of the monostable to change its state at the start of the timing cycle and will 

remain in this second state. 

The timing cycle of the monostable is determined by the time constant of the timing 
capacitor, CT  and the resistor, RT  until it resets or returns itself back to its original (stable) state. 

The monostable multivibrator will then remain in this original stable state indefinitely until 
another input pulse or trigger signal is received. Then, Monostable Multivibrators have 

only ONE stable state and go through a full cycle in response to a single triggering input pulse. 

Monostable Multivibrator Circuit 

 

  



The basic collector-coupled transistor Monostable Multivibrator circuit and its associated 
waveforms are shown above. When power is firstly applied, the base of transistor TR2 is 

connected to Vcc via the biasing resistor, RT  thereby turning the transistor “fully-ON” and into 
saturation and at the same time turning TR1 “OFF” in the process. This then represents the 

circuits “Stable State” with zero output. The current flowing into the saturated base terminal 
of TR2 will therefore be equal to Ib = (Vcc – 0.7)/RT . 

If a negative trigger pulse is now applied at the input, the fast decaying edge of the pulse will 

pass straight through capacitor, C1 to the base of transistor, TR1 via the blocking diode turning it 
“ON”. The collector of TR1 which was previously at Vcc drops quickly to below zero volts 

effectively giving capacitor CT  a reverse charge of -0.7v across its plates. This action results in 
transistor TR2 now having a minus base voltage at point X holding the transistor fully “OFF”. 
This then represents the circuits second state, the “Unstable State” with an output voltage equal 

to Vcc. 

Timing capacitor, CT  begins to discharge this -0.7v through the timing resistor RT , attempting to 

charge up to the supply voltage Vcc. This negative voltage at the base of transistor TR2 begins to 
decrease gradually at a rate determined by the time constant of the RT  CT  combination. As the 
base voltage of TR2 increases back up to Vcc, the transistor begins to conduct and doing so turns 

“OFF” again transistor TR1 which results in the monostable multivibrator automatically 
returning back to its original stable state awaiting a second negative trigger pulse to restart the 

process once again. 

Monostable Multivibrators can produce a very short pulse or a much longer rectangular shaped 
waveform whose leading edge rises in time with the externally applied trigger pulse and whose 

trailing edge is dependent upon the RC time constant of the feedback components used. 
This RC time constant may be varied with time to produce a series of pulses which have a 

controlled fixed time delay in relation to the original trigger pulse as shown below. 

Monostable Multivibrator Waveforms 



 

  

The time constant of Monostable Multivibrators can be changed by varying the values of the 
capacitor, CT  the resistor, RT  or both. Monostable multivibrators are generally used to increase 

the width of a pulse or to produce a time delay within a circuit as the frequency of the output 
signal is always the same as that for the trigger pulse input, the only difference is the pulse width. 

TTL/CMOS Monostable Multivibrators 

As well as producing Monostable Multivibrators from individual discrete components such as 
transistors, we can also construct monostable circuits using commonly available integrated 
circuits. The following circuit shows how a basic monostable multivibrator circuit can be 

constructed using just two 2-input Logic “NOR” Gates. 

NOR Gate Monostable 



 

  

Suppose initially that the trigger input is LOW at a logic level “0” so that the output from the 
first NOR gate U1 is HIGH at logic level “1”, (NOR gate principals). The resistor, RT  is 

connected to the supply voltage so is also equal to logic level “1”, which means that the 
capacitor, CT  has the same charge on both of its plates. Junction V1 is therefore equal to this 

voltage so the output from the second NOR gate U2 will be LOW at logic level “0”. This then 
represents the circuits “Stable State” with zero output. 

When a positive trigger pulse is applied to the input at time t0, the output of the 

first NOR gate U1 goes LOW taking with it the left hand plate of capacitor CT  thereby 
discharging the capacitor. As both plates of the capacitor are now at logic level “0”, so too is the 

input to the second NOR gate, U2 resulting in an output equal to logic level “1”. This then 
represents the circuits second state, the “Unstable State” with an output voltage equal to +Vcc. 

The second NOR gate, U2 will maintain this second unstable state until the timing capacitor now 

charging up through resistor, RT  reaches the minimum input threshold voltage of U2 (approx. 
2.0V) causing it to change state as a logic level “1” value has now appeared on its inputs. This 

causes the output to be reset to logic “0” which in turn is fed back (feedback loop) to one input 
of U2. This action automatically returns the monostable back to its original stable state and 
awaiting a second trigger pulse to restart the timing process once again. 

NOR Gate Monostable Waveforms 



 

  

This then gives us an equation for the time period of the circuit as: 

 

Where, R is in Ω and C in Farads. 

We can also make monostable pulse generators using special IC’s and there are already 

integrated circuits dedicated to this such as the 74LS121 standard one shot monostable 
multivibrator or the 74LS123 or the 4538B re-triggerable monostable multivibrator which can 

produce output pulse widths from as low as 40 nanoseconds up to 28 seconds by using only two 
external RC timing components with the pulse width given as: T = 0.69RC in seconds. 

74LS121 Monostable Generator 

 

  



This monostable pulse generator IC can be configured to produce an output pulse on either a 
rising-edge trigger pulse or a falling-edge trigger pulse. The 74LS121 can produce pulse widths 

from about 10ns to about 10ms width a maximum timing resistor of 40kΩ and a maximum 
timing capacitor of 1000uF. 

Monostable Multivibrators Summary 

Then to summarize, the Monostable Multivibrator circuit has only ONE stable state making it 
a “one-shot” pulse generator. When triggered by a short external trigger pulse either positive or 
negative. 

Once triggered the monostable changes state and remains in this second state for an amount of 
time determined by the preset time period of the RC feedback timing components used. One this 

time period has passed the monostable automatically returns itself back to its original low state 
awaiting a second trigger pulse. 

Monostable multivibrators can therefore be considered as triggered pulse generators and are 

generally used to produce a time delay within a circuit as the frequency of the output signal is the 
same as that for the trigger pulse input the only difference being the pulse width. 

One main disadvantage of “monostable multivibrators” is that the time between the application 
of the next trigger pulse has to be greater than the preset RC time constant of the circuit to allow 
the capacitor time to charge and discharge. 

 

POST MCQ 

Q1. ………………. multivibrator is a square wave oscillator 

1. Monostable 

2. Astable 

3. Bistable 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 2 

Q2. An astable multivibrator has …………. 
1. One stable state 

2. Two stable states 

3. No stable state 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 3 

Q3. A bistable multivibrator has ………….. 
1. Two stable states 

2. One stable state 

3. No stable state 

4. None of the above 



Answer : 1 

Q4. A monostable vibrator has ………….. 
1. No stable state 

2. One stable state 

3. Two stable states 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 2 

Q5. The multivibrator which generates square wave of its own is the 

………… multivibrator 

1. Monostable 

2. Bistable 

3. Astable 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 3 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The characteristics and classifications of oscillators & multi vibrators was studied. 
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UNIT V 

RECTIFIERS & POWER SUPPLIES 

AIM & OBJECTIVES 

To study the characteristics and classifications of rectifiers & power supplies. 

 

PRE MCQ 

1. Which of the following isn’t a type of rectifier? 

a) Precision Half-wave Rectifier 
b) Bridge Rectifier 

c) Peak Rectifier 
d) None of the mentioned 
 

2. For a half wave or full wave rectifier the Peak Inverse Voltage of the rectifier is always 
a) Greater than the input voltage 

b) Smaller than the input voltage 
c) Equal to the input voltage 
d) Greater than the input voltage for full wave rectifier and smaller for the half wave rectifier 

 
3. For a half-wave rectifier having diode voltage VD and supply input of VI, the diode conducts 

for π – 2Θ, where Θ is given by 
a) tan -1 VD/VI 
b) tan-1 VD/VI – VI 

c) sin-1 VD/VI 

d) sin-1 VD/VI – VI 

 
4. Bridge rectifier is an alternative for 
a) Full wave rectifier 

b) Peak rectifier 
c) Half wave rectifier 

d) None of the mentioned 
 
5. Which of the following is true for a bridge rectifier? 

a) The peak inverse voltage or PIV for the bridge rectifier is lower when compared to an 
identical center tapped rectifier 

b) The output voltage for the center tapped rectifier is lower than the identical bridge rectifier 
c) A transistor of higher number of coil is required for center tapped rectifier than the identical 
bridge rectifier 

d) All of the mentioned 

 

 



THEORY 

INTRODUCTION 

For the operation of most of the electronics devices and circuits, a d.c. source is required. So it is 

advantageous to convert domestic a.c. supply into d.c.voltages. The process of converting a.c. 
voltage into d.c. voltage is called as rectification. This is achieved with i) Step-down 
Transformer, ii) Rectifier, iii) Filter and iv) Voltage regulator circuits. 

 These elements constitute d.c. regulated power supply shown in the fig 1 below. 

 

Fig 2.1: Block Diagram of regulated D.C Power Supply 

 – steps down 230V AC mains to low voltage AC. 

– converts AC to DC, but the DC output is varying. 

– smooth the DC from varying greatly to a small ripple. 

– eliminates ripple by setting DC output to a fixed voltage. 

 The block diagram of a regulated D.C. power supply consists of step-down transformer, 

rectifier, filter, voltage regulator and load. An ideal regulated power supply is an electronics 
circuit designed to provide a predetermined d.c. voltage Vo which is independent of the load 

current and variations in the input voltage ad temperature. If the output of a regulator circuit is a 
AC voltage then it is termed as voltage stabilizer, whereas if the output is a DC voltage then it is 
termed as voltage regulator. 

2.1 RECTIFIER 

Any electrical device which offers a low resistance to the current in one direction but a high 
resistance to the current in the opposite direction is called rectifier. Such a device is capable of 
converting a sinusoidal input waveform, whose average value is zero, into a unidirectional 

Waveform, with a nonzero average component. A rectifier is a device, which converts a.c. 
voltage (bi-directional) to pulsating  d.c. voltage (Unidirectional). 

 



Characteristics of a Rectifier Circuit: 

Any electrical device which offers a low resistance to the current in one direction but a high 
resistance to the current in the opposite direction is called rectifier. Such a device is capable of 

converting a sinusoidal input waveform, whose average value is zero, into a unidirectional 
waveform, with a nonzero average component. A rectifier is a device, which converts a.c. 

voltage (bi-directional) to pulsating d.c..Load currents: They are two types of output current. 
They are average or d.c. current and RMS currents. Average or DC current: The average current 
of a periodic function is defined as the area of one cycle of the curve divided by the base. 

 It is expressed mathematically as 

i) Average value/dc value/mean value= Area over one period / Total time period 

 

ii) Effective (or) R.M.S current: 

The effective (or) R.M.S. current squared ofa periodic function of time is given by the area of 

one cycle of the curve, which represents the square of the function divided by the base. 

 

iii) Peak factor: 

 It is the ratio of peak value to Rms value 

Peak factor = peakvalue / rmsvalue 

iv) Form factor:  

 It is the ratio of Rms value to average value  



 

v) Ripple Factor 

It is defined as ration of R.M.S. value of a.c. component to the d.c. component in the output is 
known 

as “Ripple Factor”. 

 

vi) Efficiency   

It is the ratio of d.c output power to the a.c. input power. It signifies, how efficiently the rectifier 
circuit 

converts a.c. power into d.c. power. 

 

 

 vii) Peak Inverse Voltage (PIV): 

 It is defined as the maximum reverse voltage that a diode can withstand without destroying 

 the junction. 

viii) Transformer Utilization Factor (UTF): 

The d.c. power to be delivered to the load in a rectifier circuit decides the rating of the 



Transformer used in the circuit. So, transformer utilization factor is defined as 

 

ix) % Regulation: The variation of the d.c. output voltage as a function of d.c. load current is 
called regulation. The percentage regulation is defined as 

 

For an ideal power supply, % Regulation is zero 

2.2 CLASSIFICATION OF RECTIFIERS 

Using one or more diodes in the circuit, following rectifier circuits can be designed. 

1) Half - Wave Rectifier 

2) Full – Wave Rectifier 

3) Bridge Rectifier 

2.2.1 HALF-WAVE RECTIFIER: 

A Half – wave rectifier as shown in fig 1.2 is one, which converts a.c. voltage into a pulsating 

voltage using only one half cycle of the applied a.c. voltage. 



 

The a.c. voltage is applied to the rectifier circuit using step-down transformer-rectifying element 
i.e., pn junction diode and the source of a.c. voltage, all connected is series. The a.c. voltage is 
applied to the rectifier circuit using step-down transformer 

 

V=Vm sin (wt) The input to the rectifier circuit, Where Vm is the peak value of secondary a.c. 

voltage. 

Operation: For the positive half-cycle of input a.c. voltage, the diode D is forward biased and 
hence it conducts. Now a current flows in the circuit and there is a voltage drop across RL. The 
waveform of the diode current (or) load current is shown in fig 3. For the negative half-cycle of 

input, the diode D is reverse biased and hence it does not Conduct. Now no current flows in the 
circuit i.e., i=0 and Vo=0. Thus for the negative half- cycle no power is delivered to the load. 

 



Analysis: 

In the analysis of a HWR, the following parameters are to be analyzed. 

1. DC output current 

2. DC Output voltage 

3. R.M.S. Current 

4. R.M.S. voltage 

5. Rectifier Efficiency (η ) 

6. Ripple factor (γ ) 

7. Peak Factor 

8. % Regulation 

9. Transformer Utilization Factor (TUF) 

10. form factor 

11. o/p frequency 

Let a sinusoidal voltage Vi be applied to the input of the rectifier. 

Then V=Vm sin (wt) Where Vm is the maximum value of the secondary voltage. Let the diode 
be idealized to piece-wise linear approximation with resistance Rf in the forward direction i.e., in 

the ON state and Rr (=∞) in the reverse direction i.e., in the OFF state. Now the current ‘i’ in the 
diode (or) in the load resistance RL is given by V=Vm sin (wt) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I) AVERAGE VOLTAGE 

 

ii).AVERAGE CURRENT: 

 

iii) RMS VOLTAGE: 

 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FULL WAVE RECTIFIER 
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BRIDGE RECTIFIER 

 



 

 



 

 

FILTERS 

The output of a rectifier contains dc component as well as ac component. Filters are used to 
minimize 



the undesirable ac i.e., ripple leaving only the dc component to appear at the output. 

Some important filters are: 

1. Inductor filter 

2. Capacitor filter 

3. LC or L section filter 

4. CLC or Π-type filter 

CAPACITOR FILTER 

This is the most simple form of the filter circuit and in this arrangement a high value capacitor C 
is placed directly across the output terminals, as shown in figure. During the conduction period it 

gets charged and stores up energy to it during non-conduction period. Through this process, the 
time duration during which Ft is to be noted here that the capacitor C gets charged to the peak 
because there is no resistance (except the negligible forward resistance of diode) in the charging 

path. But the discharging time is quite large (roughly 100 times more than the charging time 
depending upon the value of RL) because it discharges through load resistance RL. The function 

of the capacitor filter may be viewed in terms of impedances. The large value capacitor C offers 
a low impedance shunt path to the ac components or ripples but offers high impedance to the dc 
component. Thus ripples get bypassed through capacitor C and only dc component flows 

through the load resistance RL Capacitor filter is very popular because of its low cost, small 
size, light weight and good characteristics. 

 



 



 



 

 



 

The worthnoting points about shunt capacitor filter are: 

1.For a fixed-value filter capacitance larger the load resistance RL larger will be the discharge 

time constant CRL and therefore, lower the ripples and more the output voltage. On the other 

hand lower the load resistance (or more the load current), lower will be the output voltage. 

2.Similarly smaller the filter capacitor, the less charge it can hold and more it will discharge. 

Thus the peak-to-peak value of the ripple will increase, and the average dc level will decrease. 

Larger the filter capacitor, the more charge it can hold and the less it will discharge. Hence the 

peak-to-peak value of the ripple will be less, and the average dc level will increase. But, the 

maximum value of the capacitance that can be employed is limited by another factor. The larger 

the capacitance value, the greater is the current required to charge the capacitor to a given 

voltage. The maximum current that can be handled by a diode is limited by the figure quoted by 

the manufacturer. Thus the maximum value of the capacitance, that can be used in the shunt filter 

capacitor is limited. 

 

What is a Regulated Power Supply? 

A regulated power supply converts unregulated AC (Alternating Current) to a constant DC 
(Direct Current). A regulated power supply is used to ensure that the output remains constant 

even if the input changes. 
A regulated DC power supply is also known as a linear power supply, it is an embedded circuit 

and consists of various blocks. 

https://www.electrical4u.com/alternating-current/
https://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/


The regulated power supply will accept an AC input and give a constant DC output. The figure 
below shows the block diagram of a typical regulated DC power supply. 

 

The basic building blocks of a regulated DC power supply are as follows: 

1. A step-down transformer 

2. A rectifier 
3. A DC filter 
4. A regulator 

(Note that our digital electronics MCQs have many electrical questions related to these topics) 

Operation of Regulated Power Supply 

Step Down Transformer 

A step down transformer will step down the voltage from the ac mains to the required voltage 
level. The turn’s ratio of the transformer is so adjusted such as to obtain the required voltage 

value. The output of the transformer is given as an input to the rectifier circuit. 
Rectification 

Rectifier is an electronic circuit consisting of diodes which carries out the rectification process. 

Rectification is the process of converting an alternating voltage or current into corresponding 
direct (DC) quantity. The input to a rectifier is AC whereas its output is unidirectional pulsating 

DC. 
Although a half wave rectifier could technically be used, its power losses are significant 
compared to a full wave rectifier. As such, a full wave rectifier or a bridge rectifier is used to 

rectify both the half cycles of the ac supply (full wave rectification). The figure below shows a 

https://www.electrical4u.com/electrical-engineering-objective-questions-mcq/
https://www.electrical4u.com/step-down-transformers/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-or-electric-potential-difference/
https://www.electrical4u.com/what-is-transformer-definition-working-principle-of-transformer/
https://www.electrical4u.com/diode-working-principle-and-types-of-diode/
https://www.electrical4u.com/half-wave-rectifiers/
https://www.electrical4u.com/full-wave-rectifiers/
https://www.electrical4u.com/bridge-rectifiers/


full wave bridge rectifier. 

 
A bridge rectifier consists of four p-n junction diodes connected in the manner shown above. In 
the positive half cycle of the supply, the voltage induced across the secondary of the electrical 

transformer i.e. VMN is positive. Therefore point E is positive with respect to F. Hence, diodes 
D3 and D2 are reversed biased and diodes D1 and D4 are forward biased. The diode D3 and D2 
will act as open switches (practically there is some voltage drop) and diodes D1 andD4 will act as 

closed switches and will start conducting. Hence a rectified waveform appears at the output of 
the rectifier as shown in the first figure. When voltage induced in secondary i.e. VMN is 

negative than D3 and D2 are forward biased with the other two reversed biased and a positive 
voltage appears at the input of the filter. 
DC Filtration 

The rectified voltage from the rectifier is a pulsating DC voltage having very high ripple content. 
But this is not we want, we want a pure ripple free DC waveform. Hence a filter is used. 

Different types of filters are used such as capacitor filter, LC filter, Choke input filter, π type 
filter. The figure below shows a capacitor filter connected along the output of the rectifier and 
the resultant output waveform. 

 
As the instantaneous voltage starts increasing the capacitor charges, it charges until the 
waveform reaches its peak value. When the instantaneous value starts reducing the capacitor 

https://www.electrical4u.com/p-n-junction-diode/
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starts discharging exponentially and slowly through the load (input of the regulator in this case). 
Hence, an almost constant DC value having very less ripple content is obtained. 

Regulation 

This is the last block in a regulated DC power supply. The output voltage or current will change 

or fluctuate when there is a change in the input from ac mains or due to change in load current at 
the output of the regulated power supply or due to other factors like temperature changes. This 
problem can be eliminated by using a regulator. A regulator will maintain the output constant 

even when changes at the input or any other changes occur. Transistor series regulator, Fixed and 
variable IC regulators or a zener diode operated in the zener region can be used depending on 

their applications. IC’s like 78XX and 79XX (such as the IC 7805) are used to obtained fixed 
values of voltages at the output. 
With IC’s like LM 317 and 723, we can adjust the output voltage to a required constant value. 

The figure below shows the LM317 voltage regulator. The output voltage can be adjusted by 
adjusting the values of resistances R1 and R2. Usually, coupling capacitors of values about 

0.01µF to 10µF need to be connected at the output and input to address input noise and output 
transients. Ideally, the output voltage is given by 

 

 
The figure above shows the complete circuit of a regulated +5V DC power supply. 

 
WHAT IS AN SMPS: SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY 

 

Switch mode power supplies, SMPS provide improved efficiency & space saving over traditional 

linear supplies, but care has to be taken to ensure noise on the output is low. 

SMPS Power Supply Circuits Primer & Tutorial Includes: 
Switch mode power supply     How does SMPS work     Step down buck converter     Step up 

boost converter     Buck Boost converter     
 
Switch mode power supplies are widely used because of the advantages they offer in terms of 

size, weight, cost, efficiency and overall performance. 
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As a result of their performance, switch mode power supplies are used in all but the most 
exacting applications to provide an efficient and effective source of power for most forms of 

electronic systems. 

Switch mode power supplies have become an accepted part of the electronics scene and are often 

referred to as switch mode power converters, or just switchers. 

Switch mode power supply terminology 

Switch mode power supply, SMPS, technology may be referred to by a number of similar terms. 

While they all look at the same basic technology, they refer to different elements of the overall 
technology: 

 Switch mode power supply, SMPS:   The term switch mode power supply is generally used to 
indicate an item that can be connected to the mains, or other external supply and used to 
generate the source power. In other words it is a complete power supply. 

 Switch mode regulator:   This typically refers just to the electronic circuit that provides the 
regulation. A switch mode regulator will be part of the overall switch mode power supply. 

 Switch mode regulator controller:   Many switch mode regulator integrated circuits do not 
contain he series switching element. This will be true if the current or voltage levels are high, 
because an external series switching element would be able to better handle the higher current 

and voltage levels, as well as the resultant power dissipation. 
Switch mode power supply basics 

The basic concept behind a switch mode power supply or SMPS is the fact that the regulation is 
undertaken by using a switching regulator. This uses a series switching element that turns the 
current supply to a smoothing capacitor on an off. 

Basic concept behind a switch mode power supply 

The time the series element is turned on is controlled by the voltage on the capacitor. If it is 

higher than required, the series switching element is turned off, if it is lower than required, it is 
turned on. In this way the voltage on the smoothing or reservoir capacitor is maintained at the 

required level. 

Switch mode power supply advantages / disadvantages 

The use of any technology is often a careful balance of several advantages and disadvantages. 

This is true for switch mode power supplies which offer some distinct advantages, but also have 
their drawbacks. 

SMPS advantages 
 High efficiency:   The switching action means the series regulator element is either on or off 

and therefore little energy is dissipated as heat and very high efficiency levels can be 

achieved. 
 Compact:   As a result of the high efficiency and low levels of heat dissipation, the switch 

mode power supplies can be made more compact. 



 Costs:   one of the points that makes switch mode power supplies very attractive is the cost. 
The higher efficiency and the switching nature of the design means that the heat that needs to 

be reduced is lower than that of linear supplies and this reduces costs. Long with this, the 
switching nature of the supply means that many of the components are lower cost. 

 Flexible technology:   Switch mode power supply technology can be used to provide high 
efficiency voltage conversions in voltage step up or "Boost" applications or step down "Buck" 
applications. 

SMPS Disadvantages 
 Noise:   The transient spikes that occur from the switching action on switch mode power 

supplies are one of the largest problems. The spikes can migrate into all areas of the circuits 
that the SMPSs power if the spikes are not properly filtered. Additionally the spikes or 
transients can cause electromagnetic or RF interference which can affect other nearby items 

of electronic equipment, particularly if they receive radio signals. 
 External components:   While it is possible to design a switch mode regulator using a single 

integrated circuit, external components are typically required. The most obvious is the 
reservoir capacitor, but filter components are also needed. In some designs the series switch 
element may be incorporated within the integrated circuit, but where any current is consumed, 

the series switch will be an external component. These components all require space, and add 
to the cost. 

 Expert design required:   It is often possible to put together a switch mode power supply that 
works. To ensure that it performs to the required specification can be more difficult. Ensuring 
the ripple and interference levels are maintained can be particularly tricky. 

 Filtering:   Careful consideration of the filtering for an SMPS because poor design can lead 
to high levels of noise and spikes on the output. 

 
On balance, switch mode power supplies are ideal for a host of applications from computers to 
chargers, and laboratory equipment to many items of domestic electronic gadgetry. Cost, size 

and efficiency are key factors in ensuring that they are the mainstay technology of very many 
applications. 

 

POST MCQ 

Q1. In an unregulated power supply, if load current increases, the output 

voltage ……….. 
1. Remains the same 

2. Decreases 

3. Increases 

4. None of the above 

Answer : 2 

Q2. In an unregulated power supply, if input a.c. voltage increases, the 

output voltage ……. 
1. Increases 

2. Decreases 

3. Remains the same 



4. None of the above 

Answer : 1 

Q3. A power supply which has voltage regulation of ……….. is unregulated 

power supply 

1. 0 % 

2. 5 % 

3. 10 % 

4. 8% 

Answer : 3 

Q4. Commercial power supplies have voltage regulation …………. 
1. of 10% 

2. of 15% 

3. of 25% 

4. within 1% 

Answer : 4 

Q5. An ideal regulated power supply is one which has voltage regulation of 

………… 

1. 0% 

2. 5% 

3. 10% 

4. 1% 

Answer : 1 
 

CONCLUSION 

The characteristics and classifications of rectifiers & power supplies was studied 
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PART-A 

Answer all the following questions                                                            10 X 2 = 20 

1. What is a pn junction? How is it formed?  

2.  Sketch the energy-band picture for  

 i} an intrinsic ii}n-type iii} a p-type semiconductor 

 Indicates the positions of the fermi, the donor &the acceptor levels. 

3. What is meant by rectifier?  

4.  Compare the performance measure of different filters.  

5. Why Transistor is called Current Controlled Device?  

6. What is early effect? How does it modify the V-I characteristics of a BJT?  

7.  What is meant by operating point? Explain its significance  

8. What is the condition for thermal stability and thermal resistance?  

9. Explain when a FET acts as a voltage variable resistor.  

10. Explain the drain and transfer characteristics of a JFET in details  

 

PART - B 

Answer all the following questions                                          5x16=80 

11. a)Derive an expression for total diode current starting from Boltzmann relationship in terms 

of the applied voltage. 

b) The reverse saturation current of a silicon p – n function diode at an operating temperature of 

270C is 50 nA. Compute the dynamic forward and reverse resistances of the diode for applied 

voltages of 0.8 V and -0.4 V respectively. 



OR 

12.a) Explain the operation of silicon p – n junction diode and obtain the forward bias and 

reverse bias Volt – Ampere characteristics.  

b) Obtain the transition capacitance CT of a junction diode at a reverse bias voltage of 12 V if 

CT of the diode is given as 15 PF at a reverse bias of 8 V. Differentiate between transition and 

diffusion capacitances. 

13.a) Define the following terms of a rectifier and filter: 

i) Ripple Factor 

ii) Regulation 

iii) Rectification Efficiency 

iv) Form Factor 

b) What is the ripple factor if a power supply of 220 V, 50 Hz is to be Full Wave rectified and 

filtered with a 220μF capacitor before delivering to a resistive load of 120Ω? Compute the value 
of the capacitor for the ripple factor to be less than 15%. 

OR 

14. a) Derive expressions for ripple factor of a Full Wave Rectifier with and without a capacitive 

filter. 

b) Compute the average and RMS load currents, TUF of an unfiltered centre tapped Full Wave 

Rectifier 

specified below. 

Input voltage to transformer = 220 V/50 Hz. 

Step down ratio of centre tapped transformer = 4:1(Primary to each section secondary). 

Sum of transformer secondary winding in each secondary segment and diode forward resistance 

= 

100Ω. Load resistance, RL= 220Ω. 

15.a) With the help of input & output characteristics, explain the operation of a BJT in Common 

Emitter Configuration. 

b) For an NPN transistor with αN= 0.98, ICO= 2μA and IEO= 1.6μA connected in Common 
Emitter Configuration, calculate the minimum base current for which the transistor enters into 

saturation region. VCC and load resistance are given as 12 V and 4.0 KΩ respectively. 

OR 

16.a) Compare the characteristics of a BJT in CB, CE and CC configurations. 



b) A Silicon BJT is connected in common Emitter configuration with collector – to –Base bias. 

Calculate the base resistance Rb for the quiescent collector – to – Emitter voltage, VCE has to be 

4 V. VCC and RC are given as 2 V and 1 KΩ respectively. Assume β= 100, VBE to be zero 
volts. Also find the stability factor of the circuit. 

17. a) Explain how self biasing can be done in a BJT with relevant sketches and waveforms.  

b) Design a self bias circuit for the following specifications: VCC = 12 V; VCE = 2V; IC = 

4mA; hfe = 80. Assume any other design parameters required. Draw the designed circuit. 

OR 

18. a) Explain how biasing is provided to a transistor through potential divider bias. List the 

assumptionsmade. List the need of bias compensation methods. 

b) An NPN transistor with β= 50 is used in common Emitter configuration with VCC = 10V and 
RC = 2.2 KΩ. Biasing is done through a 100 KΩ resistance from collector – to – Base. 

Assuming VBE to be zero volts, Find i) The quiescent point ii) The stability factor, „S‟. 

19.a) Detail the construction of an n-channel MOSFET of depletion type. Draw and explain its 

characteristics. 

b) A self biased p – channel JFET has a pinch – off voltage of VP = 5 V and IDSS = 12 mA. The 

supply voltage is 12 V. Determine the values of RD and RS so that ID = 5 mA and VDS = 6V. 

OR 

20.a) Explain the significance of threshold voltage of a MOSFET. Discuss the methods to reduce 

threshold voltage, VT. 

b) A FET follows the relation ID = IDSS[1 – VGS/Vp] . What are the values of ID and gm for 

VGS = -1.5 V if IDSS and VP are given as 8.4 mA and -3V respectively.  
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PART-A 

Answer all the following questions                                                            10 X 2 = 20 

 1. What do you mean by potential barrier for a p-n junction?  

2. What is the significance of negative resistance of a tunnel diode  

3.  Define peak inverse voltage (PIV).  

4.  Explain FWR working principle with circuit and waveforms. 

5. What are the three regions of a Transistor?  

6.  What is thermal runway ? how can it avoided?  

7. What is faithful amplification?  

8.  How α,β and γ are related to each other?  

9. Define the pinch off voltage (Vp) sketch the depletion region before and after pinchoff?  

10.  Derive Expression for saturation drain current  

 

PART - B 

Answer all the following questions                                          5x16=80 

11. Difference between 

i) Static and dynamic resistances of a p – n diode. 

ii) Transition and Diffusion capacitances of a p – n diode. 

iii)Volt – Ampere characteristics of a single silicon p – n diode and two identical silicon p- n 

diodes 

connected in parallel. 



iv) Avalanche and zener break down mechanisms 

OR 

12 a) Define the following terms for a PN diode 

i) Dynamic resistance 

ii) Load line 

iii) Difference capacitance  

iv) Reverse saturation current 

b) A reverse bias voltage of 90V is applied to a Germanium diode through a resistance R. The 

reverse saturation current of the diode is 50 μA at an operating temperature of 250C. Compute 
the diode current and voltage for i) R = 10 MΩ ii) R = 100 KΩ 

 

13.a) Define Ripple factor and form factor. Establish a relation between them. b) Explain the 

necessity of a bleeder resistor in an L – section filter used with a Full Wave filter. c) Compute 

ripple factor of an L – section choke input filter used at the output of a Full wave rectifier and 

capacitor values of the filter are given as 10 H and 8.2 μF respectively. 

OR 

14.a) List out the merits and demerits of Bridge type Full Wave rectifiers over centre tapped type 

Full Wave rectifiers. 

b) The secondary voltages of a centre tapped transformer are given as 60V-0V-60V the total 

resistance of secondary coil and forward diode resistance of each section of transformer 

secondary is 62 Ω. Compute the following for a load resistance of 1 KΩ. i) Average load current 

ii) Percentage load regulation iii) Rectification efficiency iv) Ripple factor for 240 V/50Hz 

supply to primary of transformer. c) What is bleeder resistance in L – section filters? 

15.a) Describe the significance of the terms, „α‟ and „β‟. Establish a relation between them. 

b) A transistor is operated at a forward emitter current of 2 mA and with the collector open – 

circuited. Assuming αN = 0.98, IEO = 1.6 μA and ICO = 2 μA, determine i) The junction 

voltages VC and VE ii) The collector to Emitter voltage VCE iii) The region of transistor 

operation (Saturation/Active/Cut-off). Assume any other values necessary. 

OR 

16a) Describe the functioning of a BJT in common base configuration. 

b) Determine the collector current of a BJT with both of its junctions reverse biased. Assume 

ICO = 5μA, IEO = 3.58 μA, αN = 0.98 and any other parameter values as required.  



c) How do you identify the region of operation of a BJT to be saturation region from the values 

of various circuit currents? 

17. a) Justify statement “Potential divider bias is the most commonly used biasing method” for 

BJT circuits. Explain how bias compensation can be done in such biasing through diodes. 

b) An NPN transistor with β= 100 is used in common Emitter configuration with Collector – to – 

Base bias. If VCC = 10 V, RC = 1 K and VBE = 0 V, determine i)Rb such that quiescent 

Collector – to – Emitter Voltage is 4V. ii) The stability factor, „S‟. 

OR 

18. a) Define all the four hybrid parameters of a BJT in CE configuration. Draw the circuit and 

its equivalent circuit. 

b) The source and load resistances connected to a BJT amplifier in CE configuration are 680Ω 
and 1 KΩ respectively. Calculate the voltage gain AV and the input resistance Ri if the h-

parameters are listed as hie = 1.1 kΩ ; hre = 2×10-4 ; hfe= 50 and hoe= 20 μmhas. Compute AV 

and Ri using both approximate and exact analysis. 

19.a) With the help of a neat schematic, explain the functioning of a common source amplifier. 

b) Bring out the differences between BJT and FET. Compare the three configurations of JFET 

amplifiers. 

OR 

20 a) Differentiate between enhancement and depletion modes of a MOSFET with the help of its 

characteristics and construction. 

b) Determine the pinch off voltage for an N – channel silicon. JFET if the thickness of its gate 

region is given as 3.2×10-4 cm and the donor density in n-type region is 1.2x10-5 /cm3 

c) Establish a relation between the three JFET parameters, μ, rd and gm.  
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PART-A 

Answer all the following questions                                                            10 X 2 = 20 

 1. What is mean by zener breakdown  

2. Explain the effect of temperature on the V-I characteristics of pn junction diode  

3. What is meant by filter  

4. Bridge rectifier is becoming more and more popular, why?  

5. Write B.J.T specifications  

6.  Explain how transistor acts as an Amplifier?  

7. What is meant by stabilization  

8. What is thermal runway? How can it avoid?  

9. State the application of JFET  

10.  When FET acts as a voltage variable resistor (vvr)?  

 

PART - B 

Answer all the following questions                                          5x16=80 

11.a) Explain the concept of diode capacitance. Derive expression for transition capacitance? 

b) Find the value of D.C. resistance and A.C resistance of a Germanium junction diode at 250C 

with reverse saturation current, Io= 25μA and at an applied voltage of 0.2V across the diode. 

OR 



12. a) What do you understand by depletion region at p-n junction? What is the effect of forward 

and reverse biasing of p-n junction on the depletion region? Explain with necessary diagrams. 

b) Explain Zener and avalanche breakdown mechanisms in detail. 

13.  Define the following terms and derive the equations with respect to half-wave rectifier: i) 

Ripple factor ii) Peak inverse voltage iii) Rectification efficiency iv) % Regulation. 

OR 

14.a) Draw the circuit diagram of full-wave rectifier with inductor filter. Explain its operation 

with necessary equations. 

b) A HWR circuit supplies 100mA DC current to a 250Ω load. Find the DC output voltage, PIV 
rating of a diode and the r.m.s. voltage for the transformer supplying the rectifier 

15. a) With neat sketches and necessary waveforms, explain the input and output characteristics 

of a BJT in CB configuration. Also derive expression for output current. 

b) Derive the relation among α, β and γ. 

OR 

16. a) With neat sketches and necessary waveforms, explain the input and output characteristics 

of a BJT in CE configuration. Also derive expression for output current. 

b) Calculate the collector current and emitter current for a transistor with α= 0.99 and ICBO= 
50μA when the base current is 20μA. 

17. a) Explain the basic requirements of transistor biasing. Verify these requirements in collector 

to base bias circuit. 

b) Design a fixed bias circuit using silicon transistor, with the following specifications: VCC = 

16V, VBE = 0.7V, VCEQ= 8V, ICQ = 4 mA & β= 50. 

OR 

18. a) What is thermal runaway in transistors? Obtain the condition for thermal stability in 

transistors. 

b) Draw the circuit diagram, AC equivalent & small signal equivalent of Emitter Follower 

amplifier using accurate h-parameter model. Derive expressions for AVs , AIs, RI & RO. 

19.a) Explain the construction & operation of an N-channel enhancement and depletion 

MOSFET with the help of static drain characteristics and transfer characteristics. 

b) Define pinch-off voltage and transconductance in field effect transistors. 

OR 

20(a) Write short notes on applications of FET as a voltage variable resistor. 



b) Explain the principle of CS amplifier with the help of circuit diagram. Derive the expressions 

for AV input impedance and output impedance. 
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PART-A 

Answer all the following questions                                                            10 X 2 = 20 

1.  What is diode equation?  

2.  Draw the v-I characteristics of SCR & define all related terms.  

3. What is the purpose of bleeder resistance in a rectifier circuit using LC filter?  

4. Write short note on Full wave rectifier (FWR) along with input output waveforms.  

5. Why hybrid parameters are called so? Define those  

6. What factors are to be considered for selecting the operating point Q for an amplifier?  

7. Why does potential divider method of biasing become universal?  

8. What is the major difference between a BJT and FET?  

9. Draw the symbols of JFET ( N Channel/P channel ) MOSFET (Depletion MOSFET (n- 

 channel/p-channel)and Enhancement MOSFET (n-channel/p-channel)  

10. Draw the low frequency hybrid equivalent circuit for C.E .C.B and CC  

 

PART - B 

Answer all the following questions                                          5x16=80 

11.a) Explain about various current components in a forward biased p-n junction diode. 

b) With neat sketches and necessary waveforms explain about the regulation characteristics 

OR 



12.a) With neat sketches and necessary waveforms explain the volt ampere characteristics of PN 

diode. 

b) Explain the temperature dependence of VI characteristics of PN diode. 

c) Compare ideal and practical diodes. 

13.a) Draw the circuit of full-wave rectifier with capacitor filter. Explain its operation with 

necessary equations. 

b) A full wave rectifier circuit uses two silicon diodes with a forward resistance of 20Ω each. A 
DC voltmeter connected across the load of 1KΩ reads 55.4 volts. Calculate  i) Irms ii) Average 

voltage across each diode iii) ripple factor iv) Transformer secondary voltage rating. 

OR 

14.a) Draw the circuit of full-wave rectifier with L-section filter and derive expression for its 

ripple factor. 

b) A 230 V, 60Hz voltage is applied to the primary of a 5:1 step down, center tapped transformer 

used in a full wave rectifier having a load of 900Ω. If the diode resistance and the secondary coil 

resistance together has a resistance of 100Ω, determine i) dc voltage across the load. ii) dc 

current flowing through the load. iii) dc power delivered to the load. iv) PIV across each diode. 

15 a) With neat sketches and necessary waveforms, explain the input and output characteristics 

of a BJT in CE configuration. Also derive expression for output current. 

b) The reverse leakage current of the transistor when connected in CB configuration is 0.2 μA 
while it is 18 μA when the same transistor is connected in CE configuration. Calculate α and β of 

the transistor. 

OR 

16.a) With the help of a neat diagram explain different current components in an NPN bipolar 

junction transistor. 

b) With reference to bipolar junction transistors, define the following terms and explain i) 

Emitter efficiency. ii) Base Transportation factor iii) Large signal 

17.a) Explain how ICO variations are compensated with the help of diode and thermistor in 

transistor biasing circuits? 

b) Design a collector to base bias circuit using silicon transistor to achieve a stability factor of 

20, with the following specifications: VCC = 16V, VBE = 0.7V, VCEQ= 8V, ICQ= 4 mA & β= 
50. 

OR 

18. a) Explain the basic requirements of transistor biasing. Verify these requirements in Emitter 

feedback bias circuit. 



b) An NPN Silicon transistor with β=50 is used in a common emitter circuit with VCC=10V, 
RC=2K. The bias is obtained by connecting a 100K resistance from collector to base. Find i) Q-

Point ii) Stability factor, S 

19 a) Explain the construction & operation of an P-channel enhancement and depletion 

MOSFET with the help of static drain characteristics and transfer characteristics. 

b) Explain why field effect transistor is called as unipolar and voltage controlled device 

OR 

20. a) With neat sketches, necessary equations explain the drain & transfer characteristics of 

MOSFET in enhancement mode. 

b) Why is a Field Effect Transistor called unipolar & voltage controlled device? Explain the 

drain & transfer characteristics of a JFET in detail.  
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PART-A 

Answer all the following questions                                                            10 X 2 = 20 

1. What is “dark current” of a photo diode?  

2.  Which type of diode capacitance is used in the varactor diode, explain.  

3. What is Diffusion and Drift Currents?  

4. Derive ripple factor of FWR.  

5. What is a dc power supply (Regulated power supply)?  

6. Draw the characteristics of Photo Diode.  

7. Define reverse leakage current in C.E configuration  

8. Compare CB, CE and CC configurations.  

9. Define the four- h parameters  

10.  Explain the JFET small signal model  

PART - B 

Answer all the following questions                                          5x16=80 

11 a) Explain the formation of depletion region in an open circuited pn junction with neat 

Sketches. 

b) The voltage across a silicon diode at room temperature of 300oK is 0.7V when 2mA Current 

flows through it. If the voltage increases to 0.75V, calculate the diode current. 

(OR) 

12. Discuss the constructional details of SCR and Schotky barrier diode. 



13. A HWR circuit supplies 100mA DC current to a 250Ω load. Find the DC output voltage, PIV 
rating of a diode and the r.m.s. voltage for the transformer supplying the rectifier 

(OR) 

14. Draw the circuit of full-wave rectifier with capacitor filter. Explain its operation with 

necessary equations. 

15. The reverse leakage current of the transistor, when connected in CB configuration is 0.2mA, 

while it is 18 m A when the same transistor is connected in CE configuration. Calculate α and β 
of the transistor 

(OR) 

16) a)Compare the three transistor amplifier configurations with related to AI , AV , Ri and RO. 

b) For the emitter follower with RS= 0.5K, RL= 50K, hfe= -50, hie= 1K, hoe= 25μA/V, hre= 
1.Calculate AV, AI, Zi and ZO. 

17. Draw a fixed bias circuit and explain its operation. Calculate the Stability factor 

(OR) 

18 (a)What is thermal runaway in transistors? Obtain the condition for thermal stability in 

transistors. 

b) Design a self bias circuit using silicon transistor to achieve a stability factor of 10, with the 

following specifications: VCC = 16V, VBE = 0.7V, VCEQ = 8V, ICQ = 4 mA & β = 50. 

19. a) Write the expressions for mid-frequency gain of a FET Common Source Amplifier. 

b) Discuss the high frequency response of CD Configuration. 

(OR) 

20. Explain the working of MOSFET in i) Enhancement mode ii) Depletion mode. Draw the 

necessary diagrams and graphs. 
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